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ABSTRACT

TOWARDS COMBINED ARMS WARFARE: A SURVEY OF TACTICS, DOCTRINE, AND
ORGANIZATION IN THE 20th CENTURY, by Captain Jonathan ;M. House, USA,
330 pages.

This study attempts to trace the development of combined arms concepts,
organization, and practices by an examination of five major powers:
Great Britain, Germany, France, the United States, and the Soviet Union.
The focus is on developments at and below division level, and as such

." this survey provides valuable background information for the process
of force and doctrinal design.

Prior to 1914, the combat arms were integrated within divisions of
most armies. Yet each of th.e arms existed in small units equipped
with only one type of weapon and having only limited interaction with
the other arms. Most professional soldiers were aware of developments
in the firepower of infantry and artillery weapons, but it required
the reality of World War I to establish the absolute necessity for
infantry-artillery cooperation in all tactical operations. World War

4 I not only witnessed the growth of modern indirect fire techniques
and infantry organizations, but also forced armies to develop elaborate
command, control, and communications systems to orchestrate the various
arms on a complex battlefield.

Between the two World Wars, major armies evolved in different directions,
despite their common recognition of tactical issues such as mechanization
and air support -All nations developed new tactics and equipment to some
degree, but only Germany synchronized its developments in materiel,
doctrine, and training so that it had a temporary advantage in mechanized
warfare during the period 1939-41.

World War II produced a number of major trends. For example, most armies
adjusted their armored formations from an extremely tank-heavy structure
towards a relatively balanced combination of infantry, armor , antitank,
and artillery elements. Different nations tried different solutions to
the problem of task organizing at the small unit and division level, and

- all experienced difficulties in coordinating close air support.

4 Since 1945, both the Soviet Union and the United States have had to
adjust to major challenges posed to mechanized combined arms by the
rise of nuclear weapons and of low intensity warfare. At the same time,
the Israeli armed forces have followed the same pattern of combined
arms use and neglect that Germany covered from 1916 to 1945.

4 In addition to a variety of lesser points about the functions of
various arms, this thesis focuses on three major themes: the necessity
for combined arms integration at small unit level, the difficulties of
achievirg such integration by attaching non-divisional units on a temporary
basis, and the continuing difficulties in reconciling ground and air
force priorities in order to ensure effective close air support.
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INTRODUCTION

We have gotten into the fashion of talking of cavalry tactics,
artillery tactics, and infantry tactics. This distinction is
nothing but a mere abstraction. There is but one art, and that
is the tactics of the combined arms. The tactics of a body of
mounted troops composed of the three arms is subject to the
same established principles as is that of a mixed force in
which foot soldiers bulk largely. The only difference is one
of mobility.

-Major Gerald Gilbert, British Army, 19071

The concept of "Combined Arms" has existed for centuries, but the nature

of the combination and the organizational level at which it occurred have

varied greatly. Prior to the seventeenth century, for example, there was

often no need to combine infantry, artillery, and cavalry at the small unit

level. Each branch served a specific function on the battlefield, and only

the senior commanders present needed to coordinate the effects of the

different arms. In succeeding centuries, the general trend has been to

combine the arms at progressively lower levels of organization. The concern

of commanders has gone from coordinating the separate actions of separate

arms, to gaining greater cooperation between them, and finally to combining

their actions in order to gain the maximum effect of their various

attributes.

At the time that Gilbert made his plea, many officers paid lip service

to "combined arms," but few understood the need to achieve such cooperation

or combination between the branches at the small unit level. Since then,

twentieth century warfare and especially mechanized warfare have developed

to the point where some form of combined arms is essential for survival, let

alone victory, on the battlefield. Yet the very complexity of this warfare

3WPC1396J/MAR84



leads to specialization in both training and maintenance, a specialization

that is normally reflected by forming companies and battalions consisting of

one or at most three different major weapons systems. A mechanized infantry

battalion, for example, normally includes direct fire infantry weapons,

antitank weapons, and limited indirect fire support in the form of mortars

• and grenade launchers. Such a battalion has little or no organic capability

* "in the areas of armor, air defense, engineers, long-range indirect fire, or

air support. A tank or artillery battalion is even more specialized and

restricted in its equipment.

Although these units are task-organized and cross-attached for field

operations, the demands of specialization, unit identity, and maintenance

naturally cause many soldiers to concentrate upon the use of one weapon or

arm to defeat the corresponding weapon or arm of the enemy. Such a narrow

view has frequently characterized professional soldiers, who are naturally

conservative of techniques that seem effective. This simplistic approach is

perhaps less common among senior commanders and among infantry or

reconnaissance (armored cavalry) units, where the different weppons are

integrated on a more frequent basis .han in some other organizations.

Still, at least some tank crews train primarily to fight enemy tanks,

actical fighter units seek air superiority over enemy fighters, and

engineers concentrate upon enhancing the mobility of their own forces while

impeding the mobility and countermobility efforts of enemy engineers. All

of these tasks are essential for combat success, but none by itself will

ensure proper interaction between the different arms and weapons. Indeed,

3WPC1396J/MAR84
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almost by definition a particular arm or weapon system has most of the same

strengths and weaknesses of its enemy counterpart, and may not be the best

means to use to defeat that enemy.

The very term "combined arms" often means different things to different

people, or is left undefined and vague. As a minimum, however, this term

includes at least three related elements:

(1) The combined arms concept is the basic idea that different arms

and weapons systems must be used in concert to maximize the survival and

combat effectiveness of each other. The strengths of one must be used to

compensate for the weaknesses of others. Exactly which arms and weapons are

included in this concept varies greatly between armies and over time.

Today, however, the list of combined arms would include at least the

following: infantry (mechanized, motorized, airborne, air assault, light.

and special or unconventional operations forces), armor, cavalry/

reconnaissance, artillery, antitank forces, air defense, combat engineers,

attack helicopters, and some form of close air support. Under certair

circumstances, this list may also include electronic warfare and, when

authorized, nuclear and chemical fires. Beyond this basic list, all the

combat support and service support elements are equally important if the

force is to fight in a coordinated and sustained manner. In the interests

of brevity, however, logistical aspects of combined arms will be discussed

only briefly in this study.

(2) Combined arms organization, at whatever level (company,

battalion, brigade/regiment, etc.), brings these different arms and weapons

3WPC1396J/MAR84
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systems together for combat. This may include both fixed, peacetime tables

of organization and ad hoc or task organized combinations of elements in

wartime.

(3) Combined arms tactics and operations are the actual roles and

techniques performed by these different arms and weapons in supporting each

other once they have been organized into integrated teams. This is the area

that is of most concern to professional soldiers, yet it is precisely the

area where historical records and tactical manuals often neglect important

details. Moreover, combined arms tactics and techniques at the level of

battalion or below are the most difficult aspects about which to generalize

historically, because they are most subject to frequent changes in

technology.

A short study such as this cannot possibly consider all the complexities

of these three elements in recent military history. What it can do is trace

some recurring themes or problems in the recent conduct of combined arms in

the British, French, German, Soviet, and United States Armies. At various

times, each of these armies has led the world in the development of tactics

and doctrine. For the period since 1948, the Israeli Defense Forces must be

added to this list, because the Israeli experience has had a major influence

on weapons and doctrine elsewhere. In particular, this paper will identify

the general trends in the development of tactical and organizational

concepts for integrating the different arms and weapons systems at division

level and below. This does not mean describing the thousands of minute

changes that have occurred in divisional structure in these armies since the

3WPC1396J/MAR84
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division became a fixed table of organization during the 1800s. Yet the

trends in terms of proportions of different arms and levels at which those

arms were integrated can be illustrated with a limited number of line and

block charts. Such trends should provide an historical framework and

background for readers who are developing their own more detailed concepts

of how to organize and employ the combined arms today.

This study is thus a tentative overview rather than an exhaustive

analysis. My hope is that it will prompt others to develop or even contest

the trends described in these pages, and thereby advance the study of a

central issue in land combat.

Before proceeding to the specific developments of history, some basic

comments on the combined arms concept are in order. Most of these comments

are self-evident, but they may assist readers in placing the following

chapters into context.

In the abstract, tactical warfare may be considered as a combination of
three elements: mobility, protection, and offensive power. 2  Mobility

means not only the ability to maneuver and concentrate forces over terrain,

but also the ability to move men and units when exposed to the fire of the

enemy. Mobility is not an absolute, but must be measured relative to the

difficulty of the terrain and-to the mobility of other friendly or enemy

forces. For a combined arms team, the least mobile element may determine

the mobility of the entire force. Without mobility, the principles of mass,

maneuver, and offensive cannot be applied, and surprise becomes very

difficult. Protection means both security against enemy surprise attack and

3WPC1396J/MAR84
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protection to allow offensive maneuver or defense on the battlefield. This

battlefield protection may be accomplished by using terrain defilade and

defensive fortifications, or by employing artificial means such as armor.

Offensive or fire power is necessary in order to impose one's will on the

enemy, to overcome his protection.

These three elements have interacted constantly throughout military

history. In particular, the past century has been characterized by a vast

increase in weapons power, an increase that can be overcome only with great

difficulty by a carefully designed combination of protected mobility and

other firepower. The most obvious example of this is the defensive system

of World War I. That combination of firepower and protection had to be

countered by close coordination of infantry (mobility), fire support

(offensive power), and armor (which theoretically combined all three

elements). Even this explanation of World War I is simplistic, but the

three basic elements of mobility, protection, and offensive power are

present in most tactical equations.

At a more practical level, these three elements are combined technically

0. in the design and employment of idividual weapons, and tactically in the

combination of different weapons and arms. The 1982 edition of Field Manual

100-5, Operations, divides the concept and practice of combined arms into

two procedures: supplementary or reinforcing combined arms, and

complementary combined arms. As its name implies, supplementary combined

arms means increasing the effect of one weapons system or arm with the

0 similar effects of other weapons and arms. For example, the effects of

3WPC1396J/MAR84
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mortars and artillery may reinforce or supplement each other in an

integrated fire plan. Engineers may enhance the protection of armored

vehicles by digging those vehicles in with engineer equipment.

Complementary combined arms, by contrast, have different effects or

characteristics, so that together they pose a more complicated threat, a

dilemma for the enemy. The defender may place a minefield so that it halts

an enemy force at a point where observed artillery or antitank fires can

attack that enemy as he clears the minefield. This integrates the different

weapons to provide a much greater effect than any one by itself could

achieve. The resulting dilemma forces the enemy to accept casualties while

clearing the mines, or to seek a passage elsewhere.

It is not sufficient, however, to develop a doctrine for combining the

different arms and services. In order to practice, refine, and employ this

doctrine, at least five other elements are necessary. First, an army must

design and procure weapons with the characteristics required by the

doctrine, and must stay abreast of technical changes that may invalidate or

modify those weapons and doctrine.

Second, the doctrine must be effectively explained and disseminated to

the commanders who are expected to use it.

Third, the commanders must believe that the doctrine can be effective

with the organizations, weapons, and troops available. Both dissemination

and acceptance are hampered by the fact that soldiers naturally rely on past

experience, so that a colonel may unconsciously expect platoons to function

as they did when he was a lieutenant, years or even decades before.

3WPC1396J/MAR84
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Experience is a priceless asset to any army, but it naturally retards or

distorts the application of changes in technology and doctrine that may

render parts of that experience obsolete.

Fourth, in the eyes of the commander his unit must have the training and

morale to implement that doctrine. A recurring theme of this study will be

that professional soldiers tend to overestimate the amount and quality of

training necessary for the rank and file to perform effectively in war.

There is no substitute for good training, but historically leaders with high

standards have rejected or modified doctrine that their troops seemed

incapable of executing. On the other hand, training may genuinely be an

obstacle to a particular doctrine or organization. If company commanders

are, on the average, capable of coordinating only 80 men and two types of

weapons systems, it would be useless to design 170-man companies with ten

different weapons systems. Training officers to handle these larger, more

complex units may be prohibitively expensive in peacetime.

Finally, a combined arms system cannot work without effective command

and control to integrate and direct that system. Thus, factors such as span

* of control, speed of decisionmaking, and leadership ability can be as

important as the weapons themselves.

Successful commanders throughout history have instinctively understood

_ these requirements. One could argue that neither Gustavus Adolphus of

Sweden, nor Frederick the Great of Prussia, nor Napoleon I of France

actually developed major new doctrines and weapons for the combined arms.

What they did well was to procure weapons, understand and disseminate

3WPC1396j/MAR84
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doctrine, train their troops, and apply the results in battle. With the

larger armies and technical complexity of weapons in this century, it may be

beyond the capability of a single leader to fulfill all these requirements.

At the same time, by 1914 the combination of different arms had become

essential for survival rather than optional for improved combat power. The

process of developing and institutionalizing the combined arms concept,

organization, and tactics in this century is the focus of this study.

Jonathan M. House
Captain, Military Intelligence
Combat Studies Institute
U.S. Army Command & General Staff College
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CHAPTER ONE

PROLOGUE TO 1914

In the 1690s, European armies developed and fielded the socket bayonet,

a long spike-shaped blade that could be fixed on the end of a musket without

obstructing the bore of the weapon during loading and firing.1 This

simple device allowed well-disciplined infantry to withstand horse cavalry

charges without the aid of specialized weapons such as the pike. For the

next 150 years, infantry units armed solely with smoothbore firearms and

bayonets were the backbone of all Western armies. Skilled senior commanders

understood how to coordinate this infantry with cavalry and with direct-fire

smoothbore artillery, but such coordination was rarely important at the

level of regiment or below, because these units were basically armed with a

single type of weapon. The need to maximize the firepower of inaccurate

smoothbore weapons led to extremely linear deployments on the battlefield.

The infantry maneuvered into long formations of two or three ranks, with the

artillery located between or slightly behind the infantry battalions. The

*limited effect of even such carefully-arrayed firepower made it possible, if

dangerous, for dense masses of cavalry and infantry to attack at a specific

point and break the thin lines of the defender. Fire support coordination

was simple, because the infantry and artillery unit commanders had

face-to-face contact and used hand signals to designate targets.

The fundamentals of weaponry, technology, and small unit tactics were

refined but remained basically unchanged until the mid-1800s. As a result,

3WPC1396j/MAR81
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professional soldiers were naturally skeptical about innovators or even

serious students of tactics.

TECHNOLOGY AND MANPOWER

During the period 1827-1870, the first of two waves of major

technological change in the nineteenth century revolutionized the

battlefield. The most important innovation of this first wave was the

development of rifled, breechloading firearms. The muzzle-loading rifle

with a bullet-shaped projectile initially replaced the smoothbore musket.

This projectile increased the velocity and accuracy of small arms fire out

to an effective range of nearly 500 meters. 2  During the American Civil

War of 1861-1865, the rifle forced both sides to spread out into skirmish

lines when attacking, because dense infantry formations in daylight provided

lucrative targets for the defender armed with a rifle. Defenders had to dig

in to reduce their own vulnerability to the attackers' rifle fire. Yet the

muzzle-loading rifles used by most soldiers during the Civil War were

already obsolescent, as the Prussian Army led Europe in the development of

breechloading rifles. 3  Unlike muzzle loaders, breech loaders could be

reloaded in a prone position, allowing infantry to remain under cover while

firing repeatedly. Soon fixed, metallic-cased ammunition made loading even

faster. By the time of the Franco-Prussian War in 1870-1871, most armies

had adopted breechloading artillery as well as rifles.

The first wave of technological change also included the introduction of

the railroad and the telegraph. These inventions greatly increased the

3WPC 13 96j/MAR84
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I
speed of communication, mobilization, and troop movement at a strategic or

operational level. At the tactical level, though, troops still maneuvered

on foot or on horseback.

The second wave of technological change came in the 1880s and 1890s.

Smokeless gunpowder, magazine-fed repeating rifles, recoiling and

quickfiring artillery, improved artillery fuses, machine guns, and gasoline

engines appeared in rapid succession. With the exception of the engine,

these developments all increased the volume, range, and accuracy of fire,

placing the soldier in the open at a tremendous disadvantage compared to the

soldier in prepared positions. General staffs developed to mobilize and

deploy enormous armies using these new weapons. Although radio-telegraphs

existed in the armies of 1914, the radio had not yet improved to the point

where staffs could follow and direct events on the battlefield.

The cumulative effect of these two waves was to make cooperation and

coordination between different units and arms absolutely essential.

Anything less than total coordination in the attack might well result in

defeat by defensive firepower. Conversely, an uncoordinated defense invited

disaster.

The American Civil War and the Wars of German Unification (1864-1871)

gave professional soldiers many opportunities to evaluate the first wave of

* technological change. That technology in combination with an effective

reserve component system provided the tools of victory in Prussia's

struggles to unite Germany. However, when World War I began professional

4 soldiers had not yet digested and agreed upon the effects of the second wave

4 3WPC1396J/MAR84 12
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of change. As will be seen below, most tactical doctrines in 1914 showed a

healthy respect for the effects of firepower, but such doctrines had not

solved the resulting problems on the battlefield.

Quite apart from changes in weaponry, the Prussian example convinced

other European governments that they must develop mass armies of

reservists. European general staffs therefore produced elaborate plans to

mobilize and deploy such reserves by railroad at the outbreak of war. In

1900, for example, Germany had only 545,000 men on active duty but a total

wartime strength of 3,013,000; France had 544,450 men in peacetime and

4,660,000 in war; and Russia could mobilize over 4,000,000 from a peacetime

strength of 896,000.4 Only the British Army Expeditionary Force consisted

essentially of regulars, with a limited percentage of reservists who had all

previously served on active duty.

The Prussian reserve and militia (Landwehr) formations of the 1860s were

successful partly because they were filled with the veterans of previous

Prussian wars. By 1914, however, a long period of peace had robbed most

armies of such experienced reservists. Every continental army had to

develop its own system of reserve training and organization, and every army

had to decide what percentage of reservists could be absorbed into an active

duty unit on mobilization. Many officers distrusted the competence of their

citizen-soldiers. The absence of reservists from regular army formations

during most of the year also made it difficult to train both officers and

conscripts realistically, because the units were well below authorized

wartime strength and were in effect skeleton formations.

3WPC1396J/MAR84
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ORGANIZATION AND DOCTRINE

Pre-1914 armies organized the different combat arms into divisions and

corps that bore a superficial resemblance to those of today. The most

obvious differences are the vehicles and electronics associated with modern

combat. By the end of the Napoleonic Wars, European armies had accepted the

division as the wartime unit for combining infantry and artillery, although

most cavalry was concentrated into separate brigades, divisions, or even

corps. 5  As in so many other areas, by 1914 the Prussian example had

produced considerable agreement on the basic organization of an infantry

division. Most divisions contained 12 battalions of infantry, each with two

machine guns either assigned or in direct support (See figures 1 and 2).6

These battalions were usually grouped into four regiments and two brigades,

*a although the British regimental headquarters no longer had a tactical

command function and therefore remained in garrison. Divisional cavalry was

universally very small, because most functions of screening and

reconnaissance were assigned to the separate cavalry brigades or divisions.

4These large cavalry formations were almost pure cavalry with a few horse

artillery batteries attached. Not until 1913-14, for example, did the

Germans add company-sized elements of mounted engineers and bicycle-equipped

* infantry to their cavalry divisions.
7

Where the armies differed most markedly was in the proportion and

calibers of artillery included in the infantry divisions. Divisional

*• artillery varied from as few as 36 light guns of 75-mm in the French

division, to the British division with 76 artillery pieces, including 18 4.5

3WPC1396J/MAR84 14
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TYPE FRENCH DIVISION, 1914 15,000 men, 36 guns, 24 machineguns

HQ 7
} ,L

4 x 75 mm

HQ

2 xmachinegun

TYPE GERMVAN DIVISION, 1914
17,500 men, '2guns, 2-4 machineguns

Telephone 6 x machine
qun

, 1

18x7mm 18x7mm 18xhiegmmn

Figure 1. Type FrencD and German Divisions, 1914

' ._.17,500men, - gus 24 -machineguns



TYPE BRITISH DIVISION, 1914 13,000 men, 76 guns, 24 machineguns

I I
HQ j j r

x machinegur. 18 x 83.8mm 18 x 4.S5, 4 x 127mm

xx

TYPE RUSSIAN DI'rISION,19.
T 21,000 men, 58 guns, 32 machineguns

6Y

12 x 76.2m

xx*

x machinegun

Figure 2. Type British and Russian Divisions, 1914.
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inch (114.5-mm) howitzers and four 127-mm guns. These variations in

structure reflected profound confusion and disagreement as to the role of

artillery and the importance of combined arms. The U.S. division was only

just developing during the period 1911-17, and is therefore omitted from

this discussion.

In order to understand the doctrinal interrelationships of the different

arms before World War I, some consideration of each arm is in order.

Cavalry and engineers may be discussed briefly, but the infantry and

artillery deserve a more detailed explanation.

Cavalry had the greatest mobility in the days before automobiles, and

was therefore closely associated with functions requiring such mobility.

Traditionally, cavalry had three missions: reconnaissance and security

before the battle, shock action on the battlefield, and pursuit after the

battle. The increases in firepower during the later 1800s led many

tacticians to suggest that shock action was no longer a feasible role except

under rare circumstances. Defenders of cavalry shock action pointed to one

cavalry charge of the Franco-Prussian War, an action appropriately known as

"Von Bredow's death ride." At the battle of Vionville-Mars-la-Tour, on 16

August 1870, Major General von Bredow led his Prussian cavalry brigade down

a depression to within a few hundred meters of the left flank of the French

6th Corps. The French had already suffered from artillery fire and were not

entrenched when von Bredow charged out of the smoke. Yet during an attack

that took less than five minutes and produced only a momentary tactical

advantage, 380 out of 800 German cavalrymen were killed or wounded.8
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Critics suggested that, because the charge seemed almost obsolete, cavalry

should be re-equipped as dragoons or mounted infantry. This would enable

the horse cavalry to continue the reconnaissance or security mission, while

also functioning as highly mobile infantry that dismounted after making

contact with the enemy. Cavalry actually operated in this manner during the

American Civil War, the Boer War (1899-1902), and the Russo-Japanese War

(1904-05). By 1914, the British and German armies had equipped their

cavalry with machine guns and trained them to fight dismounted when

necessary. Yet the desire to retain cavalry's operational mobility in

reconnaissance, security, and pursuit caused many cavalrymen to prefer

mounted fighting whenever possible, despite the large target a horse and
U

rider presented to the enemy. In any event, social conservatism preserved

the traditional cavalry of lances and sabers in most armies.

Of the four combat arms, engineers were the most neglected in doctrine.

They generally operated in very small units, performing technical tasks and

maintaining weapons or equipment in addition to their mobility and

countermobility missions. Because of these missions, engineers were often

* the only troops trained in the detailed construction and destruction of

obstacles and field fortifications. 9

A rifle battalion before 1914 was just that--four companies of

* rifle-armed infantry plus, in most cases, two heavy machine guns. Such

battalions lacked the variety of grenades, mortars, and similar short-range

indirect fire weapons that we today associate with "infantry." To some

4 extent, armies neglected these weapons because they required specialized
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training or, in the case of the heavy machine gun and mortar, because they

were too heavy to keep pace with advancing infantry. Machine guns were

usually cast in an economy of force role, such as protecting an open flank.

Moreover, once an infantry battalion detrained and advanced to contact, it

was neither more mobile nor more protected than infantry in the 18th or 19th

century. The firepower of breechloading, magazine-fed rifles and machine

guns had greatly outstripped the mobility and survivability of foot-mobile

infantry. As everyone discovered in the fall of 1914, the only immediate

remedy was to entrench. All professional soldiers were aware of this

problem before the war, but they regarded defensive firepower as a costly

obstacle that had to be overcome by a highly motivated attacker. Attacking

infantry was expected to forego protection in order to maximize its own

firepower and mobility.

In order to understand this belief, we must consider the war that

professional soldiers expected to fight in 1914. The Wars of German

Unification had provided models of short wars won by decisive offensive

action. Over and over during the summer of 1870, the better-trained and

better-armed French infantry had taken up carefully-selected defensive

positions, only to be outflanked and driven back by determined and costly

German attacks.1 0  Thus many soldiers concluded that standing on the

defensive was a sure road to defeat. In any event, no one believed that a

war which mobilized the entire manpower of a nation could go on for more

than a few months. War in 1914 meant that the entire economy halted while

the reserves mobilized and fought. Under such circumstances, societies and

economies would collapse if the war dragged on.
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This belief in a short war determined many of the tactical expectations

of European soldiers. With few exceptions, they did not anticipate

assaulting prepared fortifications across open ground. Instead, most

soldiers envisaged a series of meeting engagements or encounter

battles. Each commander hoped that his cavalry screen or his infantry

advance guard would find a weak element of the enemy, and attack immediately

to develop the situation and Porce that enemy onto the defensive. The

-e attacker's artillery would then act to pin down and isolate the enemy

defender, preventing reinforcement or serious entrenchment.

Meanwhile, the attacking infantry would approach the hastily entrenched

enemy, preferably by maneuvering to an open flank. The goal was to

infiltrate to within 400-800 meters of the defender by using all available

cover and concealment. During the Balkan Wars of 1912-13, Serbian and

Bulgarian infantry had infiltrated to within 200 meters of the enemy before

opening fire, although most soldiers considered this to be an exceptionally

successful movement.12 Once the defender engaged the advancing infantry,

the attacker would deploy into a series of skirmish lines. The desired

density of these skirmish lines varied between armies and over time, but

soldiers generally moved one to three meters apart. Because of the

recognized strength of the defender's firepower, skirmishers would advance

• by fire and movement, one group providing covering fire while another group

rushed forward for a short distance. The size of each group and the

distance covered at one rush would both become smaller as the attacker

closed with his opponent, whose fire intensified while cover became more
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difficult to find. Casualties were expected, but supporting troops would

replenish the attacking skirmish line, while the defender would be

outnumbered and isolated. Pre-war machine guns were too heavy to accompany

the advancing skirmishers, so they usually deployed to providing fire

support from the rear. Eventually, the attacker expected to get within a

short distance of the defender, establish fire superiority with infantry

rifles, and assault with the bayonet.

With certain variations, most armies shared this doctrine before 1914.

It had a number of problems that are obvious in retrospect, but were not so

evident at the time. First, the attacker assumed that he would have local

numerical superiority over the defender, whereas the numbers of troops

fielded in 1914 were so similar that numerical superiority, even at specific

points, was difficult to achieve. Second, this scenario assumed, perhaps

unconsciously, that the enemy and friendly forces were operating in a

vacuum, moving to contact against each other with their flanks open for

envelopment. In practice, however, the density of forces along the French,

German, and Belgian frontiers in 1914 was so great that anyone seeking to

maneuver to the flank was likely to encounter another unit, either friendly

or enemy. Open flanks did occur, notably in the battles of the Marne and of

Tannenberg at the end of August, but these were exceptions caused by faulty

command decisions on a battlefield that was still fluid.
13

The most significant problem with pre-war doctrine was that many

professional soldiers considered their subordinates incapable of executing

the tactics required. This type of battle seemed to depend on two things:
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high morale and firm control. Officers constantly emphasized the

psychological advantage of the attacker, especially in the French, Austrian,

and Russian armies. Yet most professionals recognized that discipline and

control would be extremely difficult to maintain under intense direct fire.

The problem was compounded by the fact that, with the partial exceptions of

the British and German armies, most European units had a large number of

reservists and untrained recent draftees. A French first-line infantry

company, for example, had a wartime authorized strength of 225 enlisted

personnel, of which 65% were reservists or first-year conscripts.14

According to many observers of peacetime maneuvers, these reservists and

conscripts demonstrated that they lacked the training and discipline

necessary to conduct dispersed fire-and-movement tactics under heavy enemy

fire. Professional soldiers argued that these troops would never stand up

and advance if they were allowed to take cover. This belief, correct or

not, led French, Russian, Austrian, and other officers to attack standing up

in relatively dense formations. These officers recognized the risk they

were taking, but felt that there was no other way to achieve the necessary

rapid victory with undertrained personnel.
15

The British Expeditionary Force of 1914 was a phenomenally well-trained

body of regulars and some reservists, and so the British did not face this

4 training problem at the outbreak of war. The German Army minimized the same

problem by a three-tiered system of units, consisting of 20 regular army

corps with a relatively low proportion of well-trained recent reservists,

4 14 reserve corps composed of regular cadres and large numbers of reservists,
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and numerous smaller Landwehr or militia formations. By carefully focusing

on training before the war, the German Army not only reduced the problem in

first-line units, but produced fairly effective reserve component units, the

only European power to do so. Indeed, one of the great surprises for France

in 1914 was the German willingness to use these cadred formations in the

line of battle immediately. Pre-war French estimates of enemy strength had

ignored these reserve units. 16 However, both the British and German

Armies suffered heavy casualties in the initial campaigns. They had to form

new divisions from half-trained, patriotic volunteers during the fall of

1914, and these volunteers were then used in rigid attacks which repeated

the suicidal French tactics of August-September.

Given the emphasis in all armies on the meeting engagement and the hasty

attack, pre-war training often neglected the defense. The Germans

constructed field fortifications for their annual maneuvers, but their

defensive doctrine focused upon rigidly holding a single, densely-occupied

trench. French defensive doctrine, as reflected in pre-war engineer

manuals, planned for a defense in depth, with an advanced position to delay

the enemy, a main line of resistance, and a second position to limit a

successful enemy penetration. 17  Ironically, by 1915 these doctrines were

reversed, with the French and British defending well forward in a rigid

structure, while the Germans were beginning to develop a defense in depth.

If infantry had difficulty adjusting to the requirements of the new

firepower, artillery was even slower to react. The traditional tactic for

artillery, as perfected by Napoleon, was to concentrate the guns in a
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direct-fire role, placing them between or a few huniJ-ed meters behind the

infantry units they were supporting. This tradition of direct fire support

meant that by 1914 all armies had standardized on relatively light, highly

maneuverable field guns with flat trajectories, even after advances in

technology had made accurate indirect fire possible. The French 75-mm, the

German 77-mm, the American and Russian 3-inch (76.2-mm), and the British

18-pounder (83.8-,nn) were all designed for this role. Larger weapons were

too heavy for a standard team of six horses to move across country. These

guns were too small to have much effect against even hasty field

fortifications, and they lacked the high trajectory necessary for indirect

fire in rough terrain. This was perfectly satisfactory to the French. In

preparation for an infantry attack, French commanders relied upon an

extremely rapid rate of direct fire to suppress temporarily, rather than to

destroy, a defending enemy. 1 8  The volume of such fire was intended to

force the enemy to remain under cover, unable to provide effective aimed

fire even if he were not wounded by the French shells. The colonial wars of

the 19th Century had encouraged the British to believe in a similar

suppressive function. That same experience had also led the British Army to

maintain a much higher proportion of artillery than in French divisions,

because British infantry had discovered the value of such fire support.19

0 Artillerymen knew about indirect fire techniques but rarely practiced them

because those techniques seemed complicated and unnecessary.

The Boer War and even more the Russo-Japanese War provided a glimpse

* ginto the future, with trench systems and the skillful use, particularly by
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the Japanese, of indirect fire artillery. Many professional soldiers

dismissed these conflicts as minor wars fought at the end of long supply

lines and having no useful lessons for a future war in Europe. Yet

observers of the Russo-Japanese War, especially those from the German Army

and British Royal Artillery, were impressed with the necessity for indirect

fire, if only to protect the gun crews from enemy counterbattery fire.

However, the rest of the British Army insisted upon having close direct-fire

support and believed simplistically that massed firepower was accomplished

only by massing guns well forward on the ground. Thus the British in 1914

fell between two chairs, with an assortment of weapons and no clear

doctrine. 2 0

The German Army, by contrast, conducted a serious study of

indirect fire techniques and equipment. Beginning in 1909, the Germans

increased their indirect fire capability by converting one battalion in each

division to 10 5-mm howitzers, and adding a battalion of 150-mm howitzers to

each corps artillery. These weapons had an effective range of 7.5

kilometers, as opposed to the French 75-mm with a four kilometer range.
2 1

By 1914, Germany had 3,500 medium and heavy pieces, including many howitzers

and large siege mortars, while France had only 300 modern guns larger than

75-mm.22 A few of the German heavy weapons had been developed to reduce

Belgian fortresses, but they were still available for field use.

The small caliber and limited number of guns involved in most of the

lesser wars at the end of the 1800s meant that no one was prepared for the

devastating effects of massed large caliber artillery fire on the

battlefield. To complicate matters further, in the nine years between the
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Russo-Japanese War and the start of World War I, a final technological

change occurred in the explosive changes contained in artillery rounds. The

experiments -f Alfred NIobel and others gave all armies high explosive rounds

which were much more destructive than the artillery shells of the 19th

Century.
23

Thus, at the outbreak of war, cavalry and artillery in most armies had

not fully adjusted to the new technology, while infantry commanders doubted

4-their ability to execute the relatively sophisticated fire-and-movement

tactics of the day. Perhaps most significantly, none of the coi. at arms had

trained for really close cooperation with the others, an oversight which

proved disastrous in 1914. The most obvious example of this mindset was the

standard method of describing the size of an army in the field. Instead of

counting combined arms divisions, or even single arm regiments, the average

professional officer described any force in terms of the numbers of rifles,

sabers, and guns, the separate weapons of the three principal arms.
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CHAPTER TWO

WORLD WAR I

The defensive power of indirect artillery and machine guns dominated the

battlefields of 1914. From the very first contacts, commanders had to

restrain the "impetuosity" of their troops, and to insist upon careful

engineer preparation in the defense and artillery preparation in the

offense.1  The French and British were shocked by the vulnerability of

their exposed troops and guns to carefully-sited German machine guns and

artillery. The Germans, in turn, were surprised by the accuracy and

rapidity of British and French guns in cases where those guns were not

silenced immediately. By the end of 1914, the effects of this firepower

were evident in a continuous line of foxholes and hasty trenches from

Switzerland to the North Sea. Thereafter, every attack was of necessity a

frontal attack on these trenches.

The stereotype of trench warfare did not appear overnight. On both the

Eastern and Western fronts, the battles of August-September 1914 were

characterized by a great deal of fluidity and maneuver. The pre-war

infantry tactics appeared to work under the right circumstances. At 0430 on

8 September, for example, the infantry of the Prussian Guard Corps

infiltrated forward and overran the positions of the French XI Corps by a

surprise attack without artillery preparation. 2  On the Eastern Front, the

German Eighth Army surrounded and destroyed an entire Russian army by a

double envelopment. In fact, the Eastern Front was never as immobile as the
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Western, because of the much greater frontages involved. Still, this

fluidity produced indecisive result3 until first the Russians and then the

Austro-Hungarians became exhausted and demoralized by attrition.

Given these examples of maneuver, many commanders regarded the thin line
'I

of 1914 entrenchments as an unnatural and temporary pause in the war.

British and French commanders spent most of the war seeking the solution,

the means of penetrating and disrupting the enemy defenses in order to

restore the war of maneuver. Because the Germans concentrated most of their

efforts on the Eastern Front during 1914-1916, they conducted an economy of

force defense with relatively few attacks in the West. In order to

understand the nature of World War I tactics, therefore, we need to examine
S

the problems of Allied attacks before considering the development of German

defensive doctrine. In both cases, the solutions involved greater

cooperation and in some cases combination of the different arms.

ARTILLERY AND COORDINATION

Once the infantry attacks failed, the most obvious means of creating a

penetration was massed artillery fire. Indeed, the British and French

rapidly gave up any idea of combining artillery fire with infantry maneuver,

0 and instead concentrated on achieving overwhelming destruction in theF. preparatory fires. Although higher-level planners still saw a role for

infantry, many tactical commanders interpreted the new techniques as "the

* artillery conquers, the infantry occupies. ' 3
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This artillery conquest was not easy. Everyone had expected a short

war, and thus few armies had sufficient supplies of ammunition and heavy

artillery to conduct the massive preparations -iecessary to demolish even

temporary field fortifications. in both Britain and Russia, scandals arose

over the long delays necessary to produce more ammunition and guns. Even

when France began to produce more guns, the first models of medium and heavy

artillery had extremely slow rates of fire, while the more rapid 75-mm gun

had such a short range that it had to move well forward and displace

frequently behind the advancing troops in order to destroy any defenses in

depth.4 In any case, most gunners had little experience in precision

indirect fire. Many of the procedures that are commonplace to artillerymen

today were developed painfully during the period 1914-1917: establishing

forward observer techniques, measuring and compensating for the effects of

weather and of worn barrels, and using ammunition from the same production

lot to ensure that successive volleys fall in the same general area. The

first French regulation describing such procedures was not published until

November 1915. The British Royal Artillery needed new maps of the entire

area of Northeastern France before it could establish a grid system for

surveying battery locations and adjusting indirect fire. The fledgling air

services of the belligerents had to provide aircraft for photographic

mapping and both aircraft and balloons for adjusting indirect fire.

Finally, improved radiotelegraphs allowed aerial observers to talk to the

artillery fire controllers. 5  Such developments took most of the war to

reach perfection.
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Quite apart from the technical problems of indirect fire, there *,as the

even greater problem of coordinating the infantry and artillery in an

attack. The first deliberate attacks conducted by the British and French

during late 1914 and early 1915 were particularly difficult to control,

because both artillerymen and commanders lacked experience in indirect

fire. The easiest procedure seemed to be to establish a series of phase

lines, with artillery firing on the far side of a phase line while all

infantry remained on the friendly side. Once the commander directed

artillery fires to shift, the troops could advance in relative safety.

Such phase lines encouraged commanders to ignore the possibilities for

maneuver as well as the terrain contours to their front, in favor of simple

advances by all units on line. This in turn discouraged massing of

artillery or infantry at critical points. More importantly, there were no

effective communications procedures for the leading infantry units to talk

a to their supporting artillery. During the Champagne campaign of 1915, the

French went to the extreme of sewing white cloths on the backs of their

soldiers to help observers determine the forward progress of troops, but

& casualties from friendly fire still occurred. The Germans experimented with

colored flares and signal lamps to communicate between infantry and

artillery, but such signals were often difficult to recognize amidst the

b 6
* destruction of battle. Beginning with the battle of the Somme in July

r" 1916, artillery was able to provide a rolling barrage of shrapnel, which

could advance at a steady rate of speed. The use of shrapnel instead of

• high explosive made it safer for the infantry to advance close behind the
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artillery barrage (about 100 meters), because the explosive effect of

shrapnel was focused forward along the line of flight. However, shrapnel

had almost no effect against well-prepared positions--the best it could do

was force the defender to stay under cover during the assault. In addition,

there was still no way for the infantry to adjust the rate at which the

rolling barrage moved forward. The rigid forward movement of artillery fire

often outran the heavily-laden infantryman struggling across the

shell-pocked battlefield, allowing the defender time to leave his shelter

and engage the attacker after the barrage had passed over a trench.

This problem of infantry-artillery coordination was only one aspect of

the greater problems of command, control, and communications that plagued a

World War I commander. The huge scope of offensives and the scarcity of

trained staff officers at junior headquarters meant that most operations

were planned at the level of field army or higher. Given the crude nature

of artillery procedures in the early stage of the war, artillery planning

and control were also centralized at a high level. This meant that, each

time the advancing infantry reached an objective or phase line, they had to

stop and request permission to continue the advance or commit reserves. A

messenger had to hand-carry the request under fire back to the lowest

headquarters (usually brigade, regiment or division) where the field

telephone circuits had survived enemy counterfire. These circuits then

relayed the request through the different levels of headquarters in order to

obtain a decision from the senior commander in charge of operations. Once a

staff estimate had been made and the commander's decision was announced,
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this communications process had to operate in reverse before the troops

could advance. For example, at the battle of Neuve Chapelle on 10 March

1915, one of the first concentrated artillery preparations of the war

destroyed most of the shallow German defenses. However, the forward British

troops had to wait at a phase line for seven hours before they received

authorization from their corps commanders to continue the advance. During

this delay, the Germans were able to move in reserves and re-establish a

e defense in the very path of the British advance. 7  Once the momentum of an

attack was lost, it was very difficult to organize a renewed advance.

To some extent, these communications problems were a product of the

technology of the time. A senior commander could not command close to the

front even if he wished to. He was tied to the field telephone system that

brought all information to him and conducted all orders forward. Although

radios did exist, they were bulky, unreliable, and generally suspect because

of the possibility of enemy signals intelligence. These limitations, plus

the difficulty of direct communication between infantry and artillery, made

subordinate initiative and rapid exploitation potentially disastrous. The

attacking troops might well fall prey to their own artillery support if they

did not coordinate with higher headquarters.

By 1918, improvements in artillery techniques and communications made

* such initiative much more practical. The Australian general Sir John

Monash, for example, developed an elaborate system to determine the forward

progress of his forces. Advancing troops carried specially colored flares,

Swhile a detachment of aircraft did nothing but spot the location of these
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flares, write out reports based on those locations, and airdrop the results

to Monash's headquarters. This gave a corps commander the forward trace of

his forces with a delay of 20 minutes or less, provided he had local air

superiority.8

THE PROBLEM OF PENETRATION

The problems of indirect artillery fire and of command and control were

only 'wo aspects of the basic tactical question, which was to achieve and

exploit a penetration more rapidly than the defender could redeploy to seal

off that penetration.

Consider the accompanying abstract diagram of a fully-developed trench

system. In order to advance, one side had to begin by neutralizing the

defensive fire of the enemy's trenches and artillery batteries. As early as

the battle of Neuve Chapelle in 1915, the British had demonstrated the

possibility of achieving such a penetration by concentrated or prolonged

artillery fire. Eliminating the barbed wire and similar obstacles in front

of the enemy trenches was somewhat more difficult. Shrapnel had very little

effect against wire, and pre-war fuzes for high explosive rounds would not

detonate against the very slight resistance they encountered when passing

through barbed wire. By 1917 the British had developed the instantaneous

model 106 fuze, which would detonate high explosive rapidly enough to

destroy wire. 9  Indeed, even the Germans conceded that artillery and

infantry together could always capture the first and even the second trench

lines, especially if a short artillery bombardment and good operational

security maintained surprise.
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The problem came when the attacker tried to displace forward to develop

and exploit the resulting partial penetration. The infantry which had made

the initial assault was exhausted and in many cases decimated, while the

artillery needed to move forward in order to continue its fires on the enemy

third line and artillery positions. Even after the senior commander learned

of his success, decided to exploit, and communicated his decision forward,

all of his troops, guns, and supplies had to move across the intervening No

Man's Land and captured enemy trenches, an area which usually was a sea of

mud and shell-holes. In most cases, by the time the attacker had completed

this displacement, the defender had been able to bring up reserves and

establish new trench lines in front of the attacker. The defender's role

was much easier, because his reserves could move by railroad and motor truck

while the attacker's forces toiled forward over the broken ground.

Moreover, the defender could easily counterattack and pinch off any

penetration that did not occur on a broad frontage, because the newly

captured area would be exposed to concentrated defensive artillery fire.

Even if the attacker moved faster than the defender and actually

penetrated through existing trenches and gun positions, the second echelon

infantry would again be tired, out of the range of artillery support and

communications, and essentially restricted to foot mobility. Thus another

passage of lines would be required. In theory, this was the stage when

horse cavalry could use its greater mobility to exploit, although in

practice a few machine guns could delay such exploitation significantly.
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Thus the timing of the decision to exploit and the problems of mobility

across No Man's Land remained major obstacles for any attacker. Various

partial solutions were tried. Some artillery batteries secretly moved

forward and camouflaged themselves just behind the friendly first-line

trenches prior to the battle, allowing sustained artillery support to a

slightly deeper range. Attacking brigades or regiments developed a syot m

of leapfrogging, with second-echelon battalions passing through the

attacking battalions to sustain the advance. Ultimately, however, the point

would be reached when the attacker's advantages of artillery preparation and

if possible surprise were cancelled out by the defender's advantages of

depth, terrain, and operational mobility.

0 Of course, these problems could be minimized if the attacker did not try

to achieve a complete penetration in any one attack, but settled for

capturing a limited objective. Meticulous planning and preparation would

allow such a surprise attack to succeed within the limits of artillery range

.-.- and command and control capabilities, after which a new defense would be

- organized to halt the inevitable counterattack. French commanders such as

SPhilippe Petain were particularly noted for this technique during 1917-18,

after the French morale had been shattered by too many blind frontal

attacks. Such a set-piece battle certainly improved morale, and could

* achieve a limited victory at low cost, but it would not break the stalemate

and win the war. Ultimately, a combination of attrition, new weapons, and

new infantry tactics were required to achieve the elusive victory.

0
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FLEXIBLE DEFENSE

While the British, French, and later Americans sought to solve the

mystery of the penetration, the Germans gradually perfected their defenses

against such a penetration. This evolution of German defensive doctrine was

by no means rapid or easy, but the result was a system of flexible

defense-in-depth that not only hindered attack but developed the
-.4

capabilities of the German infantry.

At the beginning of the war, senior commanders on both sides emphasized

a rigid defense of forward trenches. As the cost of taking ground

increased, it seemed treasonous to surrender voluntarily even one foot of

precious soil to an enemy attack. Moreover, many commanders believed that

creating defenses in depth and allowing units to withdraw under pressure

would encourage cowardice, causing the troops to defend their positions

half-heartedly because they expected to retreat. 1 0  Only gradually did

German leaders realize that massing their forces in the forward trenches was

suicidal; the artillery bombardment before a French or British attack

eliminated many of the defenders in those trenches, increasing the

possibility of enemy penetration. This was most obvious at the battle of

Neuve Chapelle in 1915, when the single line of German trenches disappeared

under the weight of a British bombardment, leaving nothing but a string of

concrete pillboxes behind the lines to block the British advance until

reinforcements arrived.

The Allies, by contrast, received fewer attacks from the Germans and

therefore took longer to arrive at the same conclusions. A French directive
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of 8 July 1915 did require commanders to hold the majority of their troops

in the rear for counterattack, but this order was frequently ignored. Not

until the five German offensives of 1918 did the French field commanders

learn to array their forces in depth and accept the loss of lightly-defended

rforward positions.11

German defensive doctrine developed much more rapidly. Beginning with

the shock of Neuve Chapelle, Germany gradually evolved a system that by 1917

Eincluded up to five successive defensive lines, one behind the other, in

critical sectors. The first two or three lines were sited on reverse slopes

wherever the terrain permitted. This not only complicated the task of

adjusting enemy fire on those trenches, but meant that the attacking British

and French infantry were out of sight and therefore out of communication

with their own forces when they reached the German defenses. At the same

time, if a German trench on a reverse slope were captured, it would be fully

exposed to fire and counterattack from the German rear positions. The

rearward trenches were beyond the range of enemy light and medium artillery,

making them more difficult to reduce.

6a Quite apart from the choice of terrain, the German defensive system

emphasized three principles: flexibility, decentralized control, and

counterattack. In terms of flexibility, the forward German trenches most

-4 exposed to bombardment contained few troops, with perhaps one battalion out

of every four in the first two trenches. By contrast, the French put

two-thirds of every regiment in these forward lines, with orders to hold at
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trench lines were useful shelters only during quiet periods. Once a

bombardment began, the rearward German troops moved into deep bunkers, while

the forward outposts moved out of the trenches, taking cover in nearby

shellholes. The British and French artillery bombarded the deserted

trenches until their barrage passed and their infantry began to advance, at

which point the Germans would come out of the shelters and open fire from

the shellholes or from the remains of the trenches.

The second aspect of the German system was decentralized control. Squad

and platoon leaders had considerable independence, and might defend or delay

anywhere forward of the third or main defense line. The forward or "Front

Battalion Commander" frequently directed the entire defense of a regimental

sector. In the mature system of 1917-18, this battalion commander had the

authority to commit the remaining two or three battalions of his regiment in

a counterattack at the moment he judged most appropriate. This only

exaggerated the difference in decision cycles: while the British and French

attackers had to seek orders and reinforcements from their corps or army

commander, located miles to the rear, the defending German battalion

commander could direct a regimental counterattack on the spot. 12

This, in fact, was the third element of the German defensive tactics:

counterattacks at every echelon to retake lost ground before the attacker

could consolidate. In those areas that seemed most vulnerable to attack, a

second-echelon division was located behind each one or two front divisions,

ready to counterattack if needed. Whenever a major offensive began, the

German defenders sought to contain the flanks of the penetration by blocking

positions, then counterattack to eliminate the resulting salient.
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Such tactics did not evolve overnight. Many German commanders bitterly

opposed the flexibility and decentralized control of the elastic defense.

For example, at Passchendaele, in July-August 1917, the local commander

ordered all outposts to hold in place while awaiting the counterattack. The

result was disaster, with many outposts being cut off. There is some

evidence that the British incorrectly decided that this costly experiment

was the real key to German defenses, leading to the rigid forward British

defense which collapsed in March, 1918.13

The combination of flexibility, decentralized control and counterattack

at every echelon made the German defensive system almost invincible until

attrition and demoralization gave the Allies an overwhelming numerical

0 superiority.

TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE

Like all major wars, World War I accelerated the development of new

technology. In addition to the changes in artillery and communications, a

4 number of new weapons appeared as the result of efforts to solve the

penetration problem. None of these efforts was entirely successful, but

they all represented additional weapons or tools to be combined with the

traditional arms.

Gas warfare was the first attempt to break the trench defense. Although

the French had experimented with various noxious gases on a small scale at

0 the end of 1914, it was the Germans who first conducted major gas attacks.

The first German test of gas took place in January, 1915, at Lodz on the
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Russian front. However, much of the chemical failed to vaporize because of

low temperatures. The first use on the Western Front was on 22 April 1915

at the Ypres salient. Here the surprise attack routed French colonial

troops on a five-mile front, but the Germans were not prepared to exploit

their success. They had no significant reserves available to advance before

the breach was sealed. Thereafter, each side found that primitive gas masks

and uncertain weather conditions made the existing nonpersistent and early

persistent agents difficult to employ successfully. When the British first

used gas at Loos on 25 September 1915, the wind conditions were almost flat

calm, so that the gas moved too slowly or in the wrong direction along most

of the front. The British troops advanced into their own gas, suffering

more casualties than their opponents. The Germans, for their part, had

problems with chemical warfare on the Western Front because the prevailing

winds came from the west, often blowing gases back in their faces. Gas

warfare became only an adjunct, useful to degrade enemy effectiveness but

not to achieve a penetration by itself. By 1917-18, the most common use of

gas was to mix chemical and high explosive artillery shells during a

preparatory fire, in hopes of forcing the enemy out of his deep shelters

where the gas settled.
14

World War I was also the first conflict to have significant air action.

Military aviation developed at a tremendous rate during the war, but was

still in its infancy in 1918. All of the publicity went to fighter pilots,

whose primary mission was to achieve local air superiority. This condition

allowed the primitive aircraft of the time to conduct their more basic
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functions of reconnaissance and artillery fire adjustment. Not until 1917

did the British and Germans officially recognize the possibility of ground

attack by fighters in the forward area, and both sides considered the main

effect of such attack to be demoralization rather than destruction. 1 5  By

1918, the first bombers with significant payloads appeared, but in most

cases reconnaissance and not bombardment was the critical contribution of

air power.

The military motor vehicle also developed from a few primitive cars in

1914 to thousands of large trucks by 1916. Although not a tactical weapon,

the truck allowed the rapid movement of troops and supplies between widely

separated points. As such, it increased operational mobility as

significantly as had the railroad in previous generations. This made it

possible to mass suddenly and conduct a surprise attack at an unexpected

* point, or to move reserves to blunt a penetration. Trucks were a'so

essential to stockpile the ammunition and materiel needed for major

offensives.

The tank was originally designed as a special weapon to solve an unusual

tactical situation, the stalemate of the trenches. Basically, the tank was

intended to bring the firepower of artillery and machineguns across the

morass of No Man's Land while providing more protection than a purely

infantry unit could carry. The sole purpose of this weapon was to assist

the infantry in creating a penetration so that the cavalry, which had been

waiting for the opportunity since 1914, could exploit into the German rear.

S
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This purpose must be remembered in order to understand the shortcomings

of early tanks. British and especially French heavy tanks had slow speeds,

poor mechanical reliability, and great vulnerability to direct fire

artillery once the initial surprise wore off. After all, these new weapons

had to advance only a few miles and then turn the battle over to the

cavalry. Moreover, the great secrecy surrounding tank development, coupled

with the skepticism of infantry commanders, often meant that infantry had

little training to cooperate with tanks. As a result, the infantry would

become separated from the tanks, allowing the German infantry to defeat the

two arms separately. Generally speaking, infantry that had the opportunity

to train with tanks before battle and work with tanks in battle swore by

them, while infantry that was thrown into battle without prior tank training

swore at them.

Small, local attacks, beginning at Flers on the Somme on 15 September

1916, dissipated the initial surprise of the tank. Not until 20 November

1917, at Cambrai, did the British Tank Corps get the conditions it needed

for success. Using the new survey techniques, the British guns moved into

position without firing ranging shots prior to the attack. The tanks then

began to move forward at the start of a very short artillery bombardment,

with the infantry following in the lee of the tanks. The elimination of a

long artillery preparation not only achieved surprise, but also left the

ground more trafficable. Four hundred seventy-four heavy tanks in three

brigades had practiced extensively with five of the six infantry divisions

they accompanied. Tanks operated in sections of three: one tank used
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machine gun fire and its treads to suppress the defending infantry while the

other two tanks, accompanied by British infantry, crossed the trenches.

These tactics worked well except at Flesquieres Ridge, in the center of the

Cambrai sector. Here the commander of the 51st Highland Division had

forbidden his infantry to come within 100 yards of their tanks, because the

German fire would be focused on the armor. Moreover, the Royal Flying Corps

erroneously reported that it had driven off the German artillery in the

Jarea, whereas one enemy battery had moved onto the reverse slope of

Flesquieres Ridge. As a result, the British tanks were unsupported when

they slowly topped the ridge. Direct fire German artillery knocked out

16
sixteen unmaneuverable tanks in a few minutes. This incident convinced

many people that armor could not survive when separated from infantry, an

attitude that persisted after 1918 even when tank speed and maneuverability

improved. In any event, the available tanks were distributed evenly across

athe Cambrai front, leaving no reserve to exploit the greatest success.

Moreover, because of the attrition battles of 1916-17 the Fritish had fei

infantry reserves to commit at Cambrai--they had regarded it as a raid

rather than another attempt to penetrate. The usual problems of allied

generals commanding from the rear meant that the Germans rebuilt their

defenses before the British cavalry moved forward to exploit. Ten days

* after the British offensive at Cambrai, the Germans counterattacked and

restored the original front. In its own way, this counterattack also

reflected the best developments of the war to date: surprise, colored

• flares to shift artillery at phase lines, and multiple attacking waves to

clear out 2ritish strongpoints bypassed by the first wave.
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Even before Cambrai, the Germans had begun to develop an antitank

C doctrine. Significantly, the German commanders were more Toncerned by the

psychological effect of tank attacks than by the limited firepower and armor

of the tanks themselves. This was in marked contrast to the beliefs of

British armor commanders, and psychological effect rather than infantry

support was the point emphasized by postwar German theorists. In 1917-18,

however, the Germans lacked the resources to compete in tank production.

Instead, they relied upon obstacle plans combined with existing light

artillery pieces (the 77-mm guns) and some armor-piercing rounds for

infantry weapons. These rounds were effective against early British tanks,

and by 1918 the Germans had developed over-sized antitank rifles against

later British models. To combat the terror of tanks, German troops received

training on how to defeat them. UTere possible, German infantry would Ait

until the attacking tank had passed, engage the accompanying British

C infantry, and throw bundles of grenades to disable a tank tread.
17

By 1918, tanks were extremely vulnerable unless accompanied by infantry

and ground-attack aircraft, both of which worked to locate and suppress

0 antitank defenses. During the first three days of the battle of Bapaume in

August 1918, German antitank defenses or mechanical failures immobilized

18
eighty-one percent of the attacking tanks. Any tank which broke down on

* the battlefield was almost certain to be knocked out by antitank fire in a

few minutes. Again, such experiences shaped perceptions of tank

capabilities and roles long after technological change had restored the

tank's initial alvantage.
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The French, British, and (with French equipment) Americans organized

light tank units in 1918. The British "Whippet" tank was faster (7.5 miles

per hour versus 4 miles per hour) than most heavy tanks, but was still

hardly a vehicle for rapid exploitation. Light tanks were much easier to

redeploy in secret from one sector to another, because they could be loaded

onto trucks instead of moved by rail.

Although the Royal Tank Corps experimented with special armored vehicles

to transport radios, supplies, and even machine guns, all tank units in

World War I were just that--pure tank formations of up to brigade size,

intended for attachment to infantry units rather than for independent

combined arms mechanized operations of their own.

Gas warfare, aviation, motor transport, and tanks had two effects, other

than their individual tactical characteristics, on the positional

battlefield of World War I. On the one hand, these developments made the

problem of combining different weapons for attack or defense much more

complicated. This reinforced the tendency for detailed planning and

centralized control at a time when infantry-artillery cooperation was still

being developed. On the other hand, the army that succeeded in this

orchestration had a much better chance of eventually defeating its opponent

by attrition even if penetration was never achieved.

THE RESURGENCE OF INFANTRY

Most of the developments in artillery, gas warfare, aircraft, and armor

were based on the supposed inability of 1914 infantry to advance under
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fire. During the courqe Y c-rld War , however, the infantry gradually

evolved to a point where it had recovered some of its original ability to

take and hold terrain on its own. In the process, modern infantry

organization was developed.

The 1914 infantry battalion was almost purely armed with rifles, plus a

few heavy and almost immobile machine guns. As soon as the effects of

firepower became evident on the battlefield, however, the infantry of

various armies sought to increase their own firepower in return. The first

such effort was the trench mortar. Mortars had existed as a form of heavy

artillery for centuries, but in 1914 the German Army introduced a limited

nu'ber of small, cheap, portable minenwerfers, which were breech-loading,

low-trajectory mortars. Other armies copied the minenwerfer rapidly, and in

March, 1915, the English engineer Wilfred Stokes developed the grandfather

of all current infantry mortars, the 3-inch muzzle-loading Stokes

I mortar. 19  This weapon was much simpler to manufacture than artillery and

therefore proliferated in all armies during the war. However, larger

oaliber mortars were often classified as weapons for artillerymen or, in the

I German Army, for engineers, and thus placed in batteries and battalions

separated from the infantry.

More directly, as.early as 1915 the French began to issue new weapons to

the infantry, notably the light automatic rifle and the rifle grenade

launcher. This plus ordinary hand grenades gave the French infantry more

mobile automatic firepower and short-range (up to 150 meters) indirect fire

capability. On 27 September 1916, France reorganized the infantry company
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to consist of a headquarters, which included communications ani ?ioraee

(combat engineer) personnel, plus four platoons of two 3aections each.

Within these 12-man sections, hand g-ena-liers, if . .renadiers, and

riflemen were organized around the automatic rifleman as the base of fire.

Three of these infantry companies, plus a company of eight heavy machine

guns and a 37-mm gun in the headquarters, made up an infantry battalion that

modern infantrymen can recognize as such. Other armies adopted similar

armament and organizations, although the Germans delayed until 1917. The

German preoccupation with accuracy of fire by heavy machine guns made them

reluctant to consider the relatively inaccurate light machine guns and

automatic rifles, until in desperation the frontline German infantry began

to use captured French automatic rifles.2 0

The resulting changes in infantry tactics were slow to take root. In

May 1915, an obscure French captain named Andre Laffargue privately

£I published a pamphlet that suggested a variety of innovations, including not

only trench mortars but no-calied skirmisher c 3hrps It: -roI10. 7hese

groups, armed with light machine guns, rifae r and nani ,

would precede the main assault wave by 50 meters. Their mission was to

provide covering fire for the main attack and, if possible, to infiltrate

through the forward German positions to suppress and outflank German machine

gun posts. The French government distributed but did not endorse this

pamphlet; the British largely ignored it, and were among the last to give up

the linear advance. Not until 1916 did the French officially reduce the

density of their skirmish lines to one man every two and later every five
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paces, as opposed to every pace, and integrate the new weapons fully into

infantry -organization. Meanwhile, however, the Germans captured a copy of

Laffargue's pamphlet during the summer of 1916, and may have adapted parts

of it to their own tactical doctrine.
2 1

The evolution of German offensive tactics during World War I was slower

than that of the elastic defense. As early as the German attack at Verdun

in 1916, small groups of riflemen, machine gunners, and engineers were used

e to infiltrate past the French outposts at the start of an attack. However,

the new tactics actually evolved on the Russian and Italian fronts, in the

battles of Riga and Caporetto during 1917. These tactics are sometimes

called, probably erroneously, "Hutier tactics." General Oskar von Hutier

commanded such attacks on the Russian and Italian fronts during 1917 before

directing one of the field armies in the German spring offensive of 1913,

but he probably did not invent the concepts. Some German officers have

since denied the very existence bf the "infiltration" or "soft-spot"

tactics, and in fact the victories of 1918 were probably the result of the

intelligent application of lessons learned against the Russians and

Italians. It is clear, however, that the German Chief of Staff, Erich von

Ludendorff, issued a set of offensive instructions dated 8 February 1918,

which directed infantry to attack on its own using machine guns, rifles,

grenades, light mortars, and accompanying direct-fire artillery pieces.

During early 1918 as many as 70 divisions rotated through a special training

course in the new offensive tactics.2 2
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THE RETURN OF MOBILITY, 1918

The result was the astonishing German success of March and April 1918.

The tactics involved represented the culmination of German developments in

combined arms during World War I. The spirit behind these tactics, when

combined with armored equipment, had much to do with the later German

blitzkrieg.

The German infiltration tactics of 1918 can be summarized under four

headings: Brucknuller artillery preparation; the combined arms assault or

storm battalion; rejection of the linear advance in favor of bypassing enemy

centers of resistance; and attacks to disorganize the enemy rear area.

Colonel George Bruckmuller, an obscure officer retired for nervous

problems in 1913 but recalled to duty for the war, developed German

artillery to a fine art. The essence of the Bruckmuller artillery

preparation was a carefully orchestrated, short but intense bombardment

designed to isolate, demoralize, and disorganize enemy defenders. Before

each of the great offensives, Bruckmuller and his assistants held classes

for junior leaders of both artillery and infantry, explaining what would

take place. The result was not only unprecedented understanding and

cooperation, but a much greater confidence on the part of the infantry.

Next, Bruckmuller allocated different weapons against different specific

targets. For example, each trench mortar was given only 25 to 30 meters of

enemy front to engage, while each artillery battery was assigned to suppress

a specific enemy battery or to attack 100 to 150 meters of enemy

23
positions. The targets he selected did not include destroying every
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foot of the enemy front, but instead concentrated on such key points as

artillery observation posts, command posts, radio and telephone centers,

rearward troop concentrations, bridges, and major approach routes.

Bruckmuller carefully pinpointed all these targets on aerial photographs.

The result was to cut communications and isolate the forward units. TheI
effect was increased by surprise. Using the survey techniques developed in

all armies during 1916-17, Bruckmuller was able to position and range his

batteries in secret from points immediately behind the forward infantry

trenches.

At the start of the German offensive on 21 March 1918, Bruckmuller began

his bombardment with ten minutes of gas shells to force the British to mask,

followed by four hours and twenty-five minutes of mixed gas and high

explosives.2 4  The preparatory fires shifted back and forth, so that the

British did not know when the artillery was actually lifting for the

infantry advance. Meanwhile, automatic rifle teams moved as close as

possible to the British positions during the bombardment. 2 5  When the

Germans did advance, they moved behind a rolling barrage, further

complicated by intense fog. The combination of surprise, brevity,

intensity, and carefully selected targets was unique.

The combined arms assault or storm battalion was a union of all the

4 weapons available after years of trench warfare, weapons which could be

focused by a battalion commander. A typical assault battalion task force

consisted of:

3-4 infantry companies
1 trench mortar company
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1 accompanying artillery battery or half-battery of 77-mm guns
1 flamethrower section
I signal detachment
1 pioneer (combat engineer) section

The regimental commander might attach additional machine gun units and

bicyclists. The accompanying artillery pieces did not participate in the

artillery preparation, but waited, ready to move, immediately behind the

infantry. One of the principal tasks of the pioneers was to assist in the

movement of the guns across obstacles and shell holes. Upon encountering a

center of resistance, the infantry provided suppressive fire while the guns,

mortars, and flamethrowers attempted to eliminate that resistance. Despite

a specially-constructed low carriage on some 77-mm guns, the result was a

very high casualty rate among the exposed crews, although the disorganized

state of British defenses made such situations relatively rare.
2 6

The essence of the German tactics was for the first echelon of assault

units to bypass centers of resistance, seeking to penetrate into the enemy

positions in columns or squad groups, down defiles or between outposts.

Some skirmishers had to precede these dispersed columns, but skirmish lines

and linear tactics were avoided. The local commander had authority to

continue the advance through gaps in the. enemy defenses without regard for

events on his flanks. A second echelon, again equipped with light artillery

and pioneers, was responsible for eliminating bypassed enemy positions.

This system of decentralized "soft-spot" advances was second nature to the

Germans because of their flexible defensive experience. At the battle of

Caporetto in 1917, the young Erwin Rommel used such tactics to bypass
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forward defenses and capture an Italian infantry regiment with only a few

German companies.27

The final aspect of the German infiltration tactics was the effort to

disorganize the enemy rear. The artillery preparation began by destroying

communications and command centers; the infiltrating infantry also attacked

such centers as well as artillery positions. The British defenders who

opposed the first German offensive of 1918 lost all organization and

retreated 38 kilometers in four days. Colonel J.F.C. Fuller, one of the

foremost British tank tacticians, observed that the British seemed to

collapse and retreat from the rear forward. Major British headquarters

learned of multiple German attacks on forward units, and then lost contact

with some of those units. The higher British commanders then ordered their

remaining forces, which were often successfully defending their bypassed

positions, to withdraw in order to restore a conventional linear front.
28

The German spring offensives ultimately failed for a variety of reasons,

including lack of mobility to exploit their success and lack of clear

strategic objectives. As a result, Ludendorff dissipated his forces in a

series of attacks that achieved tactical success but no operational or

strategic decision.

in other words, the German offensive of 1918 used tactics and

organization that could be described as a blitzkrieg without tanks,

disorganizing and demoralizing rather than systematically destroying the

defender. This was especially easy to do against a World War I army, where

the static nature of deployments and telephone communications had combined

with the elaborate planning necessary for a set-piece battle to produce a
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defender who had great difficulty reacting to sudden changes. Both sides

found that their soldiers no longer knew how to fight in open terrain, but

dug in immediately whenever they broke through the enemy defensive system.

The German spring offensives of 1918 were the most obvious example of

mobility returning to the battlefield, but in fact all armies in 1918 were

better able to attack than they had been in the preceeding three years.

Beginning on 15 July 1918, the British, French, and Americans launched a

sustained series of attacks that combined all their developments during the

war. Infantry units used renewed mobility and firepower, plus tanks to

precede them and suppress enemy strongpoints. Airpower provided limited

ground attack capability plus reconnaissance both before and during the

battle. This air reconnaissance focused on antitank threats to the

advancing forces. Artillery had become much more sophisticated and

effective than in 1914.' Most important of all, the different weapons and

arms had learned to cooperate closely, at least in set-piece, carefully

planned operations. Commanders could no longer rely on one or even two

arms, but had to coordinate every available means to overcome the stalemate

of the trenches.

Despite all this,. the 1918 offensives in France never achieved a

decisive result on the battlefield, and the Germans were defeated more by

sustained attrition and demoralization than by any decisive penetration and

exploitation.2 9  One of the few cases in which a 1918 army penetrated a

prepared defense and then exploited with conclusive results occurred in

Palestine rather than France, where the British defeated Germany's ally,

Turkey. This victory is known as the second battle of Armageddon or
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Megiddo, because it was fought in the same area as the original battle of

1479 B.C. 30

The British commander, Sir Edmund Allenby, had steadily advanced from

Egypt through Palestine against a Turkish army with a German commander,

Liman von Sanders, and a few German units. The Turkish government had

diverted its resources elsewhere, so that in 1918 the British outnumbered

the Turks two to one. Allenby further increased his advantage by a detailed

deception plan that convinced the Turks that the British would attack at the

eastern end of the front, in the Jordan Valley. The actual attack was then

conducted in the west, near the seacoast. Although the British possessed a

tremendous numerical advantage, the second battle of Armageddon is

significant for its tactical methods and strategic objectives.

Allenby used all available elements, beginning with irregular troops in

the enemy rear areas. On 17 September 1918, two days before the planned

offensive, the famous T. E. Lawrence and Prince Feisal of Arabia conducted a

wave of attacks on the Turkish rail lines in order to divert attention and

isolate the battlefront. The Royal Air Force also harassed Turkish lines of

communications for days. At 0430 on 19 September, the British infantry

began to move forward behind a 15-minute artillery barrage. This short

preparation achieved surprise and avoided tearing up the ground. Moreover,

the long delays in assembling troops and supplies prior to the offensive had

enabled the British and Commonwealth infantry to train to high standards of

flexibility. Unlike the campaigns in France, the exploitation forces did

not have to wait for authority to engage. Instead, one Australian and two
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British cavalry divisions began the battle closed up tightly behind the

( assaulting infantry, with exploitation objectives already desionased.

9ecause of this deentralized control, the 4th Cavalry Division had

completed its passage of lines and begun the exploitation within four hours

of the initial assault.

The objectives of the campaign were the railroad junctions at El Afule

and Beisan, 40 miles behind the front, with a seconcary objective of

Nazareth, the German-Turkish headquarters. Seizure of these points would

cut off the forward Turkish units from their supplies, commanders, and route

of retreat. The key was to move the cavalry through the passes of the Mount

Carmel heights so rapidly that the Turks could not react to block the

passes. This was accomplished on the evening of the first day. The next

morning, a brigade of the 4th Cavalry Division enco-,itered a reinforced

Turkish infantry battalion marching forward in a belated effort to block the

pass at Musmus. A combination of armored car machine gun fire and horse

cavalry lances captured this battalion before it ever deployed. Twenty-five

hours after the offensive began, another British cavalry brigade surrounded

Nazareth, which had been isolated and harassed by air attacks. Although the

German comander escaped in the confusion, the British captured all the

documents in the enemy headquarters. The Turkish Seventh and Eighth Armies,

* •except for a few hundred stragglers, surrendered in mass, and only the

November armistice ended the British pursuit.

The significance of Second Armageddon was threefold. First, it

* •represented a rare ability to make a transition from penetration to
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exploitation and pursuit before the defender could react. The key to this

success, apart from numerical superiority, was the fact that the

exploitation force did not wait for permission from higher headquarters, but

was committed on the decision of division commanders and in execution of a

previously arranged plan. Secondly, Allenby used all his weapons and units

in a flexible and integrated manner that was matched in World War I only by

the Germans. Finally, Second Armageddon influenced an entire generation of

British cavalry officers, who considered it the model of a mobile, deep
I

battle. After the frustrations of trench stalemate in France, the

exploitation in Palestine seemed a dream come true. When these cavalry

officers became armor commanders, they stressed the need for mobile,

lightly-armored vehicles. As a result, one-half of the British armored

force in 1939 was equipped with inadequate guns and armor and was not

preparec to cooperate with the other combat arms.

S

ORGANIZATIONAL RESULTS

In addition to the changes in infantry battalion structure, the rapid

development of weapons and tactics during World War I significantly changed

tactical organizations. The number of automatic weapons in an infantry

division rose from a norm of 24 heavy machine guns in 1914 to the following 0

totals in 1918:

Germany: 144 automatic rifles and 54-108 machine guns
France: 216 automatic rifles and 72-108 machine guns
Britain: 192 automatic rifles and 64 machine guns
Italy: 238 automatic rifles and 72 machine guns
U1nited States: 763 automatic rifles and 260 machine guns 31
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*" Artillery developed almost as dramatically, although most of the additional

guns were concentrated in non-divisional units, whose numbers varied

depending on the mission of the divi3ion being supported. As General

Wilhelm von Balck, a major German tactician both before and after the war,

remarked:

The question as to the proportion of the artillery is no

longer: 'How many guns for each thousand men should be
provided?', but far rather: 'How much infantry will be

required to utilize the success of the fire of the
artillery?' ...there are no longer principal arms. Each
arms has its use, all are necessary. 3 2

More complex problems drove other organizational changes. For example,

both the French and the Germans found that the square iivision structure,

0 with two brigades each of two regiments, was unsuited to positional

warfare. Given the broad frontages involved in this type of war, no

European power had enough manpower and units to deploy divisions with two

regiments in first line and two in second. If, on the other hand, three

regiments were in the first line and the fourth regiment served as a general

reserve, one of the two infantry brigade commanders was superfluous. So the

Germans left one brigade commander in control of all infantry, and by I16

both the French and the Germans had reduced the number of infantry regiments

in a division from four to three. The British had entered the war with a

three-brigade structure, which they retained, but they eventually followed

suit by reducing the brigade from four infantry battalions to three when

manpower shortages became acute. This had the added advantage of increasing

the proportion of artillery and other branches to infantry, although "he
0

Germans moved part of their artillery into non-divisional units. Thus, a
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1914 French infantry division consisted of 87% infantry, 10% artillery, and

3% support elements, while the 1918 version had a proportion of 650

infantry, 27 artillery, and 8% support.3 3

The one exception to this trend was the United States Army, which not

only insisted upon a four-regiment structure, but actually increased the

size of rifle companies during 1917 (see figure 4). The result was a

division which varied in size from 24,000 to over 28,000 men, a giant when

the average strength of a European division was down to 8,000 men or less.

In fact, the French and British commanders who controlled American divisions

refused to use them according to their design, and instead pushed them into

line with three regiments forward and the fourth either in second echelon or

in corps reserve. In one instance, the 42d U.S. Infantry Division assumed

the defense of a sector previously occupied by an entire French corps of

three divisions. 3 4  In principle, however, the American design was

intended to provide sustained offensive and defensive operations despite the

high casualties of trench warfare. The apparent intent was that an American

brigade commander, with one regiment in contact and the second behind it,

could leapfrog his regiments to sustain an offensive almost indefinitely,

thereby cutting the decision cycle time necessary to relieve exhausted

assault troops. Unlike all higher commanders on the allied sie, this

colonel or brigadier general had only a few aides, and was free to command

from forward locations. The only reserve available to the division

commander was the two-battalion combat engineer regiment, which was

frequently pressed into service as infantry.
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Even though the Americans differed with their allies about many details,

all participants came away from World War I dith certain impressions in

common: the tremendous problems of logistics and manpower; the necessity

for detailed planning and coordination; and the difficulty of advancing even

when all arms worked closely together. Under carefully-planned and

controlled circumstances, the Allies had been able to combine all weapons

systems to maximize the effects of each. Of all the belligerents, the

German system for achieving this combination proved to be most adaptable to

new weapons and tactics.
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CHAPTER THREE

THE INTERWAR PERIOD

The conventional image of military affairs and doctrine between the two

world wars depicts most armies as rigidly committed to a repetition of the

positional warfare of 1914-18. According to this view, only Hitler's

Germany listened to the advocates of mechanized warfare, with the result

that the German blitzkrieg achieved almost bloodless victories over the

outdated Polish, French, and British armies between 1939 and 1941.

The reality was much more varied and complex. No major army entered

World War I! with the same doctrine and weapons that it had used twenty

years before. During the interwar period, the majority of profez:ional

soldiers recognized the need for some change, in order to perform better the

battlefield functions of penetration and exploitation that had proven so

difficult during World War I. Yet armies differed markedly in their

solutions to these problems. Instead of a simple choice between trench

warfare and blitzkrieg, each army was faced with a variety of possible

changes, a series of degrees of modernization between the two extremes. In

many cases, the choice was determined by social, economic, and political

factors more than by the tactical concepts of senior officers. Even in

Germany, the advocates of mechanized warfare did not have a free hand. In a

real sense, the German forces and doctrine of 1939 were not so much the

perfect solition as they were simply a solution that was closer to the

problems of the moment than were the organizations and doctrine of Germany's

early opponents.
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Because of this tactical variety between the world wars, each of the

major powers must be considered individually, tracing its doctrine and

organization up to the point when that nation entered World War I_. Before

reviewing those armies, however, there are some common factors that hampered

military change in most nations.

The first of these factors was a general revulsion against warfare and

all things military. After decades of peacetime preparation and years of

incredible bloodshed, few people in Europe or America were interested in

further military expenditures or experiments with new weapons and tactics.

Particularly in France, firepower seemed so great that few soldiers foresaw

any type of offensive success against prepared enemy positions without the

combination of a mass army with tanks, artillery, and attrition tactics, tIhe

means which had succeeded in 1918. Even after most armies concluded that

trench warfare was a special type of combat that would not necessarily

arecur, the general public and political leadership were unwilling to risk

another war. In 1928, fifteen nations sined the Kellogg-Briand Pact,

renouncing the use of war except in national self-defense. During the 1920s

'and early 1930s, a series of international conferences met in an effort to

limit military and naval armaments. Although these conferences ultimately

failed, it was difficult for professional soldiers to justify the purchase

*of new weapons such as tanks and aircraft in a social and political

environment that might outlaw such weapons at any time.

For the first fifteen years of peace, extremely tight defense budgets

* reflected the public distaste for warfare. The victorious armies were
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saddled with huge stockpiles of 1918-model equipment and ammunition, and had

to use up these stockpiles at peacetime rates before they could justify

major new expenditures. Thus, during the early 1930s the U.S. Army spent

more money researching means to preserve ammunition than to develop new
1q

weapons. Just as the stockpiles were consumed or worn out, the Great

Depression caused even tighter defense budgets, which hampered development

and procurement of tanks, aircraft, and other new weapons. The Germans, by

contrast, had been deprived of their weapons by the Versailles Peace Treaty

of 1919, and could therefore start fresh. To some extent, the German

tactical successes of 1939-42 were due not to any superiority in equipment

quality or quantity, but rather to the fact that the German tanks and other

vehicles were produced early enough to allow extensive experimentation and

training before the war. The British and French, by contrast, had few

modern weapons with which to train until the very eve of World War II, when

they mass-produced them on a crash basis. Nations with a smaller industrial

base, such as Japan and Italy, could not fully compete in the arms race.

The Japanese selectively built a few warships and aircraft of high quality.

In land warfare, they relied upon training and morale to make up for weapons

that they could not afford to mass produce. Italy lacked not only

production facilities, but equipment design capability and even public

understanding of automobiles and other machinery. As a result, the Italians

failed to produce any modern, well designed weapons.
2

The third factor was technology, which affected military change in two

ways. On the one hand, rapid changes in technology made governments even
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more reluctant to invest in existing designs that would soon be outmoded.

In 1938, for example, the Inspector-General of the French Air Force had to

advise the French and British governments to avoid a showdown at Mun_h

because he believed that the majority of French combat aircraft were

suddenly obsolescent; new developments such as flush-riveted meral

construction gave the German Luftwaffe the appearance of temporary technical

superiority. 3 On the other hand, it was often difficult to determine

exactly how this new technology affected the tactics of 1913. Equipment

designed to fulfill these tactics might be unsuitable for different

functions and concepts, while new designs appeared without appropriate

tactical concepts to accompany them.

There was also considerable confusion in terminology. Both advocates

and opponents of mechanization often used the term "tank" loosely to mean

not only an armored, tracked, turretted, gun-carrying fighting vehicle, but

6also any form of armored vehicle or mechanized unit. Such usage made it

difficult for contemporaries or historians to determine whether a particular

speaker was discussing pure tank forces, mechanized combined arms forces, or

4mechanization of infantry forces. Similar confusion existed abcut the term

"mechanization." Strictly speaking, any use of the gasoline engine for

warfare could be termed mechanization. However, this term is usually

4 employed to describe the use of armored tracked combat vehicles. By

contrast, "motorization" describes the use of motor vehicles which are not

intended to go into combat, but which may improve logistics and mobility off

4 the battlefield. No nation in the world could afford to mechanize fully in
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this sense, but all armies made some motions in the direction of

motorization. Indeed, there was almost no choice about the matter. Prior

to World War 1, all nations relied on a pool of civilian horses as

transportation in case of war. With the rise of motor vehicles during the

1920s, this supply of civilian animals declined to the point where armies

had to base their transportation planning on motor vehicles. 4  Thus

motorization was often seen as an easier, cheaper, less revolutionary change

than mechanization.

Fifth, advocates of change did not always speak persuasively or with one

voice even when their terms were understood. In particular, proponents of

strategic airpower such as William Mitchell and Emilio Douhet made

exaggerated claims that retarded the development 7,f the tactical combined

arms team. Intent on achieving independence from army control, the airpower

advocates vigorously opposed tactical air support and air-ground

cooperation; they considered the targets involved to be too minor to justify

risking aircraft. These air enthusiasts had a limited success as

publicists, influencing politicians with an apparently cheap, efficient

solution to defense needs. As a result, funds were diverted from valuable

training or ground weapons development to build air forces which were not in

proportion to their respective armies. Moreover, even those reformers wit

a clear vision of mechanized, combined-arms war were often so extreme in

their statements that they alienated the men they needed to convert, the

commanders and politicians who set military policy. In the French and

Soviet cases, political issues retarded the development of new mechanized

formations.
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This leads to the sixth and final common factor, the opposition of the

r more traditional combat arms. Many commentators have blamed such opposition

for thwarting or retarding the development of meohanized warfare. There is

some truth to this accusation, as will be seen below. Yet the tank and the

aaircraft were not the only weapons systems that developed between the World

Wars. The infantry had legitimate requirements for increased organic

firepower, for antitank and antiaircraft defenses, as well as for some form

of armored support to assist them in the deliberate attack. The artillery

needed the same mobility as the armored forces in order to support those

forces in the breakthrough. Fast moving mechanized formations required more

flexible communications and fire support. Combat engineers, which had
O

become preoccupied with maintaining lines of zommunication during the

positional warfare of 1914-18, were more important than ever when mechanized

units increased the problems of mobility and countermobility on the

battlefield. As a result, although much of this chapter will focus upon the

development of mechanized formations and tactics, such development must be

viewed within the context of a more traditional mass army. Any nation that

0.. created a mechanized elite ran the risk of dividing its army, with

catastrophic problems of coordination and morale.

* GREAT BRITAIN: "HASTEN SLOWLY"'5

In 1918, Great Britain led the world in both armored equipment and

* armored doctrine. At a time when most soldiers regarded the tank as a

specialized infantry support weapon for crossing trenches, a sigr.ificant
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number of officers in the Royal Tank Corps had gone on to envision much

wider roles for mechanized organizations. In May 1918, Colonel J.F.C.

Fuller had used the example of German infiltration tactics to refine what he

called "Plan 1919." This was an elaborate concept for a large scale armored

offensive in 1919, an offensive that would not only produce multiple

penetrations of the German forward defenses, but also totally disrupt the

German command structure and rear organization. Fuller's expressed goal was

to defeat the enemy by a "pistol shot to the brain" of enemy headquarters

and communications, as opposed to destroying the combat elements by

systematic attrition. in order to attack headquarters before they could

displace, Fuller relied upon the "Medium D" tank. Potentially. the Medium

could drive at twenty miles per hour in order to exploit the rupture Of

trenches caused by the slower heavy tanks. In fact, the Medium D suffered

the usual developmental problems of any radically new piece of equipment and

might not have been available even if the war had continued into 1919.

Moreover, then as later, Fuller was noteworthy for his neglect of infantry

in the mechanizel team. '!e could and did conceive of trucked infantry

advancing after the tanks under certain circumstances, but not fighting in

close coordination with armor except at the point of rupture in a deliberate

attack. 6

Despite the efforts of numerous innovators like Fuller, the British Army

gradually lost its lead not only in armor but in most areas of tactical

progress. In addition to the six common factors previously Jiscussed, tere

were several special obstacles to continued -ritish innovation.
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The most commonly cited obstacle was the resistance of social

( conservatives within the British Army. This institutional resistance has

often been exaggerated, but certainly the strong unit identity of the

British regimental system discouraged radical changes within the traditional

arms and services. A related problem was that Great Britain was the first

nation to create an independent air force. The Royal Air Force (RAF) was

intent upon developing as a separate service with its own identity, and

resisted any close relationship with the army. Like most other airI
services, the RAF was increasingly interested in interdiction and strategic

bombing, but not ground support. In 1922, for example, the army requested

eight "Army Co-Operation Squadrons" to be permanently assigned for liaison

and reconnaissa,'e duties with ground troops. The RA- would only provide

three squadrons. During mechanized exercises in 1928, a number of RAF

pilots practiced close air support for armored units, but after this

C incident the Air Ministry formally requested the army to refrain from

encouraging pilots to violate RAF doctrine.7  This limitation was clearly

reflectod in British Army regulations from 1924 onward, in which the RAF was

*described as providing only liaison and reconnaissance in the immediate

proximity of ground units. Fighter aircraft could conduct strafing and

other ground attacks 'in exceptional circumstances," but only at the expense

4 of their air superiority mission. Despite the efforts of many British

armored theorists, close air support was not really developed in Britain

until 19[2.8

I
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The problem of imperial defense also limited change. Since 1868, most

British troop units stationed at home exchanged places with units overseas

on a regular basis. in particular, a large portion of the British Army was

always stationed in the Middle East and India. These overseas garrisons

required large numbers of infantrymen to control civil disorders, and made

logistical support of elaborate equipment and weapons difficult.

Consequently, a unit in the British Isles could not be motorized or

mechanized without considering the effect of this change on that unit's

performance in low intensity, imperial police operations. This did more

than delay mechanization. It also meant that in designing armored fighting

vehicles the British were often thinking about the requirements of warfare

against relatively unsophisticated opponents, and not against well-armed

European forces.
9

Despite these limitations on innovation, British doctrine did not stand

still during the 1920s. A repetition of World War 1 seemed unthinkable, and

so positional warfare rapidly declined in British doctrine to the status of

a special case. Instead, the British returned to the concepts of open,

maneuver warfare that had been common before 1914, updating those concepts

only to allow for the effects of firepower and motor vehicles. The 1924

Field Service Regulations considered infantry support to be the chief

mission of tanks, but also recognized the possibility of tanks attacking the

enemy flanks and rear to disorganize the opponent, as envisioned by Fuller.

These regulations showed a serious and practical concern with the problems

of antitank and antiaircraft defense of all arms, although actual weapons
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for these problems were slow to appear. By 1929, British regulations had

(abandoned the old belief in the primacy of infantry, which instead became

"the arm which confirms the victory and holds the ground won" by a close

cooperation of all arms. Still, this cooperation was apparently to be

achieved by detailed, meticulous planning of the 1918 varity. Coordination

in encounter battles was much more difficult.1 0

At the same time, despite significant budgetary restrictions the British

were able to motorize parts of their artillery and supply units and to

continue development of the small Royal Tank Corps. In 1927-28, an

Experimental Mechanized Force conducted brigade-level exercises in Britain.

This force included a light tank battalion for reconnaissance, a medium tank

battalion for assault, a machine gun battalion for security and limited

infantry operations, five motorized or mechanized artillery batteries, and a

motorized engineer company. Unfortunately, the equipment used varied

greatly in its cross-country mobility and reliability. The vehicles were a

mixture of tracked and wheeled, experimental and well-developed equipment

that couldn't move together except at very slow speeds. As a result, some

o fficers of the Royal Tank Corps decided that the other arms were

imcompatible with armored operations, and focused their attention on almost

pure tank formations.

* The British War Office dissolved the Experimental Mechanized Force in

1928 for a variety of factors, including budgetary restrictions and the

opposition of some military conservatives. This force did, however, provide

• the basis for Colonel Charles Broad to produce a new regulation, 'echanized
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and Armoured Formations, in 1929. This regulation was a great advance in

describing the roles and missions of separate armored formations, but

reflected the pure-tank attitude that was becoming common in the Royal Tank

Corps. Even when Broad proposed a Royal Armoured Corps including tanks,

mechanized cavalry, and mechanized infantry, he explicitly excluded
ariler aan. , expicity elude

artillery and engineers. Still, Broad recognized different roles and

models of armored vehicle. In particular, the standard "mixed" tank

battalion of an independent tank brigade was a combination of three

different types of vehicle. Within each company, seven light tanks would

reconnoiter the enemy positions and then provide fire support for five

mediuim tanks that actually conducted the assault. In addition, two "close

support tanks"--really self-propelled howitzers or mortars--providad smoke

and suppressive fire for the assault. 12 Since in practice the "light

tanks" were often small armored personnel carriers, the parallel with more

recent American armored cavalry should be obvious.

However, British armored theorists did not always agree with each

other. Basil Liddell Hart, a noted publicist of armor, wanted a true

combined arMs force with a major role for mechanized infantry. F'uller,

Broad, and other officers were more interested in a pure tank role, in part

because they exoerienced difficulty cooperating with the other arms G .

Martel, one of the most innovative theorists and tank designers of the

period, was fascinated with the idea of using extremely small armored

personnel arriers, transporting one to three men and a machine gun to

assist the infantry in its attacks. Unfortunately, the machine gun carriers
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designed at Martel's 4  .igation participated in experiments both as

reconnaissance vehicles and infantry carriers, and were inadequate for

either function.13 Not until the eve of World War II did the British

develop a reliable machine gun carrier, and even then it was dispersed in

small numbers within infantry battalions that attacked on foot.

Despite these differences of opinion, the next step in developing the

role of armor was to form an independent mechanized force of division size.

This was undertaken as an experiment in 1934, using Colonel Percy Hobart's

1st Tank Brigade, a newly-formed unit of the type envisaged by Broad, and

Major General George Lindsay's partially-mechanized 7th Infantry Brigade.

4 .. re s lac k of training,

Unfortunately for the British, personality differences,

I
and artificial restrictions from the umoires turned the resulting exercise

into a disaster. General Lindsay, one of the few senior officers who was

genuinely committed to development of a combined-arms mechanized division,

Cwas so discredited by the fiasco that he ceased to have any influence over

policy. 14

Instead, the conservative Chief of the Imperial General staff, General

Sir Archibald 'Montgomery-Massingberd, chose to create a permanent "Mobile

Division" by mechanizing large portions of the British cavalry. The Mobile

Division authorized in December 1937 consisted of two armored cavalry

I brigades, each almnost entirely mounted in light tanks and armored cars, plus

one tank brigade, two mechanized infantry battalions, anj ird-ted amounts of

artillery, engineers, and support units. Such a f: rmation was quite

4 appropriate for performing the functons of reconnaissance and security,
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whether in the empire or on the continent. It did not, however, integrate

the different arms at a sufficiently low level to fight in fluid operations

as an armored formation against a sophisticated enemy. In most cases,

reconnaissance, medium armor, infantry, and artillery were under separate

brigade level commands. With various minor changes, this mobile division

became the 1st Armoured Division, which sacrificed itself piecemeal in

France in 1940.15 A second mobile division formed in Egypt, providing the

basis for later British operations there.

These problems in mechanized doctrine and organization were also

reflected in equipment. The Royal Tank Corps had to make do with the same

basic equipment from 1922 until 1938, despite frequent changes in design and

technology. Almost the only improvement was achieved in 1930-32, when radio

communications changed markedly. Until this tIme, each vehicle crew had to

tune its radio by hand to a common frequency, and the motion of a moving

tank could easily throw the radio off that frequency. Colonel Broad

instigated a series of developments that eventually provided

=rvsta!-controlled, preset frequencies. The complexity and expense of such

equipment, however, made distribution of radios down to individual tanks

very slow. 16 Only such radios could allow a commander to control his

rapidly-moving units while observing and leading from the front.

During the 1930s, the confusion about tank roles combined with frequent

changes in the defense bureaucratic structure to thwart good armored vehicle

17esI!-. Generally speaking, British armored vehicles tended to maximize

either mobility or protection. Both the cavalry and the Royal Tank Corps
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wanted fast, lightly armored, mobile vehicles for reconnaissance and

raiding--the light and medium (or "cruiser") tanks, respectively. On the

other hand, the "army tank battalions" performing the traditional

infantry-support role required extremely heavy armored protection in order

to advance successfully against prepared enemy defenses which included

antitank guns.

As a consequence, firepower was neglected in tank design. As late as

1937, the .:ery thin armor on most tanks of the world made armor-piercing

machine guns, or at most a 20-mm cannon, seem entirely adequate for antitank

defense. In fact, many soldiers believed that the tank was more vulnerable

than ever because infantrj now had some antitank training and equipment.

Anticipating improvements in tank armor, the 'ritish standardized on a

two-pounder (4 0-mm) antitank gun. This was also the standard weapon mounted

in most British tanks until well into World War II. Yet such a weapon could

4only penetrate German armor of 1939-42 design at 500 meters or less and was

not designed to fire high explosive ammunition to suppress enemy infantry

and towed antitank gun fir,. Although Hobart called for a six-pounder

(57-mm) tank gun in 1938, this was not stated as a formal requirement for

tank design until after the fall of France in 1940.18 Even then, most

turrets designed for the two-pounder were too small to be upgunned.

While Britain drifted in the area of mechanization, developments in the

more traditional arms were equally mixed. Cavalry, as already noted, in

essence merged into the mechanization process, although too late to. learn

all the mechanical und tactical differences between hcrses and lig-t armor.
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Infantry was saddled with inappropriate weapons throughout the 1920s. it

had no useful antitank capability, and the Lewis machine gun was really too

heavy to maneuver as a squad weapon. Between 1936 and 1939, new equipment

and organization finally restored the firepower and mobility of British

infantry, but at a price. The excellent Bren light machine gun, with its

accompanying small armored carrier, was a significant advance. Each squad

in a rifle platoon had a dismounted Bren gun, and the platoon had a two-inch

smoke mortar and a caliber .55 Boyes antitank rifle. The battalion

consisted of four rifle companies, plus a headquarters with platoons of Bren

gun carriers, two-pounder antitank guns, three-inch mortars, and

antiaircraft machine guns. Heavy machine guns and 4.1-inch mortars were

centralized into separate support battalions. The result was that the

infantry battalion was much lighter and more mobile than it had been, but it

had a somewhat reduced firepower and only limited antitank capability. On

the eve of World War II, the inadequacies of the Boyes rifle rapidly forced

the artillery into primary responsibility for antitank defense. 19  The

artillery had indeed developed excellent pieces which had an additional

antitank capacity. In the process, however, the British had largely

neglected the scienti.ic procedures of indirect fire developed during World

War 1. Only the School of Artillery continued to teach these techniques, so

that a few officers were familiar with them. In 1939, the prejudice cf many

artillerymen against artillery survey techniques led to a reorganization

that briefly eliminated survey parties from artillery headquarters.20
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Thus, by 1939 the British Army had lost much of its pioneering advantage

in both equipment and technology. Outside of the infantry battalion,

cooperation between different weapons systems and arms was little better

than it had been in 1914.

I
GERMANY: "STRIKE CONCENTRATED, NOT DISPERSED"

2 1

E6 France, Britain and the United States, the victors of 1918, had a

natural tendency to employ at least some of the materiel and doctrine of

1918 during the immediate postwar years. A defeated Germany, by contrast,

had every reason to embrace new tactics and weapons.

Even if it wished to, Germany could not reproduce the mass armies and

static defenses of 1914-18. The Treaty of Versailles limited the German

Army to only 100,000 long-tour professional soldiers, without reserves

except for the para-military police forces. The same treaty forbad Germany

the possession of tanks, poison gas, combat aircraft, and heavy artillery.

Paradoxically, for the Germans this prohibition may have been a blessing in

disguise. The German defense budget and tactical thought were less

restricted to or dependent on the technology of 1918 than were other budgets

and armies. Instead, planners could study concepts and then develop the

I equipment to make those concepts reality. Doctrine led technological

development, in contrast to the situation in other armies. In those

instances where field trials had to be conducted, the Germans used mock-ups,

I or tested equipment ant concepts in secret within the Soviet Union. No army
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can completely escape its past, but Germany was better able to develop

doctrine before equipment than were its former enemies.

Moreover, since the 1860s, the German tradition of tactics and

operations had favored outflanking and encircling the enemy or, if that

failed, breaking through him to disrupt his organization. This was in

contrast to the frontal battles of attrition that most of Germany's enemies

had fought in World War I. This German tradition meant two things. First,

unlike the French and British, who had learned to attack on a broad front in

order to protect their flanks, the Germans believed in concentrating all

their resources on a relatively narrow front for breakthrough.2 2  Second,

this concentration of forces required the careful integration of all weapons

and arms at battalion level or below to overcome the enemy's defenses. The

infiltration tactics of 1917-18 reflected this viewpoint, and were retained

after the armistice. Despite the restrictions of the Versailles Treaty, the

1921 German Regulation on Command and Combat of the Combined Arms included

not only the infantry assault battalion and the carefully planned artillery

preparations of 1918, but also close air support, gas warfare, and tanks in

an infantry support role. 2 3  Again, the Germans were free to develop

doctrine on the basis of their experience but without being restricted to

specific technology. Despite later manuals, this sophisticated regulation

remained the basis of German doctrine between the wars.

Another part of the German military tradition was decentralized

execution. German commanders moved forward to observe and make tactical

4 decisions for themselves. This enabled them to communicate their decisions

to subordinates much more rapidly than was possible from a command post in
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L the rear. This decentralization was facilitated by the mutual understanding

that all leaders had, based on common doctrine such as the Command and

Combat of the Combined Arms. Aware of both the commander's intention and

the common doctrine, subordinate leade:-s could execute that intention in

accordance with that doctrine, and thereby reduce the need for detailed

instructions from higher echelons. This decentralization and rapidity of

decision-making were ideally suited to any form of fluid combat, including

mechanized operations.

In retrospect, it might seem inevitable that the German infiltration

tactics, belief in massing on a narrow front, and decentralized execution

would lead to blitzkrieg once combined with the German experience of the

psychological effects of tanks during World War I. In fact, however, the

German Army did not wholeheartedly accept the concept of mechanized

blitzkrieg until the defeat of France in 1940. Prior to that time, the

G majority of senior German commanders apparently regarded mechanization as a

useful but very specialized tool that would not replace ordinary infantry

divisions. In this thinking, they shared much of the traditional viewpoint

that characterized their counterparts in Britain, France, and elsewhere.

Among the German proponents of mechanization, Heinz Guderian was

probably the most influential. Like Percy Hobart in Great Britain, Guderian

* had considerable experience with the early military use of radio

communications. This had two effects upon his later career. First,

"Guderian's 1914 service with radiotelegraphs in support of cavalry units led

him to insist on a radio in every armored vehicle, a major advantage in

command and control. ?y contrast, the French and others often had radios
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only for the command tanks, and depended on hand signals or flags to

maneuver small units. More generally, his early service taught Cuderian the

difficulties of integrating new doctrine and equipment and then overcoming

24~institutional resistance to that doctrine and equipment. Guderian

gained further experience from his first studies of mobile warfare, as a

staff officer concerned with motorized transportation. The small size of

the German Army in the 1920s forced it to increase its mobility, in order to

shift limited forces rapidly. Guderian was one of a group of officers who

studied the use of motor vehicles to achieve this mobility. To a certain

extent, the German theorists had to rely on British experience and

regulations to learn about equipment that Germany did not possess in large

numbers. Yet the German concept of mechanized warfare developed almost

independently of such trends in Britain. By 1929, when many British

students of armor were tending towards a pure armor formation, Guderian had

become convinced that it was useless to develop just tanks, or even to

mechanize parts of the traditional arms. What was needed was an entirely

new mechanized formation of all arms, in order to maximize the effects of

the tank. Only such a formation could sustain mobile warfare, whether

offensive or defensive.
2 5

The general belief among military theoreticians that antitank defenses

were becoming stronger did not deter Guderian. Unlike most advocates of

armor, he considered antitank weapons to be an essential part of the

mechanized combined arms team, rather than the defender of the traditional

arms against ,.e new weapons. Most early tanks were too small and unstable
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to carry accurate, high-velocity antitank guns. By contrast, the towed

antitank gun was specially designed for maximum effectiveness against armor,

and its small silhouette made it difficult to detect and engage. The German

armored units trained to avoid fighting other tanks or antitank guns, and

instead to exploit in areas of little or no resistance. In the event of

tank-tank combat, the German tanks might withdraw temporarily, luring the

enemy into a hidden screen of antitank weapons that had deployed behind the

German spearhead. To do this, tanks needed reconnaissance units to lead the

way and screen the flanks of the advance, with combat engineers to sustain

the mobility of the mechanized force. Motorized or mechanized infantry and

artillery were necessary to reduce bypassed centers of resistance, to

support tanks in the attack, and to hold areas seized by such attacks. The

entire force required support units that could keep up with a rapid advance.

In 1931, Guderian became commander of the 3rd Motor Transport

C Battalion. Using dummy equipment because of the limitations of the

Versailles Treaty, this battalion was actually an experimental "mechanized"

force consisting of one company each of motorcycles, armored cars, tanks,

and antitank guns. A similar small-scale demonstration, using some of the

first light tanks produced in Germany, impressed Hitler in 1934.2 6  That

same year, experimental maneuvers for a full panzer division occurred, and

-4 in 1935 Hitler formed the first three such divisions on a permanent basis

(see figure 5). As in the other armies, Germany's first effort at armored

organization included a tremendous number of tanks (561 per division).27

* Otherwise, this organization showed considerable balance in numbers and
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types of weapons. Moreover, regardless of the paper organization, the

brigade and regimental headquarters were trained to control cross-attached

units and weapons systems. Such a system required considerable training,

-and put great stress on the maintenance and logistical support of the

cross-attached elements, but it enabled the panzer division to combine

different weapons systems as needed.

Guderian did not, however, succeed without opposition and difficulties.

4 The other branches of the German Army resisted the creation of this new arm,

and demanded a share of mechanization and motorization for themselves.

During the later 1930s, the Chief of the German General Staff direct -d the

motorization of all antitank units and one engineer company in each infantry

division, plus four entire infantry divisions, at a time when the panzer

divisions were still short of transportation. in 1937-38, two separate tank

brigades were formed for infantry support, isolated from the other arms. At

i- the same time, four "Light Divisions," based on cavalry units in most cases,

absorbed more motorized and mechanized equipment. The actual composition Of

these uni ts varied, but the most conmon pattern was an armored

reconnaissance regiment, two motorized infantry regiments, one light tank

battalion, and two towed howitzer battalions. A frustrated Guderian found

himself shunted aside as "Chief of Mobile Troops" with little or no control

over the motorized infantry and light divisions.

Nor were the German tanks up t- the standards of Guderian's concept.

Despite Hitler's support for panzer units, those units had to compete for

prodution caiacity and new weapons not only with the rest of the expanding
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German Army, but also with the German Air Force. Hitler placed first

priority on the Luftwaffe because of the intimidation value that air power

,ave him when dealing with the rest of Europe. Jnder those :ircumstances,

'3uderian had to settle for tanks that were not completely battleworthy. The

Mark 1 was really a machine gun-armed tankette, derived from the British

Carden-Loyd personnel carrier. The Mark !I did have a 20-mm cannon, but

little armor protection. These two vehicles made up the bulk of panzer

units until 1940. 29  Their value lay not so much in their armor and

armament, but in the fact that they were available early, in considerable

numbers, and with radio communications. This allowed the new panzer force

to conduct extensive training, establish battle procedures, identiy and

solve problems, and develop changes in organization and equipment. By 1939,

the panzer divisions were not completely ready, but they had gone through

their first, most necessary stages of organization and training. Such an

advantage was denied to most of Germany's opponents.

Another advantage was close air support of ground operations. When the

..ftwaffe was established in 1933, most of t hiher co.,asder "ere Word-

War 7 aviators and others who had served in the ranks of the i YDC'-man

army imposed by the Versailles Treaty. Initially, the Luftwiffe, like other

air services, favored missions such as 3trategic bombing an air superiori ty

to the neglect of supporting ground forces. -he exper. ence of -the Spanish

Civil War (1936-39) .. changed priorities to some extent. Th- e erman force

sent to ald Franco used a imted n'umber Df cbse-!e fighters in a

F round-attac. role, with -oon-i1erbl effect. -hse exo-ri:no -- crovid
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the impetus for Germany to create five ground attack aviation groups in the

fall of 1938. Ernst Udet, the chief of the Luftwaffe's development branch

after 1936, persuaded his sueriors to produce a limited number of -ose

support dive-bombers patterned after the U.S. Navy's Curtiss Helidiver. The

resulting JU-87 Stuka dive-bombers equipped four of the five ground attack

groups during 1939. Dive-bombers were extremely accurate, and demoralized

ground defenders rapidly. In addition, in both Spain and Poland a very

small number of air liaison detachments were attached to the infantry corps

and armored division headquarters making the main attack. These detachments

could pass air support requests directly to the Luftwaffe, and could monitor

in-flight reconnaissance reports. They could not, however, ac tually guide

the aircraft onto targets without departing the ground headquarters to which

they were attached, nor did they have training for such a role. :n any

event, the handful of dive-bomber groups and air liaison detachments was

available only to the army units at the point of main effort; all other army

headquarters had to submit preplanned requests that might or might not be

honored. Tn 1939, on-call air support against targets of opportunity was

well in the future for most of the German Army. 30

Thus the tradition of combined-arms integration was continued and

updated in the German Army between the world wars. Guderian was tactically

incorrect when he denied the need to provide armor and motorized equipment

for the other elements of an army that remained essentially foot-mobile and

horse-drawn. However, his determined opposition did enable Germany to keep

the majority o f its mechanized assets concentrated in combined-arms
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mechanized units, despite the equipment given to other branches. Tn

September of 1939, twenty-four out of thirty-three tank battalions and I ,9L

out of 3.195 tanks were concentrated in tne six canzer iSions. The

contrast -ith other countries, where large numbers of tarks were dedicated

,o infantry support and cavalry roles, is striking.

FRANCE

By restricting Germany to a 100,000-man professional army, the

Versailles Treaty not only freed the defeated Germans to consider new

options of mobile warfare, but forced the French to develop plans to counter

i sudden invasion by that army. The postwar French Army was hupe, Pu;

ill-prepared to stop a surprise attack by even the small German force.

was basically a cadre for reservists, who required weeks or even months to

mobi ize. Vter 1918, French war-weariness eliminated the highly-developed

mobilization system of 1914, and in 1928 reduced conscripted service to a

tare 12 mont".hs of training.

To protect itself from a sudden attack by the small G'e.man Ay,

chose constru zt a sophisticated version of the defenses

apparently worked so well at Verdun. The Maginot Line 7' was a

of self-contained con..rete forts with Fun t- rrets. was c

130 an! 10T6 in orthea3 tern France; itsfuntin was ........ "h -

re~ained in '^)IQ and. -1o force any German ~rvoz opasstr:z

territory tefore reaching Frnce. This extra Jirtanc w.. -e ..

time to mobili'e. The Mainot Line .o frc;i3nt> n "
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in retrospect, it appeared child's play for the Germans to outflank these

fortifications. Yet quite apart from the political reality that France

could not abandon Belgium by building a major wall between the two

countries, the Maginot Line concept was much less defensively minded than

popular wisdom believes. In addition to providing security during

mobilization and protecting critical areas near the French frontier, the

Maginot Line was a secure anchor, a base around which the mobile field

forces of the French Army would maneuver. 32  More specifically, in the

later 1930s both France and Britain expected that any future war with

Germany would be a repetition of 1914, with Germany advancing through all of

Belgium and possibly the Netherlands as well. Because Belgium was neutral,

France and Britain could not enter that country to help defend it until the

Germans had already invaded. Thus the majority of French and British mobile

forces planned to make a headlong rush into Belgium. The surprise to the

allies in 1940 was the German penetration through Luxembourg towards Sedan,

a penetration that cut the hinge between the mobile forces and the Maginot

line.

Moreover, despite the intent of the Maginot Line, its practical effects

were much less positive for French defense. The tremendous expense of

fortress construction restricted the depth of the fortifications and even

the size of armament of those forts. Only a few positions included the

lavishly constructed works shown in contemporary photographs. In case of

war the line had to be supplemented by field fortifications and troops

deployed between the fixed positions. More importantly, once built the
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Maginot Line had a negative psychological effect on the politicians if not

on the commanders. The apparently invincible defensive strength of the

Maginot Line reinforcel the general left-wing political belief that France

should avoid any aggressive actions and be content to defend its frontiers.

This defensive mindset influenced not only national budgets but French

military doctrine, at least immediately after 1918. More than any other

participant in the First World War, France retained the positional warfare

concept in its postwar regulations. Under the influence of Marshal Philippe

Petain, the French Army produced the Provisional Instructions for the

Tactical Employment of Larger Units (1921). This regulation was not purely

defensive, but it did insist on careful, methodical preparations before

attacking, in order to minimize casualties. Within the carefully

coordinated circumstances of a set-piece offensive, battle would involve all

arms to assist the infantry:

The infantry is charged with the principal mission in combat.
Preceded, protected, and accompanied by artillery fire, aided
where possible by tanks and aviation, it conquers, occupies,
organizes, and holds the terrain.3 3

This conception had two flaws. First, such a meticulously planned,

centrally controlled operation was unable to react to sudden changes. The

German offensives of 1918 had already demonstrated that any enemy action

that disrupted the defender's linear deployments and lockstep planning would

catch the French headquarters off guard, unable to reorganize a defense

against a highly mobile attacker.

More generally, the French doctrine viewed combined arms as a process by

which all other weapons systems assisted the infantry in its forward
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progress. Tanks were considered to be "a sort of armored infantry,"

subordinated to the infantry branch.34  This at least had the advantage

that armor was not restricted purely to tanks. The French cavalry

experimented extensively during the 1920s with armored cars and ultimately

half-tracks. These half-tracks sometimes formed combat teams with armored

cars, towed artillery, motorcycles, and light tanks carried on trucks until

contact was made.3 5  In fact, the French half-tracks may well have been

the models for later German and American infantry carriers. Still, the

subordination of tanks to infantry impeded the development of roles for

armor other than close infantry support. Moreover, while half-tracks might

be useful in colonial wars or for reconnaissance tasks, infantry in the

deliberate assault still walked. Armor was psychologically tied to the rate

of advance of foot-mobile infantry, instead of finding ways to increase the

mobility and protection of the infantry in order to keep pace with the

tanks. The slow speed of the World War I vintage FT tank, which equipped

most French armor units throughout the 1920s, reinforced this attitude.

Not all Frenchmen held this view. General Jean-Baptiste Estienne,

commander of the World War I French tank corps before it was disbanded, was

quite farsighted in his concept of mechanized warfare. In 1919, Estienne

submitted a "Study of the Missions of Tanks in the Field" to Petain's

headquarters. This remarkable document explained the need to provide

armored, tracked vehicles not only for tanks, but also for reconnaissance,

infantry, artillery, and even battlefield recovery teams. His vision of

this massed force, supported by air bombardment and attacking in depth
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against a narrow enemy front, closely resembled the best mechanized ideal of

World War I. In 1920, Estienne prtposed a 100,000 man armored army with

4,000 tanks and 8,000 other vehicles. Instead of rejecting the use of

infantry, he argued that armored infantry would again be able to attack

using its organic weapons. Estienne's concept was not only radical

militarily, but seemed too offensively minded, too aggressive to be

acceptable to French politicians. Nevertheless, Estienne remained Inspector

of Tanks until his retirement in 1927.

Despite the restrictions imposed by the Great Depression and by the

enormous cost of the Maginot Line, Chief of Staff Maxime Weygand took

significant steps towards motorization and mechanization during the early

1930s. Five and ultimately seven infantry divisions became motorized, and

one brigade in each of four light cavalry divisions was equipped with

half-tracks and armored cars. In 1934, Weygand continued the trend towards

armored cavalry by forming the first "light mechanized division" (Division

Legere Mecanique, or DLM, figure 6). This division, with its combination of

reconnaissance, light tanks, trucked infantry, and towed artillery, was

remarkablj similar to the German panzer division being developed at the same

time. Because Weygand was a cavalryman, and because it was politically

easier to justify a defensive covering force than an "offensive" armored

l •unit, the four DLMs ultimately formed by France all received standard

cavalry missions of reconnaissance and security, rather than mechanized main

battle tasks.
38
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- Just as the French Army was cautiously moving forward in the area of

mechanization, its development was almost aborted by the writings of Charles

de Gaulle. In 1934, Lieutenant Colonel de Gaulle published Towards the

Professional Army. This call for a 100,000 man armored army was based

heavily on Estienne's work. The book was hardly innovative in terms of

doctrine and organization, because it envisioned a pure armor brigade

operating in linear formation, followed by a motorized infantry force for

mopping up operations. The real problem was political. In a nation that

was extremely pacifistic and dedicated to the doctrine of the citizen

soldier, de Gaulle was advocating an aggressive, professional standing army

of technicians. His "instrument of repressive and preventive maneuver"3 9

0
might well be used to start an offensive war with Germany or to support a

military coup d'etat in republican France.

De Gaulle's sensational book not only jeopardized the more gradual

efforts of Weygand, but also set extremely high standards for what

constituted an armored division. In 1936, France belatedly decided to

produce armor and other equipment in larger quantities, including 385 B-i

* bis tanks. The B-I bis, developed by Estienne in the early 1920s, was still

one of the best tank designs in the world fifteen years later. It had 60mm

of frontal armor in a carefully cast hull, hydromatic transmission, and

* other advanced features. It was limited by the small size of its turret,

where one man had to be both tank commander and gunner for a ±7-mm gun, but

a lower-velocity 75-mm gun was mounted in the hull. The B-I bis was an

0 excellent weapon that caused the Germans much difficulty in 1940. Yet,
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given the fine craftsmanship involved in B-I bis production and the weakened

state of France's industry, it took years to produce sufficient tanks to

organize an armored division on the pattern desired by Estienne and de

Gaulle. Even after the war started, France could never produce more than

fifty of these tanks per month, and the rate prior to 1939 was much

lower. 40  As a result, France did not form its first two armored divisions

(Division Cuirassee, DCR, Figure 6) until after the war began, and even then

had to greatly reduce the authorized number of heavy tanks in each

division. The resulting unit was primarily a collection of tanks for an

armored breakthrough, lacking sufficient reconnaissance, antitank, infantry,

artillery, or engineer support. Similar problems plagued the production of

other tanks and military equipment, so that French troops rarely had the

time for realistic training and experimentation that the Germans had

achieved before 1939. The French regulation for large armored unit tactics

was not issued until March 1940, a few weeks before the German invasion of

France.41

Despite such limitations, France slowly modernized during the 1930s.

The 1921 Provisional Instructions gave way to a much more sophisticated

regulation in 1936. These new Instructions recognized the major changes in

warfare, including fortified fronts such as the Maginot Line, motorized and

mechanized units, antitank weapons, increased air and antiaircraft

involvement in combat, and improved communications. The regulation no

longer classified tanks by size, but rather designated the particular

mission they would perform at any given time. Tanks could either accompany
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infantry, precede infantry by bounds to the next terrain feature, or operate

independently, especially after the enemy's defenses had already been

disorganized. However, the 1936 regulation still insisted on the primacy of

infantry, the careful organization of artillery, and the methodical advance

of all elements in accordance with an elaborate plan. As in Britain, French

air support to ground forces consisted primarily of reconnaissance in the

battle area, with bombing only outside the range of artillery. The

regulation repeatedly emphasized the need for "defensive without thought of

retreat," which tended to mean rigid orientation on the terrain and the

enemy to one's front, rather than maneuvering to deal with a threat to the

flank or rear. References to antitank defense in depth also appeared

frequently in this regulation, but France lacked the troops to establish

such a defense in 1940. Finally, radios were only to be used when no other

means of communication were available, because of the possibility of eno'my

signals intelligence. In any event, at least some French tank radios were

meant for short range communications with dismounted infantry in a

deliberate attack, and were consequently useless in mobile operations.

Thus, most of the French command and control still moved at the pace of

communications in World War 1.
42

France entered World War I! with a militia army that would require

* months to organize and train, and with new mechanized formations and modern

equipment that had been fielded too late for proper testing, evaluation, and

training. Like the British, these armored units were specialized either for

* cavalry missions or deliberate breakthrough attacks, rather than balanced
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for all types of mobile operations. Given these limitations, the French

doctrine of slow, methodical offensive action appeared as the only course

that would allow them to attack at all. Unfortunately, the Germans did nos

wait for the French to plan such attacks.

-HE SOVIET UNION: "DEEP BATTLE"'4 3

The Soviet Union's military development after World War I differed from

that of the rest of Europe for two reasons. First, the Red Army was created

in 1918 after the Bolshevik revolution and lacked the traditions and

training of other major armies. Many of the new Red commanders had been

non-commissioned or commissioned junior officers during World War I, but few

trained senior officers of the Tsarist Army remained with the new regime.

Even those who did remain were, with some exceptions, suspected of

anti-Bolshevik sympathies. As a result, the Red Army was open to change,

unhampered by excessive traditions or past habits. It was also subject to

the blunders of ignorance. Second, the Russian Civil War of 1918-21 was

markedly different from most of the European campaigns of World War

Because of the vast distances and understrength armies involved in the civil

war, penetration or encirclement was no longer difficult, and fluid maneuver

was the rule. The elite of the Red Army by the end of the Civil War was

Marshal S.M. Budenny's 1st Cavalry Army, which had patterned its

encirclements and pursuits after the best Tsarist cavalrymen. The veterans

of this army received the patronage of Joseph Stalin, who had been the
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commissar of the next higher headquarters. As a result, many officers from

this army rose to senior positions before and during World War Ii.
44

Like Hitler's Germany, but unlike France and Britain, the Soviet Union

was openly interested in offensive warfare as a means of spreading its

political doctrines. As a practical matter, Stalin chose to concentrate on

developing the Soviet Union before expanding into Europe. Still, the Red

Army could expect that any future war would be offensive, using weapons that

democratic societies abhorred as too aggressive. This offensive orientationE
was reinforced by the close relationship that existed between the Red Army

and the German Army from 1923 to 1932. Soviet officers studied in Germany,

while the Germans secretly manufactured and tested tanks, aircraft, and

poison gas in European Russia. However, Soviet doctrine appeared to be

largely independent of similar developments in Germany, because the Soviet

concepts were official policy long before Guderian gained even partial

approval.

During the course of the 1920s and early 1930s, a group of Soviet

officers led by Marshal Mikhail Tukhachevsky developed a concept of "Deep

0Battle" to employ conventional infantry and cavalry divisions, mechanized

formations, and aviation in concert. These efforts culminated in the Field

Regulations of 1936. Instead of regarding the infantry as the premier

* combat arm, Tukhachevsky envisioned all available arms and weapons systems

working together in a two-part battle. First, a massed, echeloned attack on

a narrow front would rupture the defender's conventional

* infantry-artillery-antitank defense. The attacker's artillery and mortars

would suppress defending artillery and especially defending antitank guns.
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Moving behind the artillery barrage and a few meters in front of the

infantry, the tanks could safely crush wire, overrun machine gun post3, anj

reduce other centers of enemy resistance. Once the enemy's forward jefensez

were disrupted, accompanying tanks would not be tied strictly to the

infantry rate of advance, but could take advantage of local opportunities to

penetrate and attack enemy reserves, artillery, headquarters, and supply

dumps. This action would duplicate on a smaller scale the second part of

the battle, which was to disrupt and destroy the enemy by deep attacks.

"Mobile Groups," composed of cavalry, mechanized formations, or both, would

exploit their mobility advantage to outflank the enemy or develop a

penetration in order to reach the enemy rear areas. The object was to

attack the entire depth of the enemy defenses simultaneously, with

conventional frontal attacks, long range artillery fires, deep penetrations

by mobile forces, and bombing and parachute attacks of key points. Smoke

and deception operations would distract the enemy from the attacker's real

intentions.4
5

This remarkably sophisticated doctrine was backed up by a force

structure which, by 1937, was well on its way to implementing Tukhachevsky's

concepts. Using the expanded production facilities of the Soviet

government's first Five Year Plan, with design features taken in part from

the American inventor Walter Christie, the Soviets produced 5,000 armored

vehicles by 193.4 6  This wealth of equipment enabled the Red Army to

create tank organizations for both infantry support and combined arms

mechanized operations. Virtually all rifle divisions had a tank company or

battalion attached to them, with an entire regiment of 190 or more tanks for
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each of the horse cavalry divisions. Beginning in 1930, the Red Army

experimented with integrating all arms into mechanized functional groups at

battalion, brigade, and higher levels. Although organizations changed

- frequently as equipment and tactical techniques evolved, the 1935 mechanized

1"corps" was typical of these developments (figure 7). The four corps

organized under this concept were really small armored divisions, because

the Soviets frequently used the terms "corps" and "brigade" to designate

experimental units of division and regimental size, respectively. These

mechanized corps were extremely armor-heavy, but nevertheless integrated the

essential combat arms at a relatively low level. The trend during the later

1930s was for these corps, redesignated "tank corps" in 1938, to become

increasingly large and armor heavy.

This Soviet force structure had its problems, of course. To begin with,

despite the massive industrial support of the Soviet Union, the armored

C force was so ambitious that not all units could be fully equipped; Soviet

historians have criticized the separation of available equipment into

infantry-support and independent formations under these circumstances. 4 7

*More specifically, the average Soviet citizen had little experience with

motor vehicles, so that maintenance was often a problem, particularly as the

vehicles wore out. Soviet radios were notoriously unreliable, making

* command and control of this mass of moving vehicles difficult. Despite

frequent major exercises during the mid-1930s, the Soviet armored force

needed several more years of experimentation and training before it could

* realize its full potential.
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It never got that time. On 12 June 1937, the Soviet government executed

Tukhachevsky and eight of his high-ranking assistants, as Stalin shifted his

purge of Soviet society against the last power group that had the potential

to threaten him, the Red Army. In the ensuing four years, the Soviet

government imprisoned or executed at least twenty percent of the officer

corps, including a majority of all commanders of units of regimental size or

larger. Thus, at the same time the Red Army was expanding because of the

threat from Nazi Germany and Imperial Japan, it was losing its most

experienced planners and leaders. The politically reliable survivors were

promoted into positions far above their previous training and experience,

with disastrous effects on unit development and tactics. 48

At the same time that Tukhachevsky's thought was under suspicion, the

Soviet experience in the Spanish Civil War caused the Red Army to reassess

mechanization. Dimitri Pavlov, chief of tank troops and one of the senior

Soviet commanders to serve in Spain, came back with an extremely pessimistic

attitude. The Soviet tanks were too lightly armored, their Russian crews

could not communicate with the Spanish troops, and in combat the tanks

tended to run away from the supporting infantry and artillery. Pavlov

argued that the new mechanized formations were too unwieldy to control, too

vulnerable to antitank fire, and would have great difficulty penetrating

0 •enemy defenses in order to conduct a deep battle. The fact that Pavlov had

been able to use only fifty tanks without any chance of surprise at the

battle of Esquivas (29 October 1936) apparently did not dissuade him from

Sgeneralizing.4 9  In any event, many observers from other armies reached

the same conclusions based on the limited experience in Spain.
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In July 1939, General G.I. Kulik chaired a commission to review the

question of tank force organization. With most of Tukhachevsky's followers

dead or imprisoned, there were few advocates for large mechanized

formations. The commission therefore directed the partial dismantling of

such units, emphasizing the infantry-support role. However, the commission

created a new, more balanced organization, the motorized division of

December 1939 (figure 7). This continued support for the 1936 doctrine and

force structure may have been in response to the German armored success in

Poland in September 1939 and the Soviet success against Japan (see below).

Four of a planned fifteen motorized divisions were formed in early 1940,

representing a better all-around organization than the tank corps they

replaced.5 0

In spite of this reorganization, the Red Army was a shambles, unable to

occupy Poland effectively in 1939 or to defeat Finland rapidly in 1939-40.

These battlefield failures prompted a series of reforms in organization,

leadership, and tactics that slowly began to improve Soviet military

ability. The only successful Soviet campaign of this period was in the

undeclared war against Japan. Stalin was apparently so concerned about

Japanese expansion in northeast Asia that he gave one of Tukhachevsky's most

able students, Georgi Zhukov, a free hand in commanding the Soviet forces

there. The Red Army in Siberia was among the last to be affected by

Stalin's purges, and so, with the exception of some reserve component units,

the training and command structure of these forces were still intact when

hostilities with the Japanese Army erupted in the summer of 1939 on the
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Khalkin-Gol River of Manchuria (Map 4). The Japanese decided to fight the

Soviets in this remote area on the border between Japanese-occupied

Manchuria and Soviet-dominated Outer Mongolia, believing that the Soviets

would be unable to concentrate and supply a major force there. Instead, the

Soviets massed 469 light tanks, 426 other armored vehicles, 679 guns and

mortars, and over 500 aircraft, all supplied by thousands of trucks. Zhukov

organized a classic double envelopment between 20 and 31 August 1939.

First, a series of Soviet probing attacks in the center fixed the Japanese

defenders, and Soviet artillery concentrated against strongpoints found by

these probes. Then the two Soviet flanks pressed forward, encircling the

Japanese 23rd Infantry Division and part of the 7th Infantry Division. The

Soviet attacks used tank and machine gun direct fire, as well as coordinated

artillery fire, to protect their advancing infantry. In some cases, the

infantry rode on the outside of armored cars, reducing the time needed to

close with the enemy, but exposing both vehicles and riders to concentrated

enemy fire. On the other hand, some Soviet commanders were unimaginative in

executing Zhukov's plan, making repeated frontal attacks instead of

bypassing Japanese resistance.5 1  Still, Khalkin-Gol provided an excellent

trial of Soviet doctrine on the very eve of World War II. Zhukov and his

subordinates naturally rose to prominence during that war.

S

UNITED STATES

The U.S. Army, despite its unique division structure, was heavily under

* the influence of French tactical and staff doctrine in 1918. Of necessity,
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the American officers had learned to do business in a manner compatible with

the French units they dealt with daily. To some extent, therefore, the

immediate postwar doctrine of the U.S. Army paralleled that of the French

Army. As in France, the United States subordinated tanks to the infantry

branch. Initial postwar regulations reflected the French view of combined

arms so faithfully that in 1923 the War Department drafted a Provisional

Manual of Tactics for Large Units that did not even mention the fact that it

was a direct translation of the 1921 French Provisional Instructions. 52

The same year, the revised version of the U.S. Field Service Regulations

insisted that "No one arm wins battles. The combined employment of all arms

is essential to success." In the next paragraph, however, it stated that

[I
the mission of the entire force "is that of the infantry."' 3

Still, this rigid view of combined arms did not affect all American

soldiers, nor last for a long period of time. As early as 1920, staff

officers such as Brigadier General Fox Conner had decided that the

requirements of trench warfare were inappropriate for operations on the

American continent, the expected arena of future American wars. Fox Conner

asked General Pershing, the U.S. wartime commander in France, to discard the

square division structure because it was too immobile and unwieldy for such

operations. Pershing recommended that the infantry division be reorganized

6 along the lines of European triangular divisions and that units needed only

for specialized operations be pooled at the level of corps and field

army.54  These principles eventually produced a comprehensive review of

the fundamental relationships between the different arms and services.
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Despite a number of boards reviewing the American experience in World

War I, the square division's organization changed only slightly in the

1920s. 3y 1925, American officer education was focused on mobile warfare,

with trench warfare relegated to the status of a special operation.

However, financial restrictions and the general peacetime neglect of the

U.S. Army prevented major changes in equipment and organization until the

mid-1930s. Then the army was able to use public works funds allocated to

restart the depression economy as a means of achieving limited improvements

in equipment. These included partial motorization of active and National

Guard divisions and production of different carriages with pneumatic tires

for the existing artillery pieces. Such carriages allowed the artillery to

be towed by motor vehicles and, in the case of the French-designed 75-mm

gun, to be used in a limited antiaircraft role.

In 1935, General Malin Craig became Chief of Staff of the U.S. Army.

Craig had apparently been influenced by Fox Conner and the other reformers

of 1920, and he instigated a review of all combat organization and

tactics.55 Craig specifically suggested development of a smaller, more

mobile division using mechanical power to replace human power wherever

possible. A General Staff board drew up a proposed division structure that

totalled only 13,552 men, and closely paralleled European divisions of the

same period. From 1936 through 1939, the 2d U.S. Infantry Division

conducted extensive tests of this concept, reviewing such matters as the

amount of firepower and frontage that should be allocated per man and per

unit, the proportion of artillery and transportation that should support the
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infantry, and the echelon (platoon, company, battalion, or regiment) at

which different infantry weapons should be pooled. One of the driving

forces behind these tests was Brigadier General Lesley J. McNair, who latr

designed and trained the Army Ground Forces of World War II.

The resulting organization of infantry was remarkably close to the

Pershing-Fox Conner ideas of 1920. In essence, the machine gun and other

specialized heavy weapons were integrated into the infantry rifle

organization at every level. To avoid an excessive span of control, each

commander had a headquarters, three subordinate rifle units, plus a weapons

unit--three rifle platoons and a heavy weapon platoon in each company, with

three such companies plus a heavy weapons company in each battalion. in

practice, commanders might shift companies from one battalion to another, or

even move entire battalions between regiments, but doctrinally all units

operated with three subordinate units.

Each echelon also had a combination of flat-trajectory and high angle

weapons. Although the infantry received greater firepower in terms of

automatic weapons and mortars, this firepower was echeloned so that it did

not impede the mobility of the parent infantry unit. Thus, for example, the

infantry platoon had nothing heavier than the Browning Automatic Rifle

(BAR), while the company had nothing heavier than the 60-mm mortar.5 6  It

should be noted that this dedication to mobility, when combined with a

continued faith in the individual rifleman, meant that an American army

platoon had less firepower than its European counterparts--the BAR had a

much lower rate :f fire than most light machine guns found n European
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squads. This deficiency was only partially corrected by the rapid fire

ability of the M1 rifle. Since American tactics were based on the premise

of establishing a base of fire and then maneuvering a light force in

conjunction with that base, this organization left U.S. infantry at a

disadvantage.

The same principle of weapons pooling was continued throughout the

triangular division. Light antitank guns, heavy mortars and machineguns

were relegated to the heavy weapons company of each battalion. Specialized

arms such as tanks, antiaircraft, and most antitank weapons were not

authorized within the division, because McNair believed that such weapons

should be held in a central mass and used only against a major enemy force.

Similarly, the division received only one reconnaissance troop, with long

range reconnaissance being assigned to higher headquarters. The general

result was an infantry force that was at once more mobile and more heavily

armed than its predecessors, yet deficient compared to foreign armies. Its

principal drawback, in addition to automatic weapons, was its limited

capacity for antiaircraft and antitank defense. As remarked before, during

the later 1930s heavy machine guns still seemed effective against airraft

and armored vehicles, so that these weapons plus 37-mm antitank guns

appeared adequate for the triangular division. Once the German blitzkrieg

[ gdemonstrated its psychological and physical effect on infantry, the U.S.

Army realized that it had to add more antitank defenses.

The controversies about the triangular division tests included the

4 oroportions of engineers and artillery for the infantry component. The army
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was conditioned to regard the engineers only in their World War 1 role of

road construction and limited fortification support. At one point, Malin

1Craig suggested eliminating all engineers from the division structure. in

1938, General McNair recommended an engineer company of 175 men, or 1.7

percent of the division, because he believed that only hasty road repair and

limited roadblock construction would occur in the next war. The engineers

had to campaign vigorously for their very existence in the division, arguing

that an increasingly motorized and mechanized army had greater need for

engineers to construct and reduce antitank defenses and other obstacles.

Only the German use of combat engineers for such tasks in 1939-40 finally

convinced the U.S. to retain an engineer battalion in each division. 5

Even this was a mixed blessing for the engineers, because they were

frequently used as the division's infantry reserve force.

The 1935 division proposal had envisioned a division artillery

consisting of three combined 75-mm gun/S1-mm mortar battalions for direct

support, with a 105-mm howitzer battalion for general support. All other

artillery was to be nondi'visional, ittached as necessary. In actual

testing, the artillery found that the 81-mm mortar was essentially an

infantry weapon. In any event, McNair objected to this emphasis on

dedicated support to the infantry, arguing that longer range weapons with

greater centralized control would lead to more flexible massed fires. No

unit, he said, needpd weapons whose range exceeded the parent unit's area of

operations. Ultimately, the decision was made to have three battalion, of

75-mm guns, to be replaced by !05-mm howitzers when they were produced, plus
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15-5-mm general support artillery. The June 1941 organi~ation (figure 8)

represented the final step prior to American entry into the war.

The debate on artillery in the division organization occurred at the

same time that the U.S. Army Field Artillery School was developing the next

major step in infantry-artillery fire coordination, the ability to mass

fires on targets of opportunity. During World War I, massed fires were

normally the result of carefully planned artillery concentrations, in which

'Known targets were predesignated on maps or overlays. If the infantry

needed artillery fire on an unexpected target of opportunity, however, it

was difficult to bring more than one battery to bear on such a target. To

begin with, a battery forward observer had both to see the target and to
I

communiate wi:' his battery, which meant in practical terms that he had to

keep in field telephone contact with the battery. This reliance on landline

communications greatly restricted his ability to accompany the infantry in

the advance, although some forward observers managed this feat. Even if the

forward observer could adjust his own battery onto a target, he had no

accurate way of guiling other batteries, -unless the target's map location

was 'lown precisely.

Between 1929 and 1941, a series cf instructors at the Field Artillery

School gradually developed a means of concentrating any amount of available

artillery fire on a target of opportunity. 5 8  One obvious step in this

process was to have observers use new, more reliable radios instead of field

telephones to communicate. More importantly, the gunnery instructors

developed forward observer procedures and a firing chart that together wou1d
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allow a battalion headquarters to record adjustments in the impact of

artillery shells as viewed from the observer's location, instead of the

battery location. Graphical firing tables compensated for difference3 in

the locations of different batteries, and one artillery piece in each

battalion was ultimately surveyed in relation to a common reference point

for all artillery in that division area. The resulting fire direction

centers could provide infantry units with an entire battalion, or even

multiple battalions, of field artillery firing on a target that only one

observer could see. By contrast, throughout World War II German

artillerymen had to use well-lknown terrain features to adjust on a target of

opportunity; massed fires remained extremely difficult. Fire direction

centers gave the U.S. Army a new and unprecedented degree of

infantry-artillery integration. It also encouraged the U.S. to maintain

large amounts of non-divisional artillery to reinforce divisions as needed.

The United States was not nearly so advanced in the development of

armored and mechanized forces. 5 9  As in France, the supply of slow World

War i tanks and the subordination of tanks to the infantry branch impedes

the development of any role other than direct infantry support. Yet the

British experiments of the later 1920s, plus the persistent efforts of a

cavalry officer named Adna Chaffee Jr., led to a series of limited steps in

mechanization. in 1928 and again in 1929, an ad hoc Experimental Armored

Force was organized at the Tank School in Fort Meade, Maryland. Two

battalions of obsolescent tanks, a battalion of infantry in trucks, an

armored car troop, a field artillery battalion, plus small elements of
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engineers, signals, medical, ammunition, chemical warfare, and maintenance,

formed the EAF. Despite frequent mechanical breakdowns, the experiments

aroused sufficient interest for a more permanent force to be established at

7ort Eustis in 1930. However, the continuing economic depression caused the

Army to disband this unit a year later for lack of funds. The InfantryU
School at Fort Benning absorbed the Tank School and remaining infantry tank

units.

As Chief of Staff from 1930 to 1935, Douglas MacArthur wanted to advance

motorization and mechanization throughout the army, rather than confining it

to one branch. Restricted army budgets made this impossible, but Chaffee

did persuade MacArthur to conduct limited mechanized experiments with

cavalry units, because cavalry's existence was threatened by its apparent

obsolescence. By law, "tanks" belonged to the infantry branch, so the

cavalry gradually bought a group of "combat cars," lightly armored and armed

tanks that were often indistinguishable from the newer infantry "tanks." In

1932 a one-squadron mechanized cavalry regiment moved to Camp Knox,

Kentucky, to be followed by another regiment in late 1936. These units were

the nucleus of the 7th Cavalry Brigade (Mechanized). A series of early

armor advocates commanded this brigade, including Adna Chaffee himself in

1938-40. However, this force was plagued by the same difficulties as

* mechanized cavalry in Europe. It was too lightly armed and armored, and was

viewed generally as a raiding or pursuit force in the cavalry tradition.

Despite all of Chaffee's efforts, the other arms only cooperated with the

* brigade on periodic exercises. Not until January 1940, for example, was a
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mechanized engineer troop authorized for the 7th Brigade.60  At about the

same time, the 6th Infantry Regiment joined the 7th Brigade, anda

Provisional Tank Brigade grew out of the infantry tank units at Fort Benning.

The German armored attack on France in May 1940 gave further impetus to

mechanized experiments already conducted in U.S. Army maneuvers. To avoid

branch prejudices, Chaffee convinced the War Department to create an

"Armored Force" outside of the traditional arms. In consequence, in July

1940 the 7th Cavalry Brigade and the Provisional Tank Brigade became the

nuclei for the first two armored divisions. These divisions, like the first

efforts of the European powers, were excessively tank heavy. Each was

authorized six battalions of light tanks and two battalions of medium tanks

(approximately 400 tanks total), but only two battalions of armored infantry

and three battalions of artillery. The majority of light tanks reflected

the cavalry heritage of this division. Such a structure left inadequate

infantry to support the tanks, and too many lightly armored vehicles to

fight the heavier German tanks. Considerable further production and

development was needed before the lopsided American armored units became a

cohesive mechanized force.

Finally, close air support was also lacking in the American combat

team. Despite the efforts of a few aviators such as Frank Lackland, the

U.S. Army Air Corps was preoccupied with strategic bombing to the neglect of

close air support.6 1  As in France and Britain, American aviators argued

that air power was best used in areas beyond the range of ground artillery.

This apparently logical division of labor overlooked three aspects of ground
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combat: the psychological impact of close air attack, the necessity of

massing all combat power to overcome the inherent advantages of the

defender, and the need to achieve this mass rapidly, in order to sustain

mobile operations and deny the defender time to organize. Like Guderian,

Chaffee hoped to use such techniques to avoid the delays and logistical

buildup necessary for a deliberate, breakthrough attack. All three aspects

argued in favor of close air support at the critical point, but in 1939-40

only the German Luftwaffe had made even limited preparations to provide such

support.

The preceding discussion of five different armies appears to go in five

different directions, and yet certain common factors are evident. First,

anti-war sentiment, limited defense budgets, and similar restrictions

hampered the development of new weapons and doctrine in every army except

the pre-1937 Red Army. As a consequence, no nation was fully equipped with

modern weapons when it entered World War II, although the Germans were

several years ahead of their opponents, and therefore had more experience

and training with such weapons.

Second, even within the peacetime armies, the World War I traditions of

infantry-artillery dominance delayed new developments to broaden the nature

of the combined arms, although the Red Army was again an exception until

1937. in the British, French, and American armies, mechanization developed

in two divergent directions. Heavy, almost armor-pure formations supported

conventional infantry attacks, while highly mobile but poorly armed and

p,'otected light forces performed cavalry functions. For the British, the
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demands of imperial policing further restricted any move towards development

of large mechanized units. Still, even the Germans and Soviets diverted

some armor to specialized -avalry and infantry-support roles. During the

1930s, professional soldiers gradually broke free of these traditional, 1918

views about the role of various arms. The Germans had the advantage in

these new developments once the purges had shattered the Red high command.

Thanks to Guderian and Hitler, the Germans focused more of their assets into

a few Panzer units than their opponents, who tended to slightly modernize a

much larger part of their armies, and therefore had no force trained and

equipped for mechanized combat in 1939-41.

Finally, the air power advocates of all nations retarded the development

of close air support for ground operations. Even the Germans had only the

embryo of an air-ground command and control system when the war began.

Had that war come in 1936 or 1937, Tukhachevsky's developments in the

Red Army probably would have triumphed despite problems with materiel and

training. Had the war begun in 1942 or later, the British, French, and

Americans would all have had time to experiment with and adjust their

mechanized organizations and doctrine. Germany's success in 1939-41 was

therefore due to a very transitory set of advantages. The Germans had

produced equipment and fielded mechanized units in the mid-1930s, so that

this equipment was still useable and the units were well organized and

trained when war began in 1939. In addition, Germany had two advantages

which the other powers lacked: a primitive but developing !lose air support

system, and a command and control network that allowed for much more rapid

maneuver than their opponents could achieve.
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CHAPTER FOUR

WORLD WAR Il: THE AXIS ADVANCE, 1939-1942

World War II did more than force armies to integrate all the available

arms at every level into a mobile, flexible team. It also forced those

armies to adjust to a variety of terrain and a variety of enemy threats.

Despite the vast scope of this struggle, some major trends are evident.

First, the mechanized combined arms force came of age in this war. In 1939,

most armies still thought of an armored division as a mass of tanks with

relatively limited support from the other arms. By 1943, those same armies

had evolved armored divisions that were a balance of different arms and

servic!es, each of which had to be as mobile and almost as protected as the

tanks they accompanied. The Soviet, German, and American armies

cannabalized infantry-support tank units to form more armored divisions.

Second, this concentration of mechanized forces in a small number of mobile

divisions left the ordinary infantry unit deficient in both antitank weapons

for the defense and armor to accompany the deliberate attack. The German,

Soviet, and American armies therefore developed a number of tank surrogates

such as tank destroyers and assault guns to perform these functions in

cooperation with the infantry. Third, one of the driving forces in both of

the previous trends was the gradual development of the means to counter and

control the blitzkrieg. During the period 1939 to 1941, conventional

infantry units were unprepared psychologically and technologically to

counter a rapidly moving armored foe who broke into their rear areas to
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disrupt communications and organization. By 19143, those same infantry units

had lost their paralyzing fear of armored penetration and had acquired a

much greater antitank capability. Successful armored penetrations were

still possible, as the Soviets demonstrated, but they were increasingly

difficult. Finally, World War .I represented the end of pure ground

operations. Mechanized attack required air superiority and close air

support; airborne landings required close coordination between air transport

and ground forces; and amphibious landings developed as the most

sophisticated and complicated form of combined arms and joint operations.

Such joint service interaction was not achieved without operational errors

and doctrinal arguments, but by the end of the war ground commanders had

0 reached a temporary working compromise with the other services on most

questions.

The best way to examine these developments is to consider the actions

and reactions of the opposing armies during the course of the war. This

chapter will begin with the reasons for the German success of 193J9 and 1940,

followed by British reactions and adjustments to that success. Turning to

the next cycle of developments, the German victories in Russia during

19LI42 must be compared to Soviet efforts to adjust their organization and

tactics both before and after Germany attacked. After reviewing American

developments in organization, the next chapter will consider the many

technological advances of the war, then survey the development of Allied

[6 antitank, mechanized, and close air support operations in the second half of

athe war. Specialize,1 cases such as airborne, amphibious, and unconventional.

operations are best discussed separately at the end of Chapter Five.
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POLAND, 1939

During the first 17 days of September 1939, Germany overwhelmed Poland

and occupied more than half of its territory. The western allies, who were

still mobilizing and training their reserve components, were unable to make

more than a symbolic attack along the French-German border during this

period. Yet the speed of the German conquest obscured a number of problems

that the Germans encountered, problems that they attempted to solve during

the winter of 1939-40. As a result, the Germans widened the gap of

experience and experimentation that separated them from their future

opponents, Great Britain and France.
1

First, the German higher commanders had not accepted Guderian's

theories, and did not employ their mobile divisions in mass for deep

exploitation. The panzer and light divisions were parcelled out among the

various armies. The only exception was the German Tenth Army, which had two

panzer, two motorized, and three light divisions in addition to its six

conventional infantry divisions. In general, the mechanized and motorized

forces were employed as the cutting edges of a more conventional advance on

a broad front, with relatively shallow penetrations of the Polish defenses.

Not until after organized Polish resistance collapsed did armored forces

exploit into the rear for any distance.
2

More specifically, although the German tanks and motorized infantry had

developed techniques for close interaction, the same was not true between

these elements and their fire support. Within hours of the first attack,
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General Guderian was bracketed by his own artillery, which violated orders

by firing blindly into the morning fog. The Luftwaffe concentrated on

achieving air superiority and interdioing Polish lines of communication,

rather than on supporting the ground troops directly. The complexity of

close air support operations, the problems of coordinating and communicating

between air and ground units, and the lack of training in such methods made

it very difficult for the Luftwaffe and army to work together.

Many German tactical commanders were too cautious, allowing themselves

to be halted by even minor Polish resistance. This was a natural response

for an army that had not been in combat for years, but it was not

appropriate in this situation. The Poles were probably doomed at the

outset, because they had dispersed their forces along the entire

Polish-German border in an effort to prevent any limited German grab for

territory. In such circumstances, the German forces needed to punch through

the thin Polish frontier defenses rapidly, rather than stopping to deploy

whenever they made contact with Polish troops.

The German system of division and higher level commanders going forward

to make on-the-spot decisions greatly increased the tempo of operations.

However, this same system had several drawbacks that were evident even in

this first campaign. The presence of a higher commander on the scene tended

* to inhibit the initiative of the battalion or regimental commander. This

inhibition may have been partially responsible for the caution displayed by

German units in Poland. Moreover, the senior commanders were extremely

vulnerable to enemy attack while moving about in a fluid battle. For
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example, Guderian as a corps commander was pinned down for hours by a few

bypassed Polish troops. This was a recurring problem for leaders in many

armies during World War I!, especially the mnre daring German commanders in

North Africa. 'ltimately some, like Rommel, organized ad hoc security task

forces to travel with them. Yet such a security force reduced the combat

power of subordinate units and at the same time increased the tendency for a

senior commander to personally direct the small unit actions he saw when he

visited the front. If he lost radio contact with his headquarters, the

senior commander became isolated and even less effective.

Although no German unit advanced more than 250 kilometers into Poland,

significant problems of supply and maintenance developed. All major tank

repairs required evacuation to Germany, anc forward maintenance units were

unprepared for the new demands of active campaigning. By the end of the

Polish campaign, the German mechanized force was almost immobilized for

maintenance reasons.

A related problem was the unsuitability of German equipment. As

remarked in the previous chapter, the Germans had intended the Mark I tank

for training rather than combat, and the Mark -1 was scarcely better. The

use of such vehicles in Poland reflected two problems: Germany had begun

the war before her mechanized forces had finished development, and those

forces still did not have priority for industrial production. During the

month of September 1939, for example, the Germans lost 218 tanks in battle,

approximately 10 percent of their entire force, while manufacturing only

57 new ones. Even at the time of the invasion of France eight months later,
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the second-generation Mark III and IV medium tanks constituted less than

one-fourth of German tanks in field units. 3  The Polish campaign did

accelerate the retirement of Mark 's by revealing their deficiencies, and

may have hastened the movement of Mark i~s into reconnaissance, engineer,

and command units. As a result, the relatively few Mark III and IV tanks

bore the brunt of the effort in 1940.

By contrast, other German equipment had unexpected uses. The

half-tracks originally intended as prime movers for artillery proved to be

so mobile that infantry units in panzer divisions sought to acquire them as

armored personnel carriers. However, the vast majority of panzer grenadiers

continued to travel in trucks and motorcycles throughout the war; there were

never enough half-tracks a-ailable. The 88-mm antiaircraft gun proved to be

extremely useful in a ground support role, foreshadowing its later use as

the premier antitank weapon of the German Army.

The most basic result of the Polish campaign was to begin the slow

evolution of the German panzer division structure towards greater balance

among the arms. At the time of the Polish campaign, the six panzer

4divisions averaged between 276 and 302 tanks each, organized into a panzer

brigade of four battalions. Those same divisions had only three battalions

of infantry and two of artillery. This tank-heavy force proved too unwieldy

for some cormanders, and in any event Hitler was interested in creating more

panzer divisions. At the same time, the German "light divisions," built

around two motorized infantry regiments and one tank battalion, proved to be

too light for sustained operations, lacking the combat power of either a
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panzer division or a conventional infantry division. Given the limited

number of tanks in the German inventory, the solution was obvious--tanks

moved from the existing panzer divisions to the light divisions, three of

which became panzer divisions during the winter of 1939-40. In addition,

during the Polish campaign an ad hoc panzer division had formed around one

of the infantry support tank brigades created in 1938; this formation became

the 10th Panzer Division. Thus by the time of the French campaign, even

more of the available German tanks were concentrated into panzer divisions,

some of which were reduced from a four-battalion tank brigade to a

three-battalion tank regiment, with a total of 160-200 tanks. This put the

tank element in balance with the rest of the division, which normally

consi3ted of three infantry battalions and two or three towed artillery

battalions, an armored reconnaissance battalion, engineer battalion, and

signals. 4  This trend towards a more balanced division would continue

later in the war.

Regardless of exact organization, all the panzer divisions were in the

habit of task organizing for combat. The brigade, regimental, and battalion

headquarters all practiced attaching and detaching elements of other arms,

in order to have a combination of tanks, infantry, artillery, engineers, and

on occasion air defense. The balance between these arms varied with the

mission, terrain, and enemy forces involved.

Beyond these organizational changes, German tactical concepts and

structures seemed essentially sound. With the exception of a few technical

problems with a particular machine gun design, the infantry divisions

functioned well. The only other lesson of the Polish campaign was the
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predictable discovery that armored forces were at a disadvantage when

fighting on urban terrain--57 tanks were lost in one day while attempting to

seize Warsaw. 5  This experience only reinforced the need for a higher

proportion of infantry to tanks, in order to provide close-in security for

the tanks on urban terrain, where the tanks were vulnerable to short range

antitank attacks from nearby buildings.

THE GERMAN ADVANCE, 1940

Between the fall of Poland in 1939 and the beginning of the

Belgian-French campaign in May 1940, another German operation unsettled

Allied morale and foreshadowed the future complexity of joint operations.

On 9 April 1940, an improvised German force used motor movements,

small-scale airborne drops, and seaborne landings to occupy Denmark and

Norway by surprise. Only one of the six German divisions sent to Norway was

a fully-trained, peacetime organization, yet all units performed remarkably

well. Despite the shoestring nature of the German operation, this "warfare

in three dimensions" (land, air, and sea) caused a shift of allied resources

and planning away from the battlefields of France. 6  This shift meant

further confusion and delays in the process of mobilizing and training the

e British and French troops.

The stunning operations in Denmark and Norway preceded another zurprise

when the main battle in France and Belgium was joined. On 10 May 19L1 , a

small party of German glider troops landed on top of the elaborate concrete

fortress of Eben Emael, the key to the Belgian defensive sy3tem. Using
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shaped charge explosives* and the element of surprise, these Germans blinded

and neutralized the huge fortress until ground troops arrived, thereby

eliminating one of Belgium's main defenses. 7  This surprise, coming -rn the

heels of the Norwegian invasion, caused many allied military and civilian

leaders to become excessively concerned about the rear area threat posed by

airborne and unconventional warfare forces. Such concern was the first step

in creating the psychological uncertainty which was so critical to the

success of the blitzkrieg.

Conquering Belgium and France required more than a few paratroopers and

propaganda to create psychological paralysis. Contrary to frequent

stereotypes, the western armies were remarkably well armed by 1940, having

greatly increased their production during the later 1930s. One calculation

indicates that Britain and France had a combined total of 4,340 tanks on the

continent during the 1940 campaign, as compared to only 3,863 for Germany.

Despite weaknesses such as lack of radio communications and crowded turrets,

most of the allied tanks were actually better armed and armored than their

German counterparts. Only the light British cruiser tanks were more

vulnerable. For instance, one obsolete French FCM tank took 42 hits from

German 37-m antitank guns without being Inocked out of action. The Germans

had to bring up 88-mm antiaircraft guns or medium artillery to deal with the

*The "shaped charge" was a concept fully developed only during the
1930s. It allowed the user to focus the blast of a particular amount of
explosive in order to achieve a much greater effect than the same explosive
would produce if detonated normally. The essence of this shaping was to
mold the explosive with a cone-shaped hollow on one end, so that the blast

effect that centered within that hollow would produce a shock wave in one
direction, towards the wide end of the cone.
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more heavily armored French B-1 bis and British infantry support anks

r Indeed, the Germans were disturbed by the general ineffectiveness of their

antitank weapons. By contrast, the outnumbered F-rench 25-mm and 47-=m

antitank guns had much higher muzzle velocities and therefore greater armor

penetration capacity than the German and British guns.

e

Yet the Germans defeated the allies so rapidly that they seemed to

validate the concept of blitzkrieg in Germany and abroad, even when the

details of this concept were not well understood. The true reasons for this

success have already appeared in this study.

First, in contrast to their own performance in Poland and to the French

dispositions in 19LL0, the Germans concentrated their available mechanized

forces into a few large masses at critical points. Seven out of t.en panzer

divisions, with five motorized divisions following close behind them to mop

up and protect the flanks, advanced through the Ardennes forest on a 70

Gkilometer front. By contrast, the French Army dispersed 36 tank battalions

evenly along its borders in support of infantry armies, even in the Maginot

Line area. In most cases these battalions had never trained with the

60 infantry and artillery to conduct a deliberate attac~k or count era tta ck.

Much of the remaining French and British armor was in the extreme north,

moving into Belgium in a direction away from the main German advance on

. Sedan. Four French armored divisions were still forming, but these were

scattered at wide distances behind the front and were broken up in some

. tcases when committed to battle.
9

In addition, the western allies had organized themselves for a linear

defense, spreading their forces thinly across a wide front. The French
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command structure in particular was geared to methodical, set-piece battles,

but lacked the forces to create a true defense in depth on the World War I

model. By rushing through the Ardennes forest, the main German attack

shattered this linear defense at one of its weakest points. By the fifth

day of the campaign (14 May 1940), the German mobile forces were conducting

the type of deep exploitation envisioned by many theorists during the

1930s. Such penetrations were psychologically unnerving to the defenders,

who were suddenly faced by major enemy forces in the rear, but lacked a

procedure to rapidly redeploy units to meet and contain that threat. The

rapid German advance disorganized French command and control and prevented

any restoration of a cohesive defense. Because there was so little

resistance, the German commanders did not always lead with tanks. Instead,

the armored reconnaissance battalions, plus in some cases engineers to clear

obstacles, led the advance by up to a day's march, with the slower elements

strung out in column behind. Commanders used armored vehicles or light

aircraft for control during the pursuit. Of course, this advance in column

made the Germans rather vulnerable if the defenders were able to mount a

counterattack, as Erwin Rommel discovered when the British struck the flank

of his panzer division at Arras on 21 May. Only the improvised use of 88-mm

antiaircraft guns and 105-mm howitzerF in an antitank role halted the heavy

infantry support tanks of the British ist Army Tank Brigade. The British

did not realize that the 88-mm gun was responsible for their defeat until

they met the weapon again in North Africa. Even this unsuccessful British

counterattack put some of the fear of tanks into the German higher
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commanders, causing German armor leaders to seek larger antitank weapons and

higher velocity tank guns after Arras.
10

At the tactical level, both the British and the French were at a

distinct disadvantage in force structure and practice. German armored

divisions were clearly better organized than those of France. The French

Division Cuirassee was too tank-heavy, with four tank versus only one

infantry and two artillery battalions. When ordinary infantry or artillery

units were attached to this division to correct the problem, the attached

units had not trained to cooperate with tanks. French logistical support

was too dependent on roads and rails to follow the all-terrain maneuver

elements of these divisions. Finally, the inexperienced French commander of
6

an armored division had to control most of his subordinate units directly;

the "demi-brigade" headquarters that controlled his tank battalions were not

trained or intended to integrate the other arms. By contrast, the German

commanders had a number of subordinate headquarters, each of which had

practised the control of a combination of the various arms.

This German training in combined arms was especially evident during the

penetration of the Ardennes. Their rapid advance over a poor road network

was made possible only by road repairs conducted by combat engineers. At

the critical crossing of the Meuse River on 13 May, the German infantry and

some engineers crossed the river under the covering fire of tanks,

artillery, and tactical aircraft. Indeed, the Germans had relied on air

support to limit the need for artillery units and ammunition resupply while

moving through the Ardennes. Because close air support was still
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developing, however, the success at the Meuse River was a combination of

good training and luck. In exercises before the campaign, Heinz Guderian

had arranged for accurate air support from German iive-bombers, without

which it would have been difficult to suppress the French defenses on the

far side of the river. The day before the attack, the panzer group

commander, General Ewald von Kleist, attempted to arrange high altitude

saturation attacks by the less accurate medium bombers. This would have

made crossing the Meuse during bombing attacks extremely dangerous for the

Germans. Fortunately for them, the Luftwaffe did not honor von Kleist's air

support request in time, while Guderian's pre-arranged dive-bombers did

arrive.
1 1

The fall of France demonstrated not only the importance of combined arms

mechanized formations and blitzkrieg penetrations, but also the German

advantage in combined arms training and procedures over the British and

French. Yet the images of paratroops, tanks, and screaming Stukas tended to

obscure the combined arms nature of blitzkrieg from many contemporary

observers.

T.HE BRITISH RESPONSE, 1940-42

The sudden collapse of France in 1940 caused professional soldiers in

many armies to reassess their organizations as well as their offensive and

defensive doctrine. As the only major belligerent still at war with Hitler,

Great Britain had the most urgent need to reorganize its forces and reassess
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its doctrine in the months after Dunkirk. Unfortunately for the British,

the period 1940-42 seems in retrospect to have had two British armies--the

army at home, which gradually rebuilt and developed new doctrine and

organization, and the field army in the Middle East, which after initial

success against Italy found itself repeatedly outmaneuvered by the small

forces of the German Afrika Korps. Yet these two armies were connected in

doctrine if not in practice, and the British victories of 1942-45 owed a

great deal to the quiet process of rebuilding forces at home.

Faced with the possibility of German invasion after France surrendered,

the British felt that there was no time for major changes in organization,

doctrine, or equipment. In a desperate effort to rearm the troops evacuated

from Dunkirk, British industry continued to produce weapons whose designs

were clearly obsolete. Cruiser tanks, armored cars, and two-pound antitank

guns appeared by the hundred because there was no time to redesign and build

better weapons. 12  Some British commanders became preoccupied with the

material difficulties of obtaining trucks to motorize infantry elements

within the newly-formed armored divisions, thereby obscuring the more

0 fundamental need for doctrine and techniques of infantry-armor cooperation.

The British did develop some new weapons during this period, most notably a

six-pound (57-mn) gun for use both as an antitank weapon and as the main gun

*_I on new tanks. Yet this gun did not appear in the field until 1942, and even

then was too large to be mounted in the turrets of older-model tanks.
13

As the threat of invasion lessened, the British Army could emphasize

training and reconsider its prewar doctrine in light of the experiences of
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1940. The General Staff published a series of notes from various

theaters, identifying such points as' the need for combined arms organization

below division level and the German use of antitank weapons rather than

tanks to defeat enemy tanks. Under the direction of General Alan Brooke,

Commander-in-Chief Home Forces and later Chief of the Imperial General

Staff, the units of the expanded active and reserve (Territorial Army)

forces conducted training at all levels. Some of this training was simply

an improvement on prewar principles, such as the development of fire and

movement battle drills for small infantry units. H.J. Parham experimented

with a single radio net to mass artillery on the basis of an estimated map

reference; the results were rather inaccurate, but in the absence of the

American fire direction center, Parham's ideas allowed the Royal Artillery

to provide at least some response to targets of opportunity.

The most unusual feature of the period 1940-42 was the conduct of large

unit command post exercises and field maneuvers, with detailed study before

and critiques after each step. Then-Lieutenant General Bernard L.

Montgomery had pioneered such exercises as a division commander in France

during 1939-40, enabling his division to move more rapidly and flexibly than

most other British units. After Dunkirk, Montgomery applied the same

training techniques as commander of two different corps and finally of an

army-level force. He also acted as chief umpire for exercises involving

other units in Britain. Similar if less elaborate training took place in

the newly-formed armored divisions under Lieutenant General Giffard Martel,

the Commander of the Royal Armoured Corps after December 1940.
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Montgomery contended that few British officers had experience

maneuvering any unit larger than a brigade, and certainly his exercises

helped to produce commanders, staffs, and units that were capable of much

more rapid changes in deployment and mission than those of World War I.

More importantly, Montgomery and others developed a common conception of the

interaction of different arms and of how to commit divisions and larger

units to battle. For example, Montgomery argued that the decentralized

nature of German mechanized pursuit and exploitation had caused many British

commanders to lose sight of the necessity for centralized control in the

deliberate attack and defense. Reconnaissance, artillery, tanks, infantry,

engineers, and air power had to be "stage-managed" at the highest levels in

order to concentrate combat power at any point where the enemy presente! an

organized defense or attack. Only in a fluid situation could commanders

decentralize these arms and push them forward, so that subordinate leaders

would have the different weapons readily available. Defense meant not a

series of fixed lines on the terrain, but rather blocking positions in depth

plus massive counterattacks of the kind Germany had used so well in World

War I. All arms should employ night attacks to reduce the lethal effects of

aimed enemy fire. Finally, Montgomery opposed the traditional British

concept that tank units should maneuver like cavalry. Instead, he saw the

armored division as a combined arms force that would seize key terrain in

order to use the advantages of tactical defense when the enemy armor

counterattacked. Infantry and antitank forces would follow the initial

armored assault to mop up and hold terrain, releasing the armor to refit or

attack again.
15
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in the Royal Armoured Corps, Martel developed these same concepts in a

series of exercises, until in June 1942 the senior armor commanders in

Britain agreed to an "RAC creed." This creed, a product of exercises and of

a critical analysis of events in North Africa, began "an armoured division

is a formation of all arms. Each arm or branch of the service is a member

of the team, and has its vital part to play." Like the Germans before them,

the British armor commanders concluded that antitank guns were the best

means to defeat enemy tanks, although tank-tank oombat might still occur.

Motorized infantry and antitank weapons together would hold key terrain,

around which the armored forces maneuvered.
16

Changes in organization accompanied changes in doctrine. Immediately

after Dunkirk, the pure tank brigades of the early armored divisions had

given way to brigades composed of one motorized infantry and three tank

battalions.* A 1940 British armored division therefore consisted of an

armored car reconnaissance battalion, two armored brigades, and a support

group, which included battalions of field, antitank, and light antiaircraft

artillery, an additional infantry battalion, two engineer companies, and

trains. Martel and his subordinates deliberately retained this organization

until 1942 to avoid constant changes that would disrupt training.

By 1942, however, this structure was obviously too tank-heavy, and so

the War Office removed one of the two armored brigades from the division

(see figure 9). The separate brigades that resulted from this removal could

*The British frequently used the term "regiment" to designate an armored
force equivalent to an American battalion; American terminology and
symbology are used here for simplicity.
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reinforce any division as needed for a particular mission. Moreover, the

term "support group" had apparently caused the non-armored elements of the

division to be regarded as an afterthought to the tanks. A motorized

infantry brigade plus a division artillery element therefore replaced the

support group, with the intention that artillery, antitank, antiaircraft,

engineer, and support elements would be centralized or attached to the

armored or infantry brigade as needed. At the same time, the British

created two different types of infantry division. The "division" per se,

apparently intended for Asian operations, retained the traditional

configuration of three infantry brigades of three battalions each.

Conversely, the "infantry division" lost one brigade in favcr of an

Infantry-support tank brigade. Martel and the new Commander-in-Chief Home

Forces, Bernard Paget, strongly advocated this latter change in order to

improve training and cooperation between infantry and supporting tanks. 17

Unfortunately the British returned to a division of three infantry brigades

by 1944. As a result, the quality of tank-infantry cooperation in 1944-45

varied widely between different divisions.

WAR IN THE DESERT, 1940-42

The battles of North Africa did not always reflect the state of the

British Army at home. In late 1940, the small force in the Middle East was

the only British field army still trained to high prewar standards, although

its equipment was little better than that at home. Once Italy Joined the
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war on Germany's side in mid-1940, Prime Minister Winston Churchill took a

calculated risk and sent a portion of his scarce resources to defend Egypt

against the threat from Libya, which was an Italian colony at the time. The

shipment included a single battalion (7th Royal Tank Regiment) of

heavily-armored Mark II infantry support tanks. This battalion, in

combination with the two understrength but well trained divisions already in

.. Egypt, was the basis for a classic demonstration of prewar British tactical

doctrine (see Map 5).

In September 1940, Marshal Rudolfo Graziani's Italian army of ten

divisions had advanced eastward from Italian Libya into British Egypt.

Graziani was cautious, however, and in any event his force was largely foot

mobile with poor logistical support. He therefore halted and established a

series of widely scattered camps in the general area of Sidi Barrani, ,oout

80 kilometers east of the Libyan frontier. Lieutenant General Richard

O'Connor, commander of the British Western Desert Force, used the infantry

support tanks in conjunction with the 4th Indian Infantry Division to reduce

these -amps in a surprise advance on 8-10 December 19UO. The tactics

involved exemplified the best of interwar British practice. 18  Because the

Italian camps were protected by minefields and obstacles, the British passed

between these camps and attacked them from the far (western) side, aiming at

* the unmined entrance road to each camp. Artillery and mortar fire pinned

the defenders down and distracted attention from the unexpected assault.

Then two companies of the slow infantry tanks moved forward, with platoons

of Bren gun carriers following behind and to the outside flanks, providing
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flank security and machine gun fire for the tanks. As soon as the British

tanks broke into the enemy positions and came to close quarters, infantry

moved up as close as possible in trucks, dismounted and accompanied the

tanks in mopping-up operations.

After the tank-artillery-infantry team had reduced the enemy defensive

system, the 7th British Armoured Division used its light, mobile armored

vehicles to conduct a high-speed pursuit. The retreating Italians lacked

effective tanks or antitank weapons, and were tied to the single road that

paralleled the Mediterranean Sea. The 7th Armoured Division therefore made

a series of wide flanking movements south of the road, repeatedly turning

north to the coast in order to intercept the Italian retreat. This italian

0 disaster led to the introduction of German forces in North Africa.

The roots of the British victory lay in advantages of superior training,

mobility, and equipment. German intervention negated these assets. in

early 194 and again a year later, the British reduced their forces in Egypt

in favor of needs elsewhere--first in Greece and then, after Japan entered

thie war, in Southeast Asia. As a result, when the German Afrika Korps

attacked in March !9)i, it met only partly trained British troops equipped

with worn out and inferior equipment. Thereafter, the German victories and

London's repeated demands f-r Fritish counterofeensives meant that the

* British desert forces had lIttle time to analyze their mistakes and to train

to correct them. With few exceotions, the senior British commanders did not

stay in office long enough to learn and apply the lessons of the desert

* war. The Ge:rmans had4 arrived in Africa with a system of combined arms
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battlegroups, flexible commanders, and variable tactics to mass combat power

on the basis of battle drills. By contrast, the British units had rarely

studied combined arms tactics. Newly arrived units from Britain might be

better trained, but were often squandered piecemeal before they had become

acclimated to the desert.

The Germans also had a considerable technological advantage in

equipment. 19  After their shocking encounter with British infantry-support

tanks in France, the Germans had experimented with the 88-mm antiaircraft

gun to tes3t its effectiveness as an antitank weapon against captured British

equipment. The German divisions sent to Africa had a number of

organizational modifications, such as less field but more antitank

artillery, includ'.ng a small number of 88-mm guns. In addition, the German

tanks in Africa were largely Mark III and IV medium tanks, with Mark !I

tanks in reconnaissance and command elements. These medium tanks were

considerably better armed and armored than the Briti. . cruiser and light

tanks.

During the course of 191, a 50-mm medium velocity main gun replaced the

37-mm on most Mark IIIs. Then in mid-1942, the Germans installed an even

higher velocity 50-mm on some Mark iIIs, giving them the same penetration

power as the 50-mm towed antitank gun that had already replaced the

ineffective German 37-mm. This new 50-mm tank gun had improved sights, and

fired special "arrowhead" ammunition (an early form of Armor Piercing

Discarding Sabot) capable of penetrating even thickly-armored infantry

support tanks at short ranges. By contrast, the Germans had designed the
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Mark IV to provide area fire support for other tanks, suppressing enemy

antitank defenses while the Mark IIs closed in the attack. As such, the

Mark IV's original armament was a 7-mm low velocity gun capable of damaging

British tracks and roadwheels at 1000 meters range, but not penetrating

thick armor. Again during 1942, the continuing German quest for gunpower

caused some Mark IVs to receive a higher velocity 75-mm gun. All of these

weapons outclassed the British two-pound tank and antitank gun. As late as

May 1942, the British forces had only 100 six-pound antitank guns and were

just receiving their first American Grant tanks with 75-mm guns.

Considering that the frontal armor on German tanks was face-hardened while

that on British tanks was not, the British had to close to almost suicidal

ranges of 500 meters or less in order to penetrate the German vehicles. In

many cases, the British had to hit a German tank twice--once to shatter the

face hardening, and a second time to penetrate the armor.

Cl These equipment problems obscured the more basic British failure to

coordinate and combine different -weapons systems. Despite Martel's efforts,

British tank battalions in Britain and North Africa found it hard to resist

* the temptation to close with the enemy, even when they had not located the

enemy's antitank guns. Because the basic German tactic for dealing with

enemy armor was still the antitank gun line, this British tendency was

* disastrous. On 15 June 1941, for example, a few German tanks decoyed the

16th Royal Tank Regiment into a screen of 50-mm antitank guns; the British

lost 17 tanks in a matter of minutes.2 0  Such bitter lessons rapidly

convinced the British to value gun power above all other elements and to
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regard infantry as a liability in the desert. The armor's tendency to

maneuver on its own often left the infantry exposed, and the resulting

mistrust made any attempt at cooperation between these arms extremely

difficult. in those cases where the British and Commonwealth infantry was

able to entrench effectively, the commanders chose positions that were not

mutually supporting, so that the Germans could concentrate all available

firepower against one British unit at a time.

Early in the desert war, British commanders apparently grasped the

German concept of combined arms task organization at the small unit level,

but did not always develop the tactics to complement that organization. As

Montgomery was preaching in Great Britain, the tendency to form combined

arms units of battalion and brigade size was not always appropriate nor

sufficient, and caused the divisions to fight as uncoordinated and dispersed

collections of small units. The concentrated efforts of the German Afrika

Korps often defeated these British task forces in detail.

The British tried to reverse this process. General Martel visited North

Africa in early 1942, and the local armor commanders agreed to the newer

concepts of a combined arms armored division. However, the local units did

not implement these changes in organization and tactics before the next

German offensive, so that the British again lost armored "brigade groups"

piecemeal despite their intentions to employ divisions as unified forces.

After losing most of their tanks, the British resorted to small motorized

columns built around the few remaining effective field and antitank

artillery units, with just enough motorized infantry to provide local

security for those units. "Excess" infantry went to the rear.
2 1
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F This was the situation when Bernard Montgomery took command of Eighth

British Army in August 1942. Lieutenant General Brian Horrocks, who had

participated in Martel's training exercises as an armored division

commander, arrived soon thereafter to command one of the corps. In effect,

Montgomery had to retrain the Eighth Army from scratch, focusing upon the
!

problems of centralized command and control for set-piece battles.

First, the British gained time by halting the Germans at Alam Halfa

(31 August-5 September 1942), having predicted the key terrain that the

4Germans would have to seize, and then digging in British and Commonwealth

defenders to deny that terrain. The Royal Air Force attacked German armor

while it was immobilized in British minefields. The main British defenses

included Grant tank fire at long range, towed antitank gins at closer range,

and finally massed artillery protective fires at short range. These

successive defenses exhausted the German attacks. 2 2  After Alam Halfa,

Montgomery used an abbreviated form of his training program from Britain to

prepare the Eighth Army for the deliberate attack known as the second battle

of Alamein (October-November 1942). To ensure that the entire army attacked

4in a coordinated manner, Montgomery resorted to the elaborate planning and

centralized direction characteristic of British attacks in World War I.

Each corps directed its artillery, for example. Such procedures were more

familiar to British staff officers than the fiuld, improvisational tactics

asthat they had attempted to copy from the Germans. Engineers, infantry, and

artillery conducted a night penetration of the German-Italian defensive

positions, seizing high ground on which to establish infantry-antitank
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defenses. Next, Montgomery planned to move armor forward under the

protection of these antitank defenses, tempting the Germans to

counterattack. In actual practice, the second battle of Alamein was an

-attrition contest in which Montgomery's plans changed frequently, largely

because the armored units still had difficulty cooperating with the

artillery and infantry. The ultimate British success clearly owed as much

to Montgomery's methods of forcing combined arms cooperation upon his

subordinates, as to the British material superiority at the time.

e" Historians have frequently criticized Montgomery for the cautious manner in

which he conducted both deliberate attacks and more fluid exploitation and

pursuits. Yet this caution enabled him to minimize or avoid the errors of

0 his predecessors, errors caused in large part by inability to coordinate the

different arms.
2 3

THE GERMAN ADVANCE IN RUSSIA, 1941

While Germany went from victory to victory in the period 1939-41, the

E Soviet Union found itself almost impotent militarily, due in part to the

purge of its officer corps. The purely administrative occupation of eastern

Poland in the fall of 1939 strained Soviet logistics to the breaking point,

and the disastrous Russo-Finnish War of 1939-40 demonstrated the total

Soviet inability to coordinate units for a deliberate attack.2 4  It is

true that the Soviets eventually learned from their mistakes, redoubled

their efforts, and forced the Finns to negotiate an armistice in March

1940. Nevertheless, the Red Army was a shambles.
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In light of these experiences, the Soviet government undertook massive

reforms in military organization, equipme-t, command structure, and

deployment during the period 1940-41. The Soviets mismanaged most of these

r. changes, and none was complete by the time Germany attacked in June 1941.

The Germans caught the Red Army in transition and ripped it apart.
2 5

For our purposes the most noteworthy Soviet change before the German

invasion was the reintroduction of large combined arms mechanized

.- formations. In reaction to the German victories of 1940, the Soviet

government ordered the creation of mechanized corps, each consisting of two

tank and one motorized rifle division, for use as the exploitation forces in

each field army. By January 1941, the Red Army had 29 of these huge corps,

authorized 1,031 tanks each, on paper. Unfortunately, the Soviets had

neither the men nor the equipment to implement this ambitious plan. By

removing all tanks from infantry and cavalry support units, the Soviets

collected approximately 17,000 tanks, but the new organizations called for a

total of 29,899. Worse still, these tanks were almost entirely t1" lightly

armed and armored variety produced in the mid-1930s. By 1941, such

equipment was tactically obsolete and mechanically worn out. In late 1939,

the Red Army had tentatively approved designs for new, second-generation

equipment, including the T-34 medium and KV-I heavy tanks. Yet incompetent

management prevented production of more than 1475 of these outstanding new

weapons before the German attack.2 6  Similar managerial and bureaucratic

problems deprived the Soviets of trucks to move infantry or artillery, of

mines to stop tanks, and of modern fighters to contest German air

superiority.
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In contrast to the Soviet disarray, the German Army that invaded on 22

June 1941 was at the top of its form. Hitler's continuing desire for more

panzer divisions had unintentionally improved the balance of arms within

those divisions. In order to assemble the tanks necessary for the

additional divisions, the Germans had reduced all panzer divisions to an

establishment of only two or three tank battalions of three companies each,

for a total of 150-202 tanks per division. This action, plus an increase in

infantry to a total of four trucked and one motorcycle battalion, meant that

each division had six to nine tank companies, but 15 motorized infantry

companies; the other arms remained unchanged. Considering the high

casualties and many demands for motorized infantry, this ratio was probably

the most effective for all forms of mechanized combat. Armored enthusiasts

have frequently criticized Hitler for this reduction in tank strength,

arguing that the resulting panzer division lacked the combat power for

sustained advances of the type necessary in Russia. 2 7  It would be more

accurate to argue that German planners geared the entire German Army for

relatively limited distances, and tied it to railroads and horsedrawn

logistics. The problems in the German maintenance system, for example, had

been evident even in the short Polish campaign of 1939. The Russian

campaign involved much greater distances and longer operations. Under these

circumstances, the German system of centralizing spare parts and evacuating

most major repairs back to the factory was completely inadequate. In August

1941, the field commanders in Russia had to mount a major argument to

convince Hitler to release 300 tank engines to replace those already worn
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out in the campaign. Every vehicle covered hundreds of miles over uneven

and dusty roads, causing many breakdowns. If each panzer division had

retained another tank battalion, those additional tanks would have worn out

at the same rate as the rest of the division, leaving only a handful of

additional vehicles still in the field by the time the division reached theI
gates of Moscow in December, 1941. What the Germans needed was not so much

more tanks as more trucks for resupply and a better field maintenance system

to repair existing equipment.2 8

These problems were not immediately evident, however. Operationally,

the 1941 campaign was the heyday of the German blitzkrieg and especially of

the encirclement battle. The Soviet analysis and description of these

encirclements offers the best summary (Figure 10).29

First, the attacker had to penetrate or outflank the enemy's defenses.

This was relatively easy in 1941, when the Germans caught the Soviets in

their peacetime garrisons, unorganized for any coherent defense. Under such

circumstances, the attacker could exploit immediately with armored units.

If a deliberate attack proved unavoidable, however, the Germans preferred to

conduct the penetration with a conventional infantry force, supported by

engineers to clear obstacles, with artillery and preplanned air strikes to

suppress enemy defensive fires. As the war lengthened, such penetrations

became increasingly difficult for all armies.

Next, once penetrations or flanking maneuvers had succeeded, the German

armored forces sought to encircle the enemy in pincers. A combined arms

battlegroup of battalion or regimental size usually led each pincer. After
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the jaws of the pincers closed, the attacker had to create two

encirclements--one facing inward, to hold the surrounded force and gradually

reduce it, and another front facing outward, to ward off any efforts to

relieve the encircled units. In order to establish these encirclements, the

Germans tried to give each panzer corps one or more motorized infantry

divisions to follow and support the two panzer divisions. In practice, the

Germans never had enough force in a panzer corps to seal off the

encirclements, and so the process of holding and reducing encirclements had

to wait upon the arrival of the foot-mobile infantry divisions. During the

interim, surrounded Soviet soldiers and even entire organized Red Army units

were able to infiltrate or break out of the loosely-cordoned encirclement,

escaping to join local partisans or to return Lo their own lines and fight

again. This lag time also immobilized the panzer units, prevented further

exploitation, and gave the defender time to reorganize his forces farther to

£ the rear. Only when the infantry and logistics had caught up with the

panzer units could the latter resume the exploitation and pursuit.

THE SOVIET RESPONSE, 1941-42

As the Germans advanced into European Russia, encircling one Soviet

field army after another, the Soviet military had to take desperate measures

to overcome their weaknesses. Two basic problems were immediately

apparent: on the one hand, the average Soviet commander or staff officer

lacked the skills necessary to orchestrate the different arms and weapons
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for an effective defense or counterattack. The general staff finally had to

reprimand these commanders for continually deploying their forces evenly

across the ground as if on a textbook exercise, without regard for the

terrain or the high speed avenues of approach that required antitank

defenses in depth. On the other hand, the Red Army was seriously short of

the specialized units and weapons that its commanders found so difficult to

employ--engineers, tanks, antitank guns, and artillery. The solution to

both questions seemed obvious. Stavka (General Staff) Circular 1, dated 15

July 1941, ordered the simplification of the commander's span of control by

centralizing specialized units in pools at higher levels. This allowed more

experienced commanders to mass them at the critical points. Specifically,

the circular disestablished the rifle corps as a level of command. For the

next two years, a Soviet field army consisted of only four to six divisions

or separate brigades, plus specialized units such as artillery, tanks, and

antitank weapons. Similarly, the circular reduced the infantry division,

which until that time closely resembled divisions in other European armies,

from 14,483 men to only 10,859 by the removal of tank and antitank units,

and by a major reduction in artillery. 30  Much of this equipment only

existed on paper in any case, and what was actually available was

centralized at the level of field army or higher. The same order

disestablished the huge mechanized corps of 1940-41. Some of the tank

divisions within those corps were retained as separate formations, but in

general the first German onslaught had already shattered the mechanized

corps.
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The remainder of 1941 was a desperate struggle for the Red Army, a

struggle in which its traditional doctrines of deep battle and large

mechanized units were inappropriate because of the German advantage in

equipment and initiative. The few tanks coming off Soviet assembly lines

werc formed into small brigades used solely for infantry support.

Once the Soviets halted and threw the invaders back from Moscow in

December 1941, the Soviet commanders began to revive their organization and

doctrine. 3 1  The Soviet factories made a phenomenal production effort in

the spring of 1942, enabling Colonel-General Yakov Fedorenko, chief of the

Armored Forces Adn'.nistration, to begin construction of new tank corps in

April. By July, these corps had settled on an organization of one rifle and

three tank brigades, plus supporting arms--a fairly tank-heavy force that

the Soviets intended to use as the mobile exploitation unit for a field army

(Figure 11). In the fall of 1942, Fedorenko added mechanized corps, which

were more infantry-heavy and therefore more expensive in manpower and

trucks. Truck production was in fact a major problem throughout World War

I, and the Soviets deoended upon imported American wheeled vehicles to move

b*z and support their mobile formations.

Unlike those of 1940, these 1942 Soviet "corps" were actually of

division size or smaller. To conduct the deep exploitations of 150

*• kilometers or more envisaged in the 1920s, the Red Army needed a larger

formation, on the order of a German panzer corps or panzer army. in May

1942, the Commissariat of Defense therefore took the next logical step,

* uniting the exi3ting tank corps into tank armies. However, the 1942 tank
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armies were merely improvised combinations of armored, cavalry, and infantry

divisions, combinations that lacked a common rate of mobility and doctrine

of employment. Moreover, these armies rushed into battle against the

Germans during the summer of 1942 and were largely destroyed before they had

even trained together. Not until January 1943 did the Soviets finally

produce a coherent tank army (figure 11); the six tank armies formed in 1943

were the spearheads of all Soviet offensives for the remainder of World War

!I. Each of these new tank armies was actually a corps-sized formation in

western terminology, and, like the tank "corps," was extremely tank-heavy.

This was probably an appropriate organization, both because of the open tank

country of European Russia, and because of the high Soviet tank losses

against the Germans. Given -he inexperience of most tank crews and junior

leaders in the Red Army of 1941-43, it was inevitable that the better

trained German antitank and armor formations would inflict such

C disproportionate losses on the Reds. Thus the Soviet Union's armored forces

remained much more tank-heavy than those of other armies. Yet throughout

the war, the Soviets also maintained corps-sized formation of horse cavalry

with limited tank and artillery support, for use in swamps, mountains, and

other terrain that did not favor heavily mechanized forces.

The new mechanized formations must be understood in the context of their

* accompanying doctrine. During 1942, the Soviets digested the lessons of the

first year of war and issued a series of orders to correct their errors.

These orders greatly increased the effectiveness of the Soviet

counteroffensive that encircled Stalingrad in November 1942. Senior Red
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commanders held conferences before Stalingrad to ensure that their

subordinates understood the new doctrine.

The first problem was to penetrate the German defenses in order to

conduct a counteroffensive. The initial Soviet counterattacks of December

1941-January 1942 had suffered from such dispersion that the German

defenders often outnumbered their Soviet attackers. On 10 January 1942,

Stavka Circular 3 directed the formation of "shock groups," concentrating

combat power on a narrow frontage to break into the enemy defenses.

Division and larger units were instructed to mass on narrow frontages in

this manner. Stalin's Order 306, dated 8 October 1942, supplemented this

directive by explicitly forbiding the echelonment of infantry fortes in the

attack. Given the continuing shortages of equipment and firepower, the

Soviets decided to maximize their available force by putting almost all the

infantry into one echelon. Thus in a typical rifle division, as many as

19 of the 27 rifle companies would be on line for a deliberate attack. 3 2

The German defenses in 1942 were stretched so thin that this forward Soviet

nassing of infantry was more important than echelonment to sustain the

attack. Later in the war, when both sides defended in greater depth, the

Soviets tended to echelon their attack accordingly. Even in 1945, however,

shallow German defenses prompted one-echelon Soviet attacks. Other orders

in October 19L12 governed the correct use of those tanks still assigned to

assist the infantry assault. Because infantry commanders were still

inexperienced, all such tank units were to be employed in mass under their

own commanders.
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Once the Soviets completed a penetration, their "mobile groups" would

pass through for exploitation and encirclement operations, as described

above. Tn effect, one such encirclement might include other, smaller

encirclements within its pincers. Each field army attempted to use its own

mobile group, composed of a tank, cavalry, or mechanized corps, to exploit

penetrations to a relatively shallow depth of 50 kilometers or less,

defeating the enemy reserves or linking up with a similar group from a

neighboring army. Meanwhile, the tank armies acting as mobile groups for

larger elements, such as a "Front" (army group), penetrated even deeper into

the German rear areas. This, at least, was the theory. The first of these

large, operational-level Soviet encirclements was in November 1942, when the

German 6th Army was surrounded at Stalingrad. In fact, the Soviet use of

separate tank and mechanized corps in this battle may have been a test for

the new tank army structure adopted two months later.

Thus, by late 1942, the German techniques for mechanized warfare had

reached their peak, but were no longer meeting with the success of 1939-41.

On the contrary, Britain and the Soviet Union had reorgan zcl and retrained

their own armies, and were beginning to conduct their own successful

mechanized offensives. Both German and British armored formations had

become balanced structures where tanks no longer outnumbered the other

arms. Moreover, all three armies were discovering the need for effective

and mobile logistical support to make the mechanized offensives possible.

The stage was set for a conflict in which logistics, technology, and defense

in depth would determine as many battles as the armored division had decided

in 1939-41.
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CHAPTER FIVE

THE COMPLEXITY OF TOTAL WAR, 1942-1945

By deferring any consideration of the war in the Pacific, the previous

chapter has reviewed the evolution of combined arms in World War II from the

simple perspective of German advances and allied response. The

participation of the United States and the Soviet Union, however, made the

war a much more complex affair, a war of production and technology as much

as of battlefield maneuver. This chapter will identify those aspects of

technology and tactics that affected the development of combined arms forces

and doctrine during the second half of World War II. It will begin with the

evolution of American force structure and doctrine, and then consider the

changes in weapons design that made the latter half of the war so different

from the first half. It will next survey the general trends in operational

practice from 1943 to 1945 and conclude by examining the more complex and

specialized questions of air-ground cooperation, airborne operations,

amphibious landings, and special warfare units.

THE AMERICAN RESPONSE, 1941-44

The United States was an interested observer of World War II prior to

the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor in December 1941, and, with someF exceptions, did not become involved in major ground operations until late in

1942. During the period 1941-42, the U.S. drew certain conclusions about
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the nature of weapons, organization, and tactics, and implemented those

conclusions by continuing its evolution of the triangular infantry division

and the 1940 armored division. Then, on the basis of maneuvers held in the

U.S. and of initial combat experiences overseas, certain changes in doctrine

and organization occurred in the middle of the war. The resulting tactical

system dominated American military thought into the 1950s.

Lieutenant General Lesley McNair, one of the designers of the triangular

4division in the later 1930s, became head of Army Ground Forces, in charge of

all unit training and organization, in March 1942. McNair continued to

follow the concepts that had guided him in the 1930s, and thus the basic

organization of the triangular division did not change significantly until

after the war.
I

First, McNair wanted each unit to have only the minimum essential forces

that it needed to conduct offensive operations in fluid, maneuver warfare

4 against relatively limited resistance. In the case of the triangular

infantry division, this meant that the standard base of the division

remained the three infantry regiments, four artillery battalions,

reconnaissance troop, and engineer battalion developed in 1937-41.

On the other hand, a division did not need specialized units that were

required only for specific situations or missions. This applied

particularly to arms with an essentially defensive mission, such as antitank

and antiaircraft artillery. These units that McNair "streamlined" out of

the infantry division became a "pool" of specialized nondivisional companies

and battalions, units that higher headquarters could attach to a division
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for a particular mission or else employ in mass at critical points on the

battlefield. Thus the actual combat power of a division might change from

day to day, depending upon requirements and missions. in December 1942,

McNair extended this tendency to form ad hoc task forces to nondivisional

units by persuading the War Department to abolish all nondivisional

regiments in favor of flexible groups. Nondivisional armor, antiaircraft,

field artillery, mechanized cavalry, and combat engineer battalions all

reported to group headquarters when not attached to divisions. Some group

headquarters, notably those of mechanized cavalry, also acted as tactical

control headquarters. 2  The number of battalions or companies subordinate

to any group headquarters depended on the circumstances.

Another of McNair's principles was that staff and support elements must

be as small as possible, in order to maximize the proportion of forces

actually available for combat and to reduce paperwork and other

organizational obstacles to rapid decision-making and communication.

Logisticians should bypass divisional and corps headquarters on routine

supply matters in order to keep those headquarters small, mobile, and

*oriented on the tactical situation. Wherever possible, a specialist unit or

person should have weapons to perform a secondary role as infantry or rear

area security forces.

Finally, McNair sought to restrict as much as possible the amount of

motor transportation in a unit, in order to facilitate strategic

deployment. He resolved this apparent contradiction between the

4 requirements of strategic and tactical mobility by noting that the fewer
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vehicles that were organic to a division, the less shipping space that

division would need when sent to Europe or the Pacific. For example, McNair

sought to authorize only the number of trucks needed to shuttle necessary

supplies and ammunition to the regiments during a twenty-four hour period,

rather than the number that could transport all necessary materials in one

lift. Rifle units were not motorized, but could become so temporarily by

the attachment of six truck companies to the division. Alternatively, if

the division had attached elements such as a tank battalion, the infantry

could mount the tanks and the organic trucks borrowed from the artillery,

allowing short range motor movements with some loss in logistical support.

When the U.S. Army finally employed these concepts overseas, they proved

only partially successful. Regardless of the terrain or enemy involved,

most divisions in Europe and many in the Pacific believed that they needed

tank, antiaircraft, "tank destroyer" (antitank), and nondivisional engineer

support in virtually all circumstances. Corps and field army commanders who

followed doctrine by shifting these nondivisional units from division to

division according to the situation found that they could maximize the use

of such elements only at the cost of much confusion and inefficiency.

Attachment to a different division meant a different set of procedures and

personalities to deal with before the attached units could mesh smoothly

41 with that division. Once such a smooth relationship was established, the

division was reluctant to release its attachments as ordered. In many

instances, tactical commanders found it expedient to leave the same

* nondivisional elements attached to the same divisions on an habitual basis
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that might last for months. A typical U.S. infantry division in France

during 1944 normally had attached battalions of tanks, tank destroyers,

antiaircraft automatic weapons, and corps engineers. In some cases the

division also had attached 4.2-inch mortars, transportation, and logistical

support from the pools at corps and field army level. Thus the triangular

division in combat was much larger, more rigid, and more motorized than

McNair had envisioned. An augumented infantry division of this kind might

well have the mobility and firepower of a motorized division or even an

understrength armored division, which goes far to explain the superior

mobility of American infantry units when compared with standard German

infantry forces.

Many of these attached forces were subdivided and further attached to

infantry regiments, as were the division's organic assets such as engineers

and medical support. Minor changes in the regiment's organization in 1942

and 1943 had added six 105-mm howitzers, so that the regiment had its own

artillery even without the direct support field artillery battalion. In

practice, a majority of infantry regiments normally operated as "regimental

combat teams" (RCT). As a minimum, this meant that they had their share of

the division's medical, engineer, and field artillery attached or in direct

support. In addition, as remarked above, many RCTs also had companies of

tank destroyers, tanks, and self-propelled antiaircraft guns. Thus the RCT

was a combined arms force, a small division in itself.3

During the same time period, the armored division underwent many more

changes than the infantry division.4  Of the six different changes in
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armored organization during the war, two are most significant. As described

earlier, the 1940 American armored division was composed largely of light

tanks that greatly outnumbered the medium tanks, infantry, and artillery;

this division also had several fixed headquarters designed to control only

one type of unit, including the headquarters for armored and infantryU
regiments. When Major General (later General) Jacob Devers became chief of

the Armored Force in August, 1941, he sought to establish a more flexible,

functional organization. His efforts culminated in the reorganization of 1

March 1942 (figure 12). This reorganization eliminated the armored brigade

headquarters and established two "Combat Commands," A and B, as headquarters

that might control any mixture of subordinate battalions given them for a

I" particular mission. This was an American way to institutionalize the battle

group concept that the German panzer forces achieved by improvisation. The

1942 organization also reversed the ratio of medium and light tanks, leaving

|C the armored division with two armored regiments, each consisting of two
medium and one light tank battalion. Thus the new structure still had six

tank battalions, but only three armored infantry and three armored field

* artillery battalions. This imbalance existed in part because the Armored

Force planned to create a large number of armored corps which, like the

German panzer corps, would have two armored and one motorized infantry

r division each.

By early 1943, intelligence studies of the more balanced German and

British armored divisions had reinforced General McNair's desires for a less

cumbersome division structure. The one U.S. armored division used in the
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North African campaign never operated as a coherent division, but its

dispersal into three or four different subgroups only illustrated the

difficulties of controlling such a large formation. At the same time, the

U.S. Army had dropped the concepts of an armored corps and motorized

infantry division, making the imbalance of arms within the 1942 armored

division structure even more significant. Technically, the U.S. light tanks

had been no match for the increasingly well armed and armored German

vehicles, and therefore the U.S., like Britain before it, lost enthusiasm

for the concept of deep raids by lightly armored vehicles.

As a result, in September 1943 the War Department announced a new,

smaller armored division structure. This structure eliminated the

regimental headquarters that had theoretically controlled only one type of

battalion, and reduced the tank component to only three tank battalions of

four companies each. Thus, the 1943 structure had three battalions each of

tanks, armored infantry, and armored field artillery, although in practice

there were 12 tank companies to only nine infantry. A third, smaller combat

conm-and headquarters, designated reserve or R, was added to control units

not subordinated to the other two combat commands. Some division commanders

used this "CCR" as a tactical control element like CCA and CCB.

Two U.S. armored divisions, the 2d and 3d, continued under the heavier

1942 table of organization throughout the war. Corps or army headquarters

frequently reinforced each of these divisions with an infantry regiment

borrowed from an infantry division. Thus the balance of tanks and infantry

in American divisions, as in the German and British armored divisions, came
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to be approximately equal. Both types of U.S. armored division received

attachments similar to those given to infantry divisions. In addition,

virtually every American armored division habitually controlled two

quartermaster truck companies, in order to handle the great logistical

requirements of a mobile division.
5

The actual task organization within each of these divisions varied

greatly, but a typical combat command within a 1943 (light) armored division

usually had two task forces. The combat command headquarters created these

by trading a medium tank company from a tank battalion for an armored

infantry company from an infantry battalion, producing one task force of

three tank and one armored infantry company, and one task force of two

armored infantry and one tank company. These battalion task forces also had

attached platoons of tank destroyers, armored engineers, and in some cases

self-propelled antiaircraft guns. An armored artillery battalion could be

either in direct support of the combat command, or attached to that command

if the division were widely dispersed.

ANTITANK TECHNOLOGY

Effective force structure and tactics are intimately related to

effective weapons design, and therefore any study of combined arms warfare

must consider the major effects of contemporary technology. During World

War II, one obvious influence of technology on tactics was in the entire

question of tank and antitank warfare. Even if defenders managed to
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overcome their psychological fear of deep mechanized penetration, the

blitzkrieg would still succeed unless the defense acquired effective

antitank weapons and doctrine.

Antitank ditches and similar obstacles may slow down the movement of

armored units or channelize those units into anti-armor kill zones, but

ultimately there are only two ways to defeat armored vehicles. 6  Kinetic

energy weapons penetrate armor plate by sheer momentum, as if they were

"punching" through the metal, while chemical energy weapons use explosive

blasts to destroy the armor. Until the middle years of World War II,

chemical energy weapons were usually ineffective against armor. Antitank

design therefore concentrated on the kinetic energy weapon. Mathematically,

the energy of an object is equal to one-half the product of the object's

mass times the square of its velocity (1/2 MV2 ); therefore improving the

armor penetration of a kinetic energy weapon required increasing either its

mass or its velocity, or both. Greater mass meant larger caliber weapons or

heavier, denser material in the projectile. Thus basic physics explains the

general trend towards larger caliber weapons during World War , although

an increase in caliber alone would reduce the projectile's velocity unless

the designer also took other steps. Velocity, in turn, increased through

changes such as longer gun barrels, more effective propellants, and a better

seal within the breech so that all the propellant effect went to drive the

projectile out of the gun tube.

In practical terms, World War II improvements in antitank guns had three

consequences: first, the size and weight of those guns increased steadily
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as calibers increased, gun tubes lengthened, and stronger carriages were

added to absorb the recoil of high-velocity weapons. Second, tanks needed

Increased armor to protect themselves from improved antitank weapons.

Third, these antitank weapons were much more effective than those of the

previous decade, but they were also more expensive and specialized. Such

weapons formed the backbone of any antitank defense, yet no army could

afford to have antitank weapons organic to every small unit that might need

them. The kinetic energy antitank gun simply did not fulfill the

battlefield requirement that every unit must have some protection when it

suddenly encountered enemy armor.

The alternative means of defeating armor was the chemical energy

weapon. The detonation of an explosive charge usually had little effect

against armor, because the blast effect dissipated in all directions equally

unless that blast could be focused against the armor plate it had to

destroy. Ordinary explosive artillery rounds had to be quite large before

they could do more than damage the tracks and roadwheels of a tank, and

medium artillery, like antitank guns, was too large and specialized to be of

general use. Moreover, using field artillery in an antitank role diverte

it from its primary function of indirect fire. The solution was to

concentrate the effects of a relatively small amount of explosive on one

particular point of the enemy's armor--the shaped charge principle described

in Chapter Four. 3ecause the blast and not the moment±m of the shell caused

the destruction, the high velocity and elaborate zun :arriage of a kineti:!

energy weapon were unnecessary for a chemical ener y weapon.
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By April 1942, the U.S. Ordnance Department had develcped the 2.36-inch

"bazooka," which fired a shaped charge warhead with a rocket motor. Later

that same year, the Germans captured an American bazooka from the Soviets,

and from it developed the larger and more effective Panzershrek antitank

rocket launcher. The British PAT (Projector, infantry, Antitank, and the

German Panzerfaust used the shaped charge propelled by a small conventional

charge, similar to that of a grenade launcher. The same type of warhead

enabled the Germans and Americans to develop experimental low velocity

recoilless rifles, which were light artillery pieces that eliminated the

recoil by a controlled release of propellant blast behind the gun. Although

recoilless rifles and rocket launchers lacked the long range and accuracy of

conventional artillery, they gave the infantry, and indeed any unit, a much

greater firepower and capability for organic short range antitank defense.
7

TANK SURROGATES

Short range antitank weapons were incapable of stopping a massed armor

attack by themselves. Such weapons were most effe2tive against the

thinly-armored flanks and rear of a tank that had already passed the

defender. Towed antitank guns presented a small target for the enemy to

* detect and engage, and could be maneuvered onto steep hills or river

crossing sites where a self-propelled weapon could not go. However, the

towed weapons had very little armor; even if the enemy failed to score a

* direct hit on such an antitank weapon, a near-miss might 2ause 3Sia_...es or
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at least disturb the gunner's aim. Many professional soldiers realized

early in the war that the most effective antitank defense was a careful

inte-artion of obstacles, antitank mines, artillery, short-range antitank

weapons, and some type of large caliber, longer-range antitank gun. This

requirement for mobile, large caliber antitank guns in the defense matched

the continuing need for armor to support the infantry in the deliberate

attack. Even if the nature of the enemy defenses did not always require

tanks, the presence of tanks exerted a great psychological effect on both

attacker and defender.

However, armor experts in most armies were determined to avoid being

tied to the infantry, and in any event a tank was an extremely complicated,

expensive, and therefore scarce weapon. The British persisted for much of

the war on a dual track of development, retaining heavy tanks to support the

infantry and lighter, more mobile tanks for independent armored formations.

The Soviets similarly produced an entire series of heavy breakthrough

tanks. Nevertheless, the widespread demand for tanks or tank-like vehicles

outside of mechanized formations led to a number Df tank surrogates, weapons

esi.ned to provide armored antitank defense, close support of the infantry

attack, or both. In the latter case, the surrogate needed considerable

frontal armor and a dual purpose (antitank and anti-perscne) main gun.

The most original of these tank surrogates was the American "tank

destroyer." Tne particular source of controversy about teneral -Nairls

force structuring system was the question of antitank defense. McNair did

not a2ceot the extree, vi.o-m, c -mn in '-] that the armored Jivision
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had rendered the infantry division almost obsolete. Instead, McNair agreed

with the German concept that the best means to halt the armored division was

an antitank defense integrated with infantry units. McNair and Colonel

Andrew D. Bruce sought highly mobile antitank guns that would end the

psychological threat of blitzkrieg by aggressive action against the

attacking armored forces. After successful experiments during the 19LI

maneuvers, Bruce became had of a Tank Destroyer Center that developed its

bB
own doctrine for these weapons. 8  While McNair had supported towed

antitank guns on the conventional European model, Bruce wanted a high

velocity gun mounted on a mobile platform, sacrificing armor protection for

speed and gunpower. The 1942 tank destroyer battalions were combined arms

forces in their own right, although they did not include a balanc. of all

arms: each platoon had four self-propelled guns, an armored car section for

security, and an antiaircraft section; in addition to three companies of

such guns, the battalion included a reconnaissance company of three

reconnaissance platoons plus a pioneer platoon. Ideally, when an armored

penetration occurred, the tank destroyer battalions would mass to ambush the

enemy tanks in the depth of the American defense. Within each tank

destroyer battalion, the reconnaissance company selected likely antiarmor

kill zones and emplaced minefields to impede the enemy advance through these

* areas. The gun companies would move to hull-down positions to reduce their

vulnertbility, and then engage the enemy armor.

'When the U.S. Army first encountered the Germans in Tunisia during

* 1942-U3, the tank destroyers proved a dismal failLre. Both tank destroyer
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doctrine and German armor design had outpaced the actual development of

American tank destroyers, so that 1942 tank destroyers were little more than

improvised guns mounted on half-tracks. The early tank destroyers lacked

mobility and effective penetration power, the very characteristics that they

were supposed to maximize. Moreover, most American units in North Africa

were widely scattered, making it difficult to concentrate the tank destroyer

forces according to doctrine. Finally, much of the North African terrain

was too open for tank destroyer vehicles to find effective hull-down

positions. As a consequence, American commanders in Africa tended to favor

the British system of towed antitank weapons, and specifically asked that

one-half of all tank destroyer battalions slated for the 1944 invasion of

France use towed rather than self-propelled weapons. Once in Normandy,

however, the Americans discovered that the towed antitank gun was almost

useless in the more restricted terrain of Western Europe. Towed guns were

not only slow to move, but too close to the ground to shoot over hedgerows

and other obstacles. Furthermore, during the interim the Tank Destroyer

Center had procured much more effective, properly designed self-propelled

guns. The M18 model with a 76-mm gun and especially the M36 with a 90-mm

gun were excellent weapons, although even the 90-mm had less penetration

capability than the German 33-mm. Also by 1944, improvements in German

armor had rendered the standard 57-mm antitank gun of the American infantry

regiment largely ineffective.

The original tank destroyer battalions had developed from divisional

antitank battalions, which the 1944 divisions lacked. Tank destroyer units
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consequently became even more important for antitank defense. As a result,

in July 194, the U.S. Army began to reconvert all tank destroyer battalions

to self-propelled weapons. These newly converted battalions did not mass in

accordance with Bruce's doctrine. The limited nature of the German armor

threat in the west prior to the Ardennes counteroffensive of December 1944

made massed antitank defense seem unimportant. Instead, commanders wanted a

few effective antitank weapons distributed to every unit, where they could

defeat the small German armored counterattacks that were common at the

time. In most cases, therefore, corps and army commanders habitually

attached a tank destroyer battalion to each infantry division, and in turn

division commanders attached tank destroyer companies to infantry

regiments. The regiments used the tank destroyers not only as antitank

weapons, but also as accompanying artillery and as substitutes for tanks to

support their infantry attacks. 9  Thus the American tank destroyer units

became a classic case of an arm that rarely functioned according to its

doctrine, because that doctrine was never articulated clearly to field

commanders.

in keeping with their doctrine of maneuver, U.S. tank destroyers usually

had their guns mounted in turrets, and in fact resembled tanks so much that

they were often mistaken for such. In European armies, however, relatively

few tank surrogates had t irrets, because a turretless vehicle was much

simpler and cheaper to produce. The absence of a turret gave German and

Soviet tank surrogates a low profile that made them smaller targets on the

fiatter, open battlefields of Eastern Europe. This apparent advantage meant
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that the entire vehicle had to turn in order to traverse the gun more than a

few degrees. Thus tank surrogates were at a disadvantage if they engaged

tanks or infantry from anything except an ambush position.

The Germans actually developed two series of tank surrogates--assault

guns to support the infantry in situations where tanks were not available,

and "tank hunters" (Panzerjaeger) for the antitank role. Both were

distinguished from self-propelled indirect fire artillery by considerably

thicker armor protection and by a flat trajectory gun intended for direct

fire. Although armor purists criticized the expenditure of resources to

produce these hybrids instead of true tanks, such weapons performed a

necessary role, particularly as the German towed antitank guns became

progressively less effective against Soviet armor. The armored

self-propelled tank hunter was much more survivable and mobile than its

towed predecessor; the one drawback of all such weapons was that, unlike'the

towed antitank guns, they had difficulty accompanying the infantry into

inaccessible areas such as steep hills or bridgeheads across rivers.

The Soviet 'Jnion also produced outstanding, heavily-armored assault guns

luring the second half of the war, but tended to use those guns as one

component of a three-way team in the deliberate attack. Medium tanks led

the assault, using their mobility wherever possible to turn the flanks of

German defensive positions. Heavy tanks, operating in pairs, advanced

slightly behind the medium tanks, supporting the Soviet infantry and

eliminating German strongpoints. In the event of a German armored

counterattack, the heavy tanks would move forwari to engage the German tanks
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head on, while the less protected medium tanks maneuvered to the German

flanks. Finally, the assault guns provided accompanying artillery support

for both infantry and tanks. To accomplish this direct fire role, the

assault guns began the battle in camouflaged positions from which they could

overwatch the advancing tanks and infantry. The assault guns engaged

centers of resistance that had survived the Soviet artillery preparation.

This freed the assaulting forces to advance without halting to engage the

enemy unless a counterattack appeared. At intervals, the assault guns

bounded forward to new positions, always keeping within 500 meters of the

heavy tanks and infantry. 10  By staying behind in this manner, assault

guns av)ided meeting enemy armor in a maneuver battle at close range; in

such a battle, tank turrets could traverse and fire much faster then the

turretless assault guns could turn their entire vehicles to aim their guns.

On many occasions, of course, the attacking Soviet unit did not have all

three different types of armor, but the assault guns preferred to operate

from an overwatch position in any case.

TANK DESIGN AND PRODUCTION

These technological trends in antitank weapons and tank surrogates form

a necessary background to the actual design and production of tanks during

World War IT. In general, both the armor and armament of tanks increased

along with antitank technology, but different nations followed different

lesign and production strategies. These factors exerted considerable

influence on the battlefield.
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During the war, German tank design went through at least three

generations, plus constant minor variations.1 1  The first generation, as

already mentioned, included such unbattleworthy prewar vehicles as the Mark

(or Panzerkampfwagen) ! and II, which were similar to the Russian T-26 and

BT series and to the British cruiser tanks. The Germans converted their

tank battalions to a majority of Mark III and IV medium tanks after the 1940

French campaign, thereby stealing a march on the Soviets and British, who

still possessed the obsolete equipment described earlier. However, the

appearance of a few of the new generation T-34 and KV-1 tanks in Russia

during 1941 compelled the Germans to begin a race for superior armor and

gunpower. Simultaneously, their successes of 1939-41 encouraged them to

rely increasingly on armor, rather than infantry, when conducting a rapid

breakthrough attack. The German solution was to design third generation

tanks that combined greater armor protection with the 88-mm antiaircraft gun

that had proved so successful in the antitank role. The third generation

included many different variants, but the most important designs were the

Mark V (Panther) and Mark VI (Tiger) tanks. Unfortunately for the Germans,

their emphasis on protection and gunpower compromised the mobility and

reliability of their tanks. The automotive design of Mark V and VT tanks

was notoriously underpowered and unreliable.

Moreover, Hitler and his assistants were fascinated with technological

improvements, and frequently stopped production to apply the latest design

changes to the exi3ting tanks. The fighting characteristics of German tanks

remained current only by interfering with mass production. This
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interference plus shortages of raw materials meant that Germany could not

compete in sheer numbers of tanks produced. In 1943, for example, Germany

manufactured only 5,966 tanks, as compared to 29,497 for the U.S., 7,476 for

Britain, and an estimated 20,000 for the Soviet Union. 12  A disparity in

numbers of this magnitude would eventually overcome the highest quality in

individual tank design. Similarly, the presence of so many different

versions of the same tank, often within the same company or battalion, made

it extremely difficult for the Germans to obtain spare parts and repair

damaged equipment.

The alternative to constant changes in tank design was to standardize a

few basic designs and mass produce them even though technology had advanced

to new improvements. This was the solution of Germany's principal

opponents. The Soviet T-34, for example, was an excellent basic design that

survived the war with only one major change in armament (76.2-mm to 85-mm

main gun) and various minor modifications. When the Soviets did introduce

new designs, such as the heavier tanks and self-propelled guns of 1944, they

did so without halting production of the older types.

The United States had even more reason to standardize and mass produce

than did the Soviet Union. By concentrating on mechanical reliability, the

U.S. was nble to produce vehicles that operated longer with fewer repair

parts. This helped alleviate the chronic shortage of shipping space when

the army moved to Europe and the Pacific. To further ease the shipping

problems, and to ensure that American tanks were compatible with American

bridging equipment, the War Department restricted tank widtLh to 103 inches
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and maximum weight to 30 tons. The army relaxed these requirements only in

late 1944. 13

There was also a tactical reason for these restrictions. General McNair

wanted to ensure that American tanks were designed in accordance with the

U.S. doctrine for employing armored divisions. As already indicated, this

doctrine foresaw tank destroyers, not tanks, defeating enemy armor. Chance

encounters between tanks might occur, but the primary role of the armored

division was to exploit and pursue, not fight enemy armor.

For all these reasons, the U.S. Army standardized on the M4 Sherman

medium tank, an excellent compromise between reliability, mobility, armor

protection, and gunpower. When the British first employed the Sherman in

North Africa during late 1942, i,. proved to be at least equal, if not

superior, to the German second-generation tanks, Mark III and IV. Once the

Tiger tank appeared in Tunisia in early 1943, however, the Sherman tank and

most of the U.S. antitank force seemed inadequate.

The width limitation further hampered the Sherman by forcing designers

to give the tank narrow tracks. These tracks had much less mobility in

muddy terrain then the wider tracks used by the Soviets and Germans. The

M4's only advantages over later German tanks were superior reliability and a

power-driven turret. This latter attribute allowed the Sherman's crew to

traverse their gun and engage the enemy more rapidly than German

hand-cranked turrets during meeting engagements at close ranges. Sherman

tank crews often carried a white phosphorus round in their guns to blind

enemy tanks during such maneuvers.
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Despite its drawbacks, the Sherman remained the main battle tank of the

U.S. Army. in early 1945, apparently as a result of the large-scale German

armored attacks during the battle of the Bulge, the U.S. Army finally

allowed a few heavy tanks of the T20 series to be sent to Europe for combat

testing. The army's Ordnance Department had developed the T20 series in

1943, but considerations of doctrine, shipping, and mass production

prevented its use in battle until the closing days of the war. 14

Great Britain also used the Sherman during the latter half of World War

I!, but was concerned by the limited penetrating power of the M4's 75-mm,

medium velocity main gun. After considerable discussions with the

Americans, the British finally modified some of the Shermans they received.

I
The British version of the Sherman, called the "Firefly," included the

third-generation British antitank gun, the seventeen pounder (77-mm). This

gun's long bore and higher velocity gave it much greater capability against

German armor.
15

SIGNALS INTELLIGE'JCE AND COVNUNICATIONS

in addition to the tank and aircraft, another piece of technology cazle

of age during World War I!. Signals intelligence, or SIGINT, was yet one

more instrument or arm that the commander had to integrate and coordinate

with others. Recent histories of the war probably have overstated the

strategic importance of SIGINT, while they have understated its ta:-tical

4 role. An army's ability to plan for future operations and concentrate the
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different arms at the decisive location depended in part on such

intelligence.16

Ultra, the British codeword for intelligence based on decoding highly

classified German radio messages, gave the 'western allies only limited

access to German military intentions and capabilities. The German Army

normally used secure landline communications for high level messages, except

when fluid operations forced them to make radio transmissions. Even then

the allies did not necessarily intercept, let alone decode in a timely

manner, every German message. The Germans changed their code every

twenty-four hours and periodically made major shifts in codes or equipment.

The allies might go for days or even months without being able to decode

transmissions on specific radio networks. On 1 May 1940, for example,

Germany changed virtually all its codes, blinding the allies' SIGINT effort

until 22 May, by which time the German offensive through the Ardennes had

succeeded. 17 Similar problems recurred for most of the war.

Nor were the deciphered messages always illuminating for the tactical

and operationa! situation. Only rarely did the most senior German

commanders communicate their specific plans, except where Hitler was

personally interfering in operations and required detailed reports.

intelligence analysts pieced together much of the most valuable Ultra

information over long periods, or inferred capabilities on the basis of

logistical messages. Moreover, few allied commanders below field army level

had access to this information.
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The worst drawback of Ultra-level SIGINT was that it discouraged the use

of other sources of intelligence collection that might confirm or deny Ultra

information, and blinded allied cominders to threats that were not

discussed in German radio traffic. In early 1943, for example, the allied

rforces in Tunisia relied heavily on Ultra, and their other intelligence

collection means were improvised and largely ineffective. The German

offensive of Sidi Bou Zid-Kasserine Pass in February 1943 (Map 6) surprised

the allies because the available SIGINT indicated that higher German

headquarters had disapproved such an operation in favor of an att,,ck

elsewhere. Of course, SIGINT could not know that Rommel and other German

commanders had met face to face on 9 February and developed a plan that led

to the attack on Sidi Bol Zid, mauling a dispersed U.S. armored

division. 18 Lack of SIGINT and misinterpretation of available intercepts

also had a considerable effect on allied failure to predict the scale and

inrtensity of the German counteroffensive in the Ardennes in December 1944.

Although the western allies held a priceless asset in the strategic

intelligence they receive! from Ultra, for much of the war German s33:.;T was

4 more etfeetive it the tactical level. From 1940 to 1942, for example, a

single Horch (listening r intercept) company in North Afri2a 3killfully

interpreed the unencrycted tactical communications of British units, giving,

?ommel a complete picture of enemy dispositions and intentions during

battle. When the 9rttish fn.dly became aware of this unit's activites in

July '92, an Allst.aiian battalion raided and capt,- eJ tne :cmpany. New

German replacements cc il not replace the x-.rtise of t*- lost nl.'sts i.
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that company, and had more difficulty detecting later British deception

Soperations. 19

By contrast, relatively little information is available concerni.-g

allied tactical SIGINT, including the British "Y" Service and American

"Padio Intelligence." From a miniscule prewar basis, the allies had to

develop their knowledge of German tactical radio networks and procedures.

In terms of offensive electronic warfare, the allies had a number of notable

successes. During the evacuation of Dunkirk in 1940, the British

effectively iammed German bomber communications, hampering Luftwaffe attacks

on the retrea-ing British forces. Two year later, when Montgomery launched

the second battle of Alamein, airborne jammers disruoted, the German tactical

radio romjunications for hours.20

The development of effective tactical radio communications was the basis

for controlling fluid, mechanized operations as well as the raw material for

tactical SIGINT. The demand for such communications greatly accelerated

research and development in this area. in particular, the U.S. Army

-*toneered the use of frequency mo,.ulaton (FM) radios for short range

tactical communications, and both very high frequency (VHF) an-- ultra ig

frequency (UHF) radios for longer ranie communications. " Unlike the

European armies, the U.S. Army used F7 extensively, cec-S .. it provided

static-free sig nals over a wide variety of -:hannes withcut usng a se..rae

crystal for each freiuency.

.ne combinatlcn of reliable radic o m-_,uni aticns with effii4ent tact-Ical

.3 it. Iz n'rccct ev s c p1 ....... a nw o ... D t.... for senior



commanders to follow the course of battle wi thout delays i n the

communications system. doth the British and American ar-Mies developed means

for se-iicr' head quarters to receive battle reports by' ra ',o without -. a 'n

for the messag-es to be processed through i~ntermediate layers of com.-.and.

That '-3, the senior headquarters c2ould Monitor the tactical unit radio

networks directly, or else assign a radio-equipped liaison detachment to

each forward unit to report the 3i ,uation to the senior headquarters. The

British 1,HQ Liaison (Phantom) units and the American S'_gnal :nformation and

Monitoring (SD2V) companies performed this service admirably during 19t44-U5,

and in. the BritiSh case as early as 1942. The danger with such a monitor4ing

st!em, as _Ineral Dwight D. 71isenhower noted after the war, was that the

se--nior omaermight be t~empted to bypass the interMedlate '-_acurtrs

and interfere directly in the battle, using the system for command rather

than as a source of timely operational and intelligence information. 2

the latter role these monitoring ser 74ces enabled much more effective

c oordlinaticr, of the battle, allowing the commander to react through his3

subo~rdinate =nanmo r:- to situations ais they d~ev. ooed

70Y:ET CMCPTS AND PRACTICE, 194-3-4;

Many of these tehoofc onsiderations '-ecame ovdn n the 7as tearn

Fr ont, boeginning with the !Battle of' 7Kursk in July 1 Ihelst -reat

jer-man offrensive in the east_ ran di rectlv tnto) an elIabcratelv oea

~ovic def-nso o~--'n_-0A round anti tan:< 2trc)n:oln-.s etbibtb
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units of company size or larger. The German blitzkrieg stalled because it

was unable to achieve the initial penetration of the enemy's

defenses--Soviet antitank defenses were simply too strong and, above all,

too deep for the Germans to breech without catastrophic losses. If

anything, the Germans played into Soviet hands by leading their attack in

some areas with massed armor, instead of a more conventional

infantry-artillery-engineer-tank attack to create the breech. The Germans

apparently led with massed tanks in an effort to increase the tempo of the

penetration, but without decisive numerical superiority the result was a

disaster.

After Kursk, the Soviet Union held the initiative, although it was not
6

always attacking the Germans and their Axis allies on all fronts. Generally

speaking, the Soviets exerted tremendous efforts to penetrate the deep

German defenses. In the ensuing exploitation, logistical restrictions

usually caused the Soviet offensive to grind to a halt even where there was

little German resistance. In the course of the war, improvements in Soviet

logistics led to steady increases in the depth of exploitation. Once the

Germans gained a respite to reorganize their defenses, the cycle repeated

itself. Accordingly, the Red Army developed a variety of techniques for

both penetration and exploitation against the German defenders.

*[ One significant development during 1944 was the change in Soviet

reconnaissance techniques before a deliberate attack. Prior to that year,

the Red Army had been very effective in conducting small, time-consuming

[ long range reconnaissance patrols. To shorten the time required to prepare
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for a new offensive, in early 1944 the Soviets sent out experimental company

and battalion-sized units to engage the German outposts or reconnoiter by

fire, thereby identifying the main German defensive organization much more

rapidly. In the process, the Red Army received an unexpected bonus. Soviet

reconnaissance units were often able to seize control of outposts that the

Germans were defending only lightly, as part of the long-standing German

doctrine of defense in depth. By late 1944, the Soviets had transformed

their reconnaissance units into the first wave of the deliberate attack.

Company and larger units on reconnaissance missions attacked within a few

hours of the main offensive, seizing the German outposts and thereby

unmasking the main German defenses. Then the main attack focused on those

principal defenses.
2 3

Although Soviet commanders massed their forces on relatively narrow

breakthrough fronts, their successes were due to more than just numerical

superiority. Whether in the reconnaissance echelon or the main attack, the

Soviets used a variety of procedures to overcome the German defenses.

First, artillery units fired their preparations under centralized control

and elaborate plans. The Soviets used a variety of deception measures, such

as sending the assault infantry forward during a lull in the firing in order

to lure the Germans out of their bunkers so that renewed Soviet artillery

* fire could destroy them. Heavy tanks to support the infantry and eliminate

strongpoints, medium tanks to penetrate rapidly and suppress enemy infantry

fires, and assault guns for direct fire support against antitank guns and

- strongpoints cooperated as described earlier. Combat engineers or specially
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trained infantrymen frequently rode on each tank. Their mission was to

eliminate obstacles and provide close-in protection for the tank from German

shortrange antitank weapons. The tank might temporarily assume a

hull-down position and provide covering fire while engineers cleared

minefields and infantry eliminated enemy short range antitank weapons. The

Soviets reluctantly accepted the high casualties produced by this technique

in an effort to accelerate their rate of penetration. Given the meticulous

German defensive preparations and the lack of Soviet armored personnel

carriers, the Soviets had to combine engineers, infantry, and tanks in this

manner regardless of losses. Soviet commanders may have used battalions of

"expendable" criminals for these tasks. In general, by 1944 the Soviets

were extremely concerned by personnel casualties. The best means to reduce

casualties were concentration, speed of penetration, and careful task

organization of the attacking forces. Instead of advancing on line and in

mass, the Soviet attackers operated in tailored assault groups cf platoon to

battalion size. Where time allowed, each assault group trained to eliminate

a specific German strongpoint, thereby d.slocatIng the German defensive

organization. Assault groups normally included four subgroups: a

reconnaissance subgroup to clear an approach route to the objective, a

blocking subgroup to engage and pin down the defenders, a fire subgroup to

* isolate the strongpoint from reinforcement, and an attack subgroup,

including engineers and heavy tanks or assault guns, to actually eliminate

the objective from the flanks or rear.
2 5
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Once the Soviets completed their penetration, their commanders sought to

sustain the momentum, moving rapidly from encirclement to renewed

exploitation and pursuit so that the defenders had no opportunity to

reorganize a coherent defense. German exploitations of 1939-42 had normally

been centrally controlled, to ensure that all elements moved in the same

general direction and were available to support each other in the event of

counterattack. Soviet exploitation, particularly after the initial

encirclement was completed, tended to be more decentralized and diffuse.

The notoriously poor Soviet radio communications may have been partially

responsible for this decentralization, but in fact the Soviets retained

their belief in the interwar theory that rapidly moving forces could fan out
4

and confuse as well as disorganize the defender. Decentralization and small

unit initiative allowed leading Soviet units to seize targets of

opportunity, such as bridges and river crossings, that were not immediately

obvious to the senior planners. The same decentralization made the Soviets

more vulnerable to defeat in detail by massed German counterattacks.

Beginning in 1943, a combination of factors such as declining German combat

effectiveness, growing Soviet tactical experience, and better close air

support of the exploitation forces allowed the Soviets to defeat most German

counterattacks and continue their mission.

The most common formation for Soviet exploitation was the "forward

detachment," a combined arms organization of great mobility and firepower

that was sent ahead of the main unit to seize key objectives and disrupt

4 enemy efforts to reorganize the defense. 2 6 During the war, both the size
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of the typical forward detachment and the distance it operated ahead of the

main body increased steadily. In the last two years of the war, a forward

detachment normally was a tank brigade reinforced by batteries or battalions

of field and antiaircraft artillery, heavy tanks, assault guns, and

engineers. When available, an air controller accompanied the detachment to

direct close air support, and air units were dedicated to support specific

detachments. This reinforced brigade operated as much as ninety kilometers

ahead of the rest of its parent tank corps, which, in turn, might be acting

as a forward detachment for a tank army. A forward detachment did not

necessarily follow the same routes as the main body of troops and was not

responsible for advance guard security of that main body. Frequently, an

efficient forward detachment commander could brush through hasty German

defenses along the way, allowing the following troops to continue their

exploitation and pursuit without deploying to attack the scattered Germans.

When logistics and lack of combat power finally halted a forward detachment,

the detachment commander attempted to seize a bridgehead over the next river

obstacle as a starting point for a renewed offensive at a later date. In

short, the forward detachment led the mobile group envisaged in prewar

Soviet doctrine, and greatly increased the tempo of exploitation and pursuit.

THE GERMAN DECLINE, 1943-45

While the Red Army grew in both equipment and tactical proficiency, the

German Army declined not only in numbers but in overall training and

3WPC2293J/MAR84
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- tactical ability. When faced with local Soviet superiority achieved by

massing on a narrow breakthrough frontage, the German defenders naturally

ascribed all Soviet successes to overwhelming numerical advantage. In fact,

however, the quality of the German armed forces declined as a result of

their declining quantity. As early as the summer of 1942, the German

divisions that were not involved in the second German offensive in the east

were deliberately filled to only fifty-five percent of authorized

personnel. Even spearhead units received only eighty-five percent of

authorized equipment. 27  In order to maintain their armies in the field,

the German leaders progressively reduced the amount of training given to

replacements before sending them to the field, and used training units in

combat during Soviet breakthroughs. This becaxne a vicious cycle, in which

poorly-trained German soldiers survived for only short periods at the front,

and therefore had to be replaced even more rapidly than before. 28 This

decline in infantry quality prompted German commanders to seek

ever-increasing amounts of firepower in the form of assault guns, antitank

rockets, automatic weapons, and artillery.

Given the shortages of personnel, from 1942 onwards many German infantry

divisions operated with only six instead of nine infantry battalions. In

1944, the German General Staff formally changed the division structure to

- reflect this reality. According to the 1944 reorganization, an infantry

division consisted of three infantry regiments of two battalions each. This

configuration allowed each battalion to have a greater share of the weakened

* regimental artillery and antitank companies than had been possible with a
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three-battalion regiment. On the other hand, such a structure retained the

large overhead of three regimental staffs and support elements, yet denied

the regimental commander a third battalion to act as a local reserve force.

In practice some divisions therefore organized themselves into two regiments

of three battalions each. In either case, the 1944 German infantry division

retained all four artillery battalions of the previous structure, so that,

at least on paper, the declining ability of the infantry was offset by a

larger proportion of fire support. Recognizing enemy air superiority, the

1944 divisional organization also included a battery of self-propelled

antiaircraft guns.29

Despite such improved fire support, after 1943 the German defenders

found themselves increasingly hard pressed to contain, let alone halt,

Soviet offensives. The basis for the German doctrine of defense in depth

was to absorb enemy attacks and separate armor from its supporting infantry,

in order to defeat each element independently. By 1944, improved Soviet

cooperation among the arms nullified German efforts to isolate those

fighting components from each other. Many German ccmmanders experimented

with the idea of a preemptive withdrawal, pulling back their troops Just

before a Soviet deliberate attack in order to save lives and to force the

Soviets to reorganize for another attack a few kilometers farther west. Yet

such a withdrawal under pressure required high morale and training, the very

commodities that were declining most rapidly in the German Army.
3 0

While the infantry divisions gradually wore down, the Germans made a

belated effort to rebuild their panzer forces. Heinz Guderian dedicated
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himself to this task as Inspector-General of Panzer Troops (1943-44) and

then as Chief of the General Staff (1944-45). However, his continued

insistance on the panzer arm as a force separate from the rest of the German

Army was no longer appropriate. It was true that the panzer divisions were

the principal German instrument for counterattacking enemy penetrations and

encirclements. Yet these divisions were so few in numbers compared to the

great distances on the Russian front that they often counterattacked singly

or in pairs, wearing themselves down as fast as Guderian could rebuild

them. By removing armor training and doctrine from the appropriate branches

of the General Staff, Guderian only increased the estrangement between the

panzer and infantry forces and made training between the arms more

difficult. 3 1

Despite these problems, the balanced panzer division remained an

extremely effective force at the tactical level. Only minor changes in

organization and tactics occurred after 1941. The production requirements

for tanks, assault guns, and other tracked vehicles meant that the panzer

grenadiers remained largely motorized, rather than mechanized, throughout

the war. Even at its peak in the fall of 1943, the German panzer force had

only 26 of 226 panzer grenadier battalions, or eleven percent, mounted in

armored half-tracks.3 2  Thus, except in certain elite units, no more than

4 one of the four to five infantry battalions in a panzer division was

actually mechanized. Generally speaking, one or two companies of such a

mechanized battalion accompanied each panzer battalion in advance, with the

motorized infantry following later to consolidate and defend the areas
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seized by the first attacks. Artillery forward observers in tanks or

half-tracks accompanied the first wave. Where only motorized infantry was

available, these troops went into battle dismounted, following in the lee of

the tanks until they were needed to clear obstacles or defend against enemy

infantry. To avoid being tied to this dismounted infantry when the

attackers met with effective fire, the German tanks sometimes bounded

forward, assumed hull-down positions that minimized the target they

presented to the enemy, and provided suppressive fires to cover the

inf'antrymen hurrying to rejoin the tanks. To protect the attacking panzer

force from enemy armored counterattack, antitank guns leapfrogged into a

series of overwatching positions on the flanks of the advance. The assault

guns remained back with the motorized infantry reserves, to consolidate

gains or to engage an enemy counterattack that penetrated into the division

mass. Because of allied air superiority on all fronts, the German armored

forces needed much greater air defense protection in 1944-45 than in 1940.

Truck-mounted panzer grenadier battalions therefore included the 20-mm

antiaircraft guns which had proven so effectiTe earlier in the war, while

tank and half-track mounted infantry received self-propelled antiaircraft

guns, in some cases as low as company level. 33  Such, at least, was the

theory of panzer organization and tactics; in practice, of course, the

declining strength of such units produced a variety of improvised battle

groups.
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AMERICAN CONCEPTS AND PRACTICE, 1943-45

r
The initial contact cf American forces with Axis troops did not fulfill

the promise of previous U.S. developments in doctrine and organization.

During the 1942-43 invasion of North Africa, for example, a variety of

factors including inexperience led American commanders to scatter their

forces in regimental or smaller units, thereby depriving them of the

advantages of the U.S. centralized fire control system. The U.S. armored

divisions had stressed decentralized, mobile combat by direct fire so often

in training that their self-propelled artillery battalions had neglected the

study of indirect fire techniques. Inadequate logistics forced the

0 Americans to leave their corps artillery far behind the front in Tunisia,

further reducing available fire support when the Germans counterattacked in

February 1943. In the crisis of Kasserine Pass, however, the artillery of

the 1st and 9th Infantry Divisions was finally able to operate on an

organized basis, with devastating effect on the Germans (map 6, above).
34

Similar problems arose in the Southwest Pacific, where in 1942 General

0O Douglas MacArthur committed the 32d Infantry Division to battle in Papua

with no artillery and only a few mortars. Despite the protests of the 32d

Division commander, MacArthur's staff mistakenly thought that artillery

* would be ineffective in the jungles. Moreover, the local air commander,

General George C. Kenney, assured the division that "the artillery in this

theater flIes," and then failed to provide effective air support throughout

a long campaign. 35  Based on the bitter experience of assaulting Japanese
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bunker complexes without appropriate fire support, the 32d Division learned

at great cost the need to coordinate artillery and air support with the

infant ry.

To some extent the U.S. troops who invaded Normandy in 1944 had to

relearn this lesson. Many of the U.S. infantry divisions used in the

invasion had not been in combat before and had not had the opportunity for

extensive tank-infantry training with the separate tank battalions that

supported them. Furthermore, the radios issued to infantry, tank, and

fighter aircraft units had incompatible frequencies, making communication

among tne arms impossible. Even when the infantry commander was riding on

the outside of a tank or standing next to it, the noise of the tank engine

made it difficult for the infantry and tank commanders to communicate face

to face.
3 6

The U.S. Army gradually corrected these problems and developed more

effective combined arms teams during the breakout from Normandy. The need

for close tank-infantry cooperation reinforced the habitual association of

the same tank battalion and infantry division. Signalmen installed

improvised external telephones on tanks, so that the accompanying infantry

could enter the tank intercommunications network. In July 1944, the

commander of IX Tactical Air Command, General Ewood A. Quesada, proyided

VHF aircraft radios for installation in the leading tanks of each armored

task force. When the U.S. broke out of Normandy bridgehead, these tanks

could communicate with fighter bombers. The IX Tactical Air Command flew

"armored column cover," providing on-call fighter bombers for close air
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support whenever the ground columns requested. It is true that this tactic

was very wasteful in terms of aircraft usage, but the high tempo of

exploitation that these tank-aircraft teams could maintain justified the

resources involved.

Advancing on parallel routes also facilitated the American exploitation

and pursuit across France. Where the road network allowed, U.S. armored

divisions and combat commands advanced with two or more task forces moving

along parallel routes. Frequently, a German strongpoint would halt one

column, only to find itself outflanked by another American column a few

kilometers away. These tactics and massive air superiority propelled the

allied advance. The allied forces usually found their progress hindered as

4much by logistical factors as by enemy defenses. Strategically, logistics

hampered the allies throughout 1944-45. Tactically, some armored units

found it more secure to travel with their combat trains in the midst of the

column, rather than following behind where they might encounter bypassed

enemy resistance. Of course, such a tactic was only appropriate when

exploiting against limited enemy defenses. When logistics elements moved on

their own, they often required small antiaircraft, tank destroyer, and

infantry escorts for local security.
3 7

This dispersion of antiaircraft units in small detachments exemplified

the fate of specialized American forces when their particular funotion was

not in demand. Although U.S. antiaircraft units conducted a number of air

Vdefense operations, most notably the protection of the bridge at Remagen

during the conquest of Germany, overwhelming allied air superiority made an
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integrated air defense system increasingly unimportant during 1944-45.

instead, 3enior commanders used antiaircraft weapons in a ground fire

support role and deactivated some antiaircraft units to provide much-needed

infantry replacements during the fall of 1944. Similarly, chemical smoke

generator companies repaired roads when line units did not need smoke

support. This misuse developed a set of false attitudes and priorities

among combat commanders, but the shortage of manpower was so severe that no

unit could stand idle. The excellent performance of such specialized units

in an infantry role during the battle of the Bulge justified the American

policy that support troops should be trained and e'uipped to defend

themselves and fight when necessary. Even if, for example, the engineers

had been employed to construct barriers in front of the German advance,

there were no other forces available to provide firepower in conjunction

with those obstacles. At that point, the situation was so desperate that

local commanders were fully Justified in using all available forces as

infantry.

AIR-GROMJD (NON)COOPERATION

Air support of ground operations, and especially close air support, was

the subject of intense controversy between ground and air services during

World War I!. No one disputed the importance of air superiority, but ground

attack priorities were another matter. That controversy was perhaps most

acute in the United States, but the questions involved found echoes in other

nations as well.
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Throughout the war, the U.S. Army Air Forces (AAF) operated almost

independently from the other elements of the army. Soon after Pearl Harbor

President Franklin D. Roosevelt gave the AAF a tremendous mission--precision

strategic bombing of Germany and eventually Japan--that strained the limited

air resources of the U.S. for most of the war. AAF leaders believedU
strongly in the value of strategic bombing. This belief only increased

their tendency to distance themselves from the ground arms. The result was

near disaster on the battlefield, retrieved only by the common sense of

tactical commanders on the spot.

Army Air Force doctrine defined three priorities for tactical aviation:

first, air superiority; second, "isolation of the battlefield," which in

.4 effect meant air interdiction; and third, attacks on ground targets "in the

zone of contact" between opposing armies. 3 8  Throughout the war, the AAF

term for close air support was "third phase" or "priority three" missions,

reflecting a basic belief that such targets were an uneconomical,

inefficient, and unimportant use for air power, and rightfully belonged to

the field artillery. Some basis for this belief existed, of course--close

6 air support required extremely careful training and coordination, and

suffered from the difficulty of differentiating friend from foe while flying

at high speed. Moreover, the air leaders were probably correct in their

* belief that the air weapons of World War II had only limited destructive

effect against small, point targets of the type found near the line of

contact. Centrally-directed interdiction of the enemy by tactical air

assets, the AAF argued, was the most efficient use of this weapon. Yet the
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ground commanders valued the psychological effects of close air support on

both friend and foe, while the unseen interdiction attacks had no such

effects. in addition, close air support was an excellent means of rapidly

massing combat power at the decisive point. The more that air leaders

opposed the decentralized use of their aircraft for close air support, the

more ground commanders felt the need to control some air assets to ensure

their availability when needed.

As commander of the Army Ground Forces, General McNair led a vain effort

to change Army Air Force priorities. He argued that, even if close air

support missions were the exception rather than the rule, that exception

should be stressed in training because it was the most difficult form of

ground attack mission. Yet the AAF was unwilling to provide aircraft even

for major ground maneuvers, let alone small unit training. Six months

before the Normandy invasion, thirty-three U.S. divisions in England had

experienced no joint air-ground training, and twenty-one had not even seen

displays of friendly aircraft for purposes of recognition in battle. As

noted above, in 1943 the AAF arbitrarily changed the radios in

fighter-bombers to a type that was incompatible with ground radios. Air ind

ground units had little understanding of the tactics and capabilities of

their counterparts.39

The results were predictably poor. During the North African invasion,

ground forces received little air support, and ground commanders with no

experience in the employment of tactical air support misused the little

available. U.S. ground trcops saw so few friendly aircraft that they fired
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on anything that flew. One American observation squadron lost ten aircraft

in North Africa--two to enemy air attack, three to enemy ground fire, and

five to American ground fire. Gradually, both sides learned to recognize

and cooperate with each other, but the process was painful. 40

The United States did not develop a formal doctrine and training

procedure for air-ground cooperation until late in the war. In the interim,

effective air support depended upon personalities and initiative in the

field. The XII Air Support Command colocated its headquarters with the 5th

U.S. Army in Italy, meeting each evening to plan strikes for the next day

and improvising a common network of liaison officers and radios. Within the

air resources allocated by higher headquarters, the ground operations

6 officer established priorities that the air operations officer rejected only

when the proposed use was a technical impossibility. A similar relationship

gradually developed between the 9th U.S. Tactical Air Force and some of the

U.S. field armies in France and Germany. Yet even in 1946, AAF officers

" assigned to study the lessons learned from tactical air operations in Europe

continued to describe close air support as a "priority three" mission and

recommended the continued use of AAF doctrine on this subject. Meanwhile,

in the absence of effective aerial observation support, the ground forces

had developed their own aviation, using light aircraft for artillery

* adjustment, command and control, and movement of critical supplies.41

Not even the German armed forces were immune to this type of

interservice misunderstanding and rivalry. As late as November 1941, for

4 example, the Luftwaffe refused Erwin Rommel's request for a single air
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liaison officer to arrange on-call aircraft for the Afrika Korps, because

such an arrangement "would be against the best use of the air force as a

whole." With such attitudes, it is not surprising that German Stukas

dive-bombed their own armored divisions on at least one occasion. 4 2  On

the eastern front, of course, German air-ground cooperation reached its peak

during the period 1941-43. Thereafter, the growing strength of the Red Air

Force and the demands of air defense for Germany against American and

British strategic bombardment caused a steady decline in the number and

quality of German tactical aircraft. In addition, from 1942 onward the

improved quality of Soviet tanks caused the Luftwaffe to experiment with

better air-ground antitank weapons, including 30-mm automatic cannon and

shaped charge armor-piercing bombs. 4 3  Thus, although the Luftwaffe

developed adequate procedures for air-ground cooperation in most respects,

the lack of sufficient aircraft to conduct such support, and the

technological decline of the Luftwaffe in comparison to its opponents, made

this support rare after 1943.

The Royal Air Force continued its policy of independence from the

British Army well into World War II. As in the U.S., RAF leaders considered

strategic bombing and air superiority much more important than air-ground

cooperation. From 1942 onward, however, a working compromise developed in

three different theaters almost simultaneously. First, the battles of North

Africa demonstrated the importance of air-ground cooperation there. Bernard

Montgomery developed an entire network of liaison officers and colocated

ground and air headquarters to provide such support while still leaving much
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independence to the RAF. Second, the British and Commonwealth forces that

reconquered Burma eventually developed an even closer relationship with

their airmen, a relationship based on their mutual sense of having to depend

on themselves because of poor support from Britain. Meanwhile in Great

Britain, RAF Fighter Command sought a more active mission once it had won

the Battle of Britain. This institutional need for a new mission coincided

with the rise in Fighter Command of one of the few British flyers with

extensive experience in close air support--Traf ford Leigh-Mallory. The

irritating but effective Leigh-Mallory built the British 2d Tactical Air

Force as an instrument to support the Normandy invasion, and then directed

both this force and the American 9th Air Force during the 1944 campaign.

Even then, the proportion of ground attack sorties expended on close air

support was often much lower than that on interdiction missions that

searched for targets almost at random. 
4 4

By 1945, most armed forces had developed unofficial techniques for

effective air-ground cooperation in the field. Such techniques did not

resolve the basic doctrinal differences between air and ground components.

These disputes persisted in peacetime long after the procedures for close

air support were forgotten.

*AIR TRANSPORTATION AND AIR-LANDING FORCES

One of the neglected aspects of air-ground operations during World War

II was the use of air transportation to move supplies and even non-parachute
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troops within a theater of operations. Just as railroads and trucks had

changed the logistical and operational mobility of earlier armies, so air

transportation promised to eliminate the historical vulnerability of all

ground forces--their land-based lines of communication. Leaving aside the

use of true airborne troops for the moment, the techniques of air

transportation and supply bear closer examination.

The most significant use of such techniques was in Asia, where the vast

distances, poor road networks, and few railroads made aerial supply almost a

necessity. In order to understand the British use of air transport in

Burma, however, we must digress briefly to consider the tactics of Britain's

opponent Japan.

As previously noted, Japanese industry icould not hope to compete with

the mass production of weapons by its enemies. Much as it would have liked

to have such weapons, the Japanese Army often had to rely on unorthodox

tactics to make up for lack of equipment and firepower. In particular,

surprise attacks by night or from unexpected directions seemed to allow the

Japanese to close rapidly with the enemy. In hand-to-hand fighting,

Japanese leaders believed that their superior morale and training would

compensate for shortages of equipment or even of manpower. 4
5

During the conquest of Malaya and Burma in 1942, the Japanese tactics

made a virtue out of their lack of heavy weapons. Generally speaking, the

British and Commonwealth defenderz were tied to the few available roads for

supply purposes, and considered the surrounding hills and jungles almost

impassible. Upon contacting the enemy, the Japanese therefore used a small
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demonstration attack along the road to fix the attention of the enemy, and

sent a lightly-armed infantry force in a long flank march through difficult

terrain into the enemy rear. Once in position, the outflanking Japanese

force would attack British logistical installations and set up roadblocks

behind the bypassed British defenders. The British response wasI
predictable--they turned their combat forces around to fight through the

roadblocks behind them and rejoin their logistical support, allowing the

Japanese to defeat them in detail. As the war continued and Japanese

supplies became even thinner, many Japanese commanders acquired a habit of

planning to live off captured enemy supplies. Having achieved their

objectives, the Japanese would then establish elaborate bunker defenses that
I

were difficult to identify, let alone destroy, when the British

counterattacked.

Some of the British responses to these tactics were simple and

effective. Divisions reduced their establishment of wheeled vehicles, and

trained to secure their flanks and move through "impassable" terrain. To

destroy Japanese bunkers, the British 14th Army developed two tactics, which

incidentally represented partial solutions to the continuing problems of how

to keep the defender pinned down by fire while the attacker covers the final

few meters in the assault. First, British tanks accompanying the attack

* fired a careful sequence of ammunition at the bunkers--simple explosive to

clear the 'Jungle, then high explosive with delayed action fuses to break

into the bunkers, and finally solid armor-piercing shot as the infantry made

the final assault. So long as the infantrymen stayed out of the tank's
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direct line of fire, they could safely close with the Japanese because this

solid shot had no explosive effect. Later in the war, the extremely high

degree of cooperation and mutual confidence between air and ground elements

in Burma allowed the British close air support aircraft to fly a final,

"dummy" bombing pass against the enemy, causing the Japanese to stay under

cover until the allied infantry and tanks were on top of them. 4 6

The key to defeating Japanese infiltration tactics was air

transportation. In March 1944, General William Slim, the 14th Army

commander, correctly predicted a major Japanese offensive against his

logistical base area around the town of Imphal, although the large size of

the Japanese force which bypassed his divisions and closed on Imphal did

surprise him (see map 7). Using large numbers of RAF and U.S. transport

aircraft, Slim was able to parachute or air-land supplies to all his

bypassed elements, which could continue to fight without being tied to their

threatened lines of communication. Furthermore, Slim air-landed most of the

5th Indian Division on the airfields around Imphal, and these fresh troops

went straight into battle against the infiltrating Japanese. By 19U5, the

victorious advance of the 14th Army in the more open country of central

Burma was made possible only by a combination of air as well as surface

transportation. Two of Slim's divisions reorganized into an unusual

configuration for this advance. Two out of three infantry brigades in each

division reequipped with their wheeled transportation, so that they could

accompany attached army tank brigades in a mechanized advance down major

arteries. As each objective fell, one of these two brigades paused long
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enough to construct an air strip for resupply. The third brigade in each

division was specially equipped with very light trucks and narrow artillery

gun carriages that would fit onto transport airplanes. Thus the entire

brigade could be air-landed onto airstrips or captured airfields to

reinforce the ground elements when they encountered significant resistance;

until that time, the brigade was in essence a divisional reserve that did

not burden the logistical system in the combat zone. This combination of

armor, wheeled infantry, and air-landed infantry established a tempo of

advance that the poorly equipped and foot-mobile Japanese could not hope to

match. The only drawback to this form of aerial resupply and redeployment

was the need for air superiority or at least air parity to allow hundreds of

transport flights into forward areas each day.
4 7

Other nations also used air transport for resupply and limited movement

of troops. In the German case, air transport like close air support was a

promising concept that the Luftwaffe was too weak to sustain in many cases.

Thus the surrounded German forces in encirclements like Stalingrad rarely

received adequate air resupply.

AIRBORNE OPERATIONS

All the considerations and difficulties of close air support and of air

transportation loomed even larger when ground troops used parachutes and

gliders to land behind enemy lines. In fact, the Americans and British

finally decided that the only solution to such coordination problems was to
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establish a joint and combined organization--the 1st Allied Airborne Army,

which controlled both the troops and the troop carrier aircraft. Even with

such close integration of air and ground assets, the potential for error in

planning and executing airborne operations was great.

In theory, airborne operations appeared as an answer to the difficulties

of penetrating prepared defenses--the attacker simply flew over those

defenses, and assaulted the enemy rear areas. This sudden assault from

above had the same psychological effects as early armored penetrations,

confusing and disorganizing the structure of the defending army. In

practice, of course, planning and communications between the air and ground

elements of such an operation were complicated to the extreme. The effects

of German air defense, the inaccuracies of air navigation, and the

*difficulty of controlling early parachutes and gliders during-landings meant

that most airborne drops were widely scattered. Paratroops had to land

prepared to fight as individuals or in ad hoc small groups, without the

advantages of organization that make any military unit so much more

effective than the sum of its individual members.

In a few operations, such as the German capture of the island of Crete

in 1941, airborne troops took and held an objective almost unsupported, but

only at great cost in men and equipment. Generally, airborne operations

* were best conducted in conjunction with a conventional ground offensive, so

that the paratroops could link up with the attacking ground forces within a

few hours or days of the initial airdrop. Finding such an ideal situation

was difficult. Commanders had to abort many planned airborne operations

210
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because, by the time the decision was made and planning completed, the

advancing ground troops had overrun the proposed drop zones.

Airborne units could not be equipped like conventional infantry forces,

because of the difficulties of transporting heavy weapons and vehicles even

in gliders. Furthermore, the parachuting personnel often found themselves

separated from the gliders and cargo parachutes carrying their heavy

weapons. Thus an airborne unit lacked much of the firepower, protection,

and ground mobility of ordinary infantry divisions. Once on the ground, an

airborne division was extremely vulnerable to enemy mechanized attack, and

had to seize and hold its objectives before the enemy could react. General

James Gavin and other U.S. airborne commanders concluded that it was better

to accept heavy casualties and parachute injuries by landing on or close to

the objective than to descend on a safer drop zone that was several miles

from the objective.
4 8

The poor firepower and mobility of an airborne division was especially

significant for the British and Americans, because the shortage of combat

troops of all kinds meant that airborne divisions frequently remained in

ground combat alongside conventional divisions even after the two forces had

linked up. Ultimately, U.S. airborne commanders urged that their divisions

be organized and equipped like conventional infantry divisions, with the

heavy weapons and vehicles rejoining the airborne division overland after

the drop zone had been secured. 4
9

Many of the same problems plagued the Soviet efforts in airborne

warfare. Despite an initial lead in airborne concepts and training during
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the 1930s, the Red Army's higher level paratroop commanders suffered from

the same problems of their more conventional peers by 1941--poor leadership

and staffwork, inadequate intelligence, and lack of key equipment, including

transport aircraft. Of the two division-sized Soviet airborne operations of

World War II, the Vyzama landing in early 1942 was at best a partial

success, because attacking ground elements never established firm contact

between the airborne pockets and the main Soviet lines, and the Dnepr

landing of September 1943 was a disaster because the troops landed on an

unsuspected concentration of German troops. As a result of these

experiences, Joseph Stalin virtually ignored airborne tactics and

development after the war.
5 0

AMPHIBIOUS OPERATIONS

C If airborne operations required meticulous cooperation and coordination

between two services, air and ground, then obviously amphibious operations

were far more complex. The opposed amphibious landings of World War Ii

0foreshadowed the nature of future wars, when sea, air, and land forces would

have :.3 be integrated and coordinated with each other and often with the

forces of other nations.

Tactically, the U.S. Marine Corps had developed the doctrine of

amphibious landing between the world wars, at a time when most armiesF. considered such operations impossible. Even when war broke out, the marines

were still struggling to resolve the problems of fire support. An
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amphibious assault against prepared enemy defenses has all the problems of a

deliberate attack, plus the inability of the attacker to bring his own

artillery onto the beach immediately, and the difficulties of wind and tide

as the attacker comes ashore. The solution to these problems, besides

careful organization and command and control, was fire support from naval

and air units. Yet as late as 1940, the U.S.M.C.'s own aviators followed

the familiar argument that air strikes should be used only when conventional

artillery was unavailable. Even during the invasion of Saipan in June 1944,

there was only one frequency available for forty-one air liaison teams to

control marine close air support, causing considerable delays in air

strikes. Still, by the end of the war the U.S.M.C. had extremely effective

and responsive air support, and even naval gunfire was so refined that it

could provide a rolling barrage in front of the marine attackers on the

beach. Only the flat trajectory of naval guns limited their ability to

provide fire support inland.
5 1

In addition to coordinating the elements of fire support, there was the

question of moving the assault infantry and support forces across the

beaches and through enemy shoreline defenses. The amphibious tractor gave

the attacker that ability even where the water was too shallow for ordinary

landing craft. The British Army developed an entire armored division, the

79th, which was equipped with specialized weapons such as amphibious Sherman

tanks and mine-roller or flail tanks. This equipment proved invaluable not

only during the invasion of Normandy in June 1944, but also in the assault.

river crossing of the Rhine in 1945. Both of these operations, with the
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combination of ground, air, amphibious, and parachute forces of several

nations, were models of the steps required to combine many different weapons

and units into an effective whole.

UNCONVENTIONAL WARFARE

One final specialized weapon was prominent in World War

I--unconventional warfare or guerrilla forces. Dozens of German divisions

were involved in rear area protection against partisan forces in the Soviet

Union and the Balkans. In France and again in the American reconquest of

the Philippines, these guerrilla armies were much more than an additional

irritant to the occupying army. On a number of occasions, the U.S. and

British forces used the guerrillas as an economy of force tool, bypassing

enemy positions and leaving the guerrillas to protect their flanks and

rear. This, plus the great intelligence and sabotage potential of

guerrillas, made them a significant weapon.

The principal drawback to the allied use of guerrillas was largely one

of perception. Because most military planners regarded the guerrillas as an

auxiliary force, dependent upon the conventional armies for weapons and

training, those planners tended to underestimate the capability of

guerrillas for independent actions of the type that dominated the 1950s and

1960s.

To some extent, the experience of the German Army summarizes the

experience of all armies in World War II. Initially, Germany had advantages
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in training and experience, advantages which allowed its soldiers to better

integrate the different weapons on the battlefield and to move so rapidly

that their opponents became disoriented and incapable of rapid response. As

the war lengthened, the Germans tended to rely increasingly on their air

support and high quality armored formations to perform missions that were

inappropriate for such formations, such as penetration of a prepared

defense. Heavy tanks took precedence over half-tracks for the accompanying

infantry, and thus German production was never able to support a

fully-mechanized force. Simultaneously, Germany's opponents were learning

how to better integrate their forces at a tactical level, and how to

organize an effective antitank defense in depth. Moreover, from 1943 onward

inprovements in both the quantity and quality of allied air and ground

forces dissipated the early German advantages of training and weaponry.

This problem of quality and quantity became even more acute for the

Japanese, who were never able to compete in manpower and production with

their enemies, expecially because hundreds of thousands of Japanese troops

were tied down in China.

Sheer mass was not sufficient to defeat the Axis forces on the

battlefield, however. The Soviet, British, and American armed forces also

gained greater skill in combined arms, and adjusted their organizations to

improve this combination. By 1945, these armies had developed true combat

effectiveness at the small unit level, even though that effectiveness was

sometimes a product of field improvisation rather than of careful

institutional development. At that point, the problem of combined arms
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integration shifted, at least temporarily, to a higher >_vel of

organization. The lingering proglems of combining the arms in 1945 were not

so much at battalion or division levels as they were between the army and

the other services. Air support in particular was a critical link in the

success of most offensives in World War II, yet the U.S. Army had only

achieved a temporary truce on this issue with the Army Air Forces. Once the

war was over, the practical lessons of small unit integration and of

air-ground cooperation were frequently forgotten.

I
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CHAPTER SIX

COMBINED ARMS AFTER 1945

By 1945, the victorious armies of the United Nations had devdloped a

very sophisticated, equipment-intensive form of combined arms mechanized

war. Even in the Pacific theater, the Americans and British used generous

amounts of air power, specialized landing craft, and armored vehicles to

support their infantry operations. Yet during the immediate postwar years

these armies faced two trends that argued against the mechanized, armored

solution to the problems of combined arms combat. First, the destructive

power of the atomic bomb convinced many strategists that traditional land

combat was obsolete and caused others to expect radical modifications to any

future land combat. The atomic weapon made dense concentrations of ground

forces on narrow frontages extremely dangerous and caused the air power

advocates of the world to regard air-ground cooperation as even less

important than it had been previously, because the super weapon seemingly

made close air support unnecessary. Especially during the late 1940s, when

the United States had a nuclear monopoly, the future role of armies appeared

to be to secure the bases for strategic bombers before the war and to mop up

and occupy enemy territory after the nuclear bombing. Until the early

1950s, technological limitations restricted the design and production of

truely small yield, tactical nuclear weapons. Thus by definition nuclear

warfare meant large scale, strategic nuclear weapons, and consequently

ground combat fell into neglect.
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The second, and opposing, challenge to the mechanized armies of 1945 was

the so-called "war of national liberation" using unconventional warfare

tactics. During the later 1940s, insurgencies in China, Indo-China, Greece,

and Malaya made conventional armies appear too expensive and too musclebound

to compete efficiently against the politicized peasant equipped with a rifle

and a bag of rice. To meet this challenge, western armies had to neglect

the development of new generations of expensive armored weapons in favor of

renewed interest in increased mobility for light infantry forces. The

French in Indo-China and Algeria, and the British in Malaya, Kenya, anu

Aden, were clearly distracted from the mechanized trends of 1945. In the

1960s, the Europeans were again able to focus on home defense in an

intensive, mechanized war, but almost simultaneously the U.S. became

involved in Vietnam. Not until the mid-1970s were all the NATO allies

actively studying and developing doctrine for their own defense in Europe.

In the interim the Soviet Union had gone far to make up its previous

technical disadvantages in conventional combat. Of course, some

developments in counter-insurgency wars may have application in a more

intense, mechanized environment. For example, despite the potentially high

air defense threat posed by Soviet-equipped forces, airmobility is clearly

one of the major new tactical trends of the later 20th century.

* Most major armies, including that of the Soviet Union, have been forced

to adjust to the challenge of nuclear warfare or guerrilla insurgency, or

both. The only major exception has been Israel, and even there persistent

terrorism has posed a difficult problem for the mechanized Israeli forces.
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Thus major themes in post-1945 combined arms are difficult to identify.

Different armies have faced the same problems, but rarely at the same time.

However, three major topics stand out: the development of organization and

doctrine in the Soviet Army, the experience of the United States and to a

lesser extent its European allies, and finally the rapid development of the

Israeli Defense Forces from guerrillas to armor-heavy conventional soldiers.

THE SOVIET ARMY, 1945-66: THE DECLINE OF CONVENTIONAL FORCES

The Soviet Army, as it was renamed after World War II, has experienced

at least three different periods of doctrine and organization since 1945.

First, from the end of the war to the death of Stalin in 1953, the Soviets

demobilized a portion of their forces but continued the same tactical and

operational trends developed during the war. Second, from 1953 to

approximately 1967, the ground forces took a back seat to the

nuclear-equipped arms of the Soviet state. During this period, the Soviet

Army shrank in size and neglected its historical experience in combined arms

in favor of an armor-heavy force designed to survive and exploit nuclear

strikes. Finally, since the late 1960s the Soviet Union has reversed this

decline of land forces, restudied the experience of the "Great Patriotic

War," and prepared for the possibility of an extensive, combined arms

mechanized conflict with or without the use of nuclear weapons.1

Immediately after World War II, the Soviet Union had no nuclear weapons,

and therefore sought to refine its increasingly mechanized conventional
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forces as a threat to Western Europe. At the tlime, this was the only

possible Soviet counterweight to the U.S. nuclear monopoly. Although the

Soviet Union demobilized from over 500 division-3ized units to approximately

175 divisions during the period 194~5-48, the number of armored and

mechanized unit3 actually increased from thirty-nine to sixty-five. In the

process, the "tank corps" became tank divisions, and the "mechanized corps"

2became mechanized divisions (See figure 14~). Each of these divisions

reflected the experience of World War II, including integration of tanks,

self-propelled guns, infantry, artillery, and air defense at regimental

level. Indeed, the addition of a heavy tank/self -propelled gun regiment to

he mechanized division in 1951 made this division almost too unwieldy for a

small Soviet staff to control.

Simultaneously, the Soviets motorized their rifle divisions. The

demobilization of 194~5-48 allowed them to equip the remaining divisions

U completely with motor transportation, as evidenced by tripling the number of

trucks in a rifle division between 1944 and 19J46. The first Soviet armored

personnel carriers, the BTrR-152 series, came into production in late 194~5,

but even the motorized rifle regiment of a tank division was truck-mounted

until well into the 1950s. At that point, the tracked BTR-50 series came

into production for the mechanized units, and apparently other motorized

* rifle units inherited the BTR-152.3

Soviet doctrine remained essentially unchanged until 1953. During this

period the Soviets produced their first nuclear weapons, so that their

0 conventional ground forces became less vital to national strategy. Then
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TYPE SCVIET TANK ( 11,541 men (wartime); 208 medium and
DIVISION, 1947 44 heavy tanks; 84 self-propelled guns;
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Source: U.S. Department of the Army, Assistant Chief of Staff, C2,
Soviet Army Organization: Ilechanized Division (Wartime) (.,.ashington, D.C., 1954);

Soviet Army Organization: Tank Division (,Wartime) (ashington, D.C., 1954).

Figure 14. Type Soviet Tank Division, 1947, and and Mechanized Division, 1946/51.



Stalin's death in 1953 allowed Marshal Georgi Zhukov to return to power

within the armed forces. By 1955, Zhukov had won government approval for a

major reorganization of the ground forces. His primary goal was to adjust

the ground forces to the realities of nuclear warfare. All units had to

become smaller for better command and control, and better armored for

protection against the effects of nuclear weapons. The tubed artillery

preparations of the Great Patriotic War declined in significance, giving way

to a doctrine that viewed mechanized, armor-heavy forces as the exploitation

element after nuclear strikes had shattered the enemy defenses.

Tn terms of organization, Zhukov abolished the rifle corps, the unwieldy

mechanized division, the rifle division, and the remaining horse cavalry

0divisions. The motorized rifle division replaced both the mechanized and

the rifle division. By 1958, only three types of division remained: tank,

motorized rifle, and airborne rifle. Armies consisted only of three to four

tank divisions in a tank army, or two to three motorized rifle divisions and

one tank division in a combined arms army. Missile-equipped artillery and

air defense replaced much of the conventional artillery of the Soviet

Army.

At the same time, the influx of new equipment and the reduction in the

overall size of the army meant that all units, with the exception of

airborne divisions, were at least motorized and in many cases mechanized.

The term "mobile group," which for three decades had designated cavalry and

mechanized forces that were more mobile than conventional infantry, lost its

omeaning and fell out of use. However, the function of exploiting
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penetrations remained, becoming a role for the tank and motorized rifle

divisions.

Perhaps most significantly, the entire concept of combined arms seemed

less important once the Soviet Army decided that any future war would be

nuclear in nature. In particular, infantry as well as conventional

artillery shrank within existing organizations. In 1947, for example, a

typical "mechanized army" consisted of two tank and two mechanized

divisions. Because all the maneuver regiments in these divisions had

integrated infantry units, there were a total of thirty-four motorized or

mechanized infantry battalions in this mechanized army. By contrast, the

1958 "tank army" consisted of only four tank divisions, and these four

divisions had lost the motorized rifle battalions from their tank

regiments. Consequently, the tank army had only twelve infantry battalions,

all of them mounted in armored personnel carriers in part because of the

blast and radiation effects of nuclear weapons.
5

Beginning in 1960, Nikita Khrushchev further slighted the conventional

ground forces in favor of the "Strategic Rocket Forces." Individual army

organizations, as well as the total strength of the army, declined to a

post-war low of 140 small divisions. The Soviet Union appeared totally

committed to the concept of the "single option," the expectation that any

major war must be a nuclear war.
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REBIRTH OF SOVIET COMBINED ARMS AFTER 1967

Following Khrushchev's ouster in 1964, a debate began within the Soviet

military about the general direction of military affairs. The exact causes

of this debate remain unclear, although to some extent it may have been a

response to the American doctrine of flexible response. This U.S. doctrine,

which will be discussed below, called for military forces that would be

capable of fighting along the entire range of possible conflicts, from

4terrorism and guerrilla warfare up to full conventional and even nuclear

warfare. Regardless of the causes of the Soviet reappraisal, by 1966-67

their leadership had apparently determined that the "single option" was too

simplistic. in January 1963, for example, Major General S. Shtrik publicly

announced that:

a situation may arise in which combat operations begin and are
carried out fol, some time (most probably for a relatively short
duration) without the use of nuclear weapons, and only subsequently
will a shift to operations with these weapons take place. 6

To meet this possibility, the Soviet military renewed its study of

conventional combined arms warfare. The government allowed many senior!
commanders of World War II to publish their memoirs, openly identifying the

operational and tactical errors that the Soviets had made while righting the

Germans. More importantly, these memoirs focused on the continuing

relevance of certain techniques of the Great Patriotic War. In particular,

Soviet military scholars paid attention to the concepts of the mobile group

and the forward detachment, both of which were key to Soviet methods of

mechanized exploitation and pursuit. Although the term "mobile group" no
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longer applied in a fully-mechanized Soviet Army, the functions involved

remained relevant to conventional Soviet tactics.
7

Soviet organization reflected these doctrinal and historical concerns.

During the 1970s, Soviet tank regiments gradually regained the mechanized

infantry and conventional artillery battalions that they had lost under

Zhukov's regime. Perhaps most important, some Soviet divisions received a

"new" formation, the separate tank battalion. Viewed as a pure tank unit,

this battalion might seem to be an additional reserve for the division

commander. However, within the context of renewed Soviet interest in the

Great Patriotic War, the separate tank battalion might well be the nucleus

for a forward detachment in any future exploitation and pursuit.

Thus, by the mid-1970s the Soviet Union had come full circle in the

doctrine and organization of combined arms combat. While the United States

lost a decade of mechanized development because of its involvement in

Vietnam, the Soviet Union had developed new generations of armored fighting

vehicles to implement fully its long-standing doctrine of deep battle and

mechanized combined arms.

THE U.S. ARMY: DEMOBILIZATION TO KOREA

In contrast to the Soviet commanders in 1945, American field commanders

were only partially satisfied with their organization and equipment. In

1945-46, the General Board of the U.S. European Theater of Operations

conducted an exhaustive review of past and future organization. This review
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recognized the actual practices of the army in 1944-I45, thereby departing

from McNair's concepts to a considerable extent.

For example, in reviewing the performance of the triangular infantry

division, both the General Board and the War Department concluded that armor

should be organic to that division in order to provide support for infantry

attacks and to act as the primary antitank weapon of the army. The

infantry's 57-mm antitank gun seemed ineffective, and the tank destroyer was

too specialized to justify in a peacetime force structure. In a reversal of

( previous doctrine, the U.S. Army concluded that "the medium tank is the best

antitank weapon."1 Although such a statement may have been true, it

ignored the difficulties of designing a tank that could outshoot and defeat

all other tanks. Moreover, even if the tank was the best antitank weapon,

using it to defeat enemy armor might not be the best employment of available

tanks, which found themselves tied to their own infantry instead of

4attacking and exploiting enemy vulnerabilities. In any event, each infantry

regiment in the postwar U.S. Army received authorization for an organic tank

company, with the division as a whole acquiring an additional tank battalion.

4 By the time the War Department finally approved a new infantry division

structure in November 19416, a variety of changes had occurred based on

wartime experience. The self-propelled antiaircraft machine guns and

1 1.2-inch mortars that had frequently provided fire support to the World War

TI division became organic to that division. Regimental cannon companies

reolesrfe. Ee h natysudadpaoncagd feand antitank companies disappeared, but each infantry battalion received
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Source: Crganizational charts for"Infantry Division"and"Irmored >ivision"

Headquarters, 12.S. .rmy Cround Forces, 24 January 1147.

Figure 15. Type U. S. Infantry and Armored Diyisions, 1947.



conference at Fort Benning, Georgia, in 1946, the army reduced the rifle

squad from twelve to nine men. This change not only facilitated the squad

leader's control of his squad, but also released personnel to man a light

machine gun and an antitank rocket launcher in the weapons squad of each

reorganized platoon. This new platoon had a greater capacity for

independent fire and maneuver than its wartime predecessor. On the other

hand, the nine-man squad had little staying power once it suffered

casualties.
9

In the armored division, similar modifications occurred. The limiting

factor in most armored operations during 1944-45 was the shortage of armored

infantry, even in the smaller 1943 divisions. At the end of the war,

6 General George S. Patton estimated that the armored infantry suffered

sixty-five percent of all casualties in these divisions while inflicting

only twenty-nine percent of the German casualties. 10 Conventional

infantry and armored engineers found themselves pressed into service to

perform the infantry's close security and urban combat functions for armored

task forces. In 1946, the War Department therefore increased the armored

*infantry in each armored division from three battalions of three companies

each to four battalions of four companies each.

Just as in the infantry division, the postwar armored division acquired

* a number of units which had previously been attached to it. A "heavy" tank

battalion, actually equipped with M26 medium tanks because of their 90-mm

high velocity guns, replaced the departed tank destroyers as the antitank

element of an armored division. Battalions of 155-mm self-propelled
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artillery and self-propelled antiaircraft machine guns also became organic.

The three armored engineer companies of the'World War II division had proved

inadequate for mobility missions, let alone for doubling as armored

infantry, and so the postwar engineer battalion received a fourth line

company and a bridge company. The two truck companies normally attached to

any armored division were not added as separate units, but the division's

available wheeled transportation certainly grew during the postwar

reorganization. To cite but one example, the number of two and one-half ton

cargo trucks increased from 422 in 1943 to 804 in 1947. 1 1

Most of these notable improvements in the combination of arms were

stillborn because of postwar demobilization. The U.S. Army shrank to a

garrison force occupying Germany and Japan, with only skeleton units at

home. Given the American nuclear monopoly, few people outside the army saw

any requirement for combat ready forces. Except for one division in

Germany, the U.S. Army had no formations that even approched the 1946-47

tables of organization and equipment. All four divisions occupying Japan in

1950 had only two-thirds of their wartime authorization in men and

equipment. Each of these divisions had only one tank company and one

antiaircraft battery, and was missing one out of every three infantry

battalions and artillery batteries.
12

THE KOREAN CONFLICT

When the Soviet-equipped North Korean People's Army invaded South Korea

in June 1950, the understrength American divisions in Japan entered combat
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in a matter of days. This sudden committment to battle meant more than a

simple lack of combat power; it also meant that the U.S. Army had a force

structure that did not fit its doctrine. Regimental commanders were

deprived of their primary antitank weapon, the tank, and had only the

obsolete 2.36-inch rocket launcher for short range antitank defense. With

only two infantry battalions instead of three, a regiment had no reserve if

it tried to defend on a normal frontage of two battalions in width. The

shortage of manpower and the hilly terrain of the Korean peninsula increased

the dispersion and isolation of defending units. Such dispersion allowed

the North Koreans to practice tactics that were a combination of Japanese

offensive operations in 1942 and the Soviet forward detachment. A small

unit of Soviet-supplied T-34 medium tanks led each column as the North

Koreans moved south. If this tank force encountered a strongpoint that it

could not overrun, light infantry forces bypassed that strongpoint through

the surrounding hills, cut the defender's line of communications behind him,

and forced the defender to withdraw or be cut off. 13

Later in the war, the Americans, like the British a decade before them,

jlearned to accept being cut off and attacked from flank and rear.

Throughout the war, the most common American defensive position was a

company entrenched for all-round defense of a ridge or hilltop, separated by

0 hundreds or even thousands of meters from the units to its flanks. This

type of dispersed, strongpoint deployment has become increasingly common in

most armies since 1945, but it requires excellent fire support and, if

possible, active patrolling to provide an effective defense. In the case of
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Korea, U.S. infantry frequently had to forego patrols and outposts, relying

on superior firepower to defeat sudden enemy attacks delivered at close

range. Then the combination of artillery, heavy infantry weapons, and the

organic weapons of the infantry halted attacks.
14

The initial contacts with the Chinese Communist Force (CCF) in October

and November 1950 were not deliberate attacks or small unit defenses, but

rather a series of meeting engagements in which both sides were trying to

use the same roads and streambeds as avenues of movement. By late 1950, the

U.S. divisions had built up to their full tables of organization, and were

oriented on the few roads in an effort to occupy North Korea rapidly.

Although much more lightly equipped, the CCF also used the low ground,

moving southward in solid columns with security screens out and hiding in

woods or villages when aerial reconnaissance searched the area. Once the

initial surprise encounter was over, the CCF, many of whom were veterans of

the guerrilla wars of China in the 1940s, shifted their attention to the

high ground, moving around the U.S. and allied forces tied to the roads.

American firepower soon made any daytime movement dangerous for the

communists, and the establishment of company and battalion perimeter

defenses on high ground further hampered the CCF movements. Thus during the

later years of the Korea conflict, the preferred CCF maneuver once again

became the advance along the low ground at night, seeking to bypass enemy

strongpoints in order to attack from unexpected directions.15

When the front began to stabilize in 1951, the Korean War became a war

of attrition, with each side launching limited attacks to destroy enemy
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personnel. The U.S. used its World War II doctrine for combining the

different arms in such attacks, modifying that doctrine slightly to maximize

the available firepower and to minimize casualties. One small example of

this operational technique was *the second phase of Operation Punch, a

multi-battalion limited attack conducted by the 25th U.S. Infantry Division

during early 1951 (Map 8). Two task forces advanced along parallel roads to

reduce CCF resistance, withdrew at night to avoid infiltrations, and then

returned to inflict additional casualties after the enemy had reoccupied his

defenses. One of these two U.S elements was Task Force Dolvin, which

consisted of a battalion headquarters and two companies of medium tanks, a

battalion of infantry, a 4.2-inch mortar platoon from a regimental mortar

company, a self-propelled antiaircraft machine gun platoon, a combat

engineer platoon, and elements for communications, medical aid, and tactical

air control. Because the intent was to clear enemy bunkers in the area of

Hill 300, the infantry commander controlled the entire force. Communication

between tank crews and the infantry riding on those tanks was difficult,

because the newer M46 tanks, like the M4 tanks of 1944, had no external

telephones mounted on them. On 5 February 1951, the entire task force moved

up the highway and deployed around the base of Hill 300. The self-propelled

antieircraft guns, with the enormous firepower of multiple heavy machine

4 qguns, deployed behind the tanks, with the two lines of vehicles staggered so

that all could aim at the hill to engage the enemy defenses. For thirty

minutes, the 4.2-inch and 81-mm mortars, the infantry recoilless rifles, the

antiaircraft machine guns, and the tank weapons methodically blasted Hill
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300, trying to suppress and if possible destroy enemy resistance. Then the

infantry, which had sheltered behind the tanks during this preparatory fire,

advanced up the hill. One man in each platoon deliberately exposed himself

by wrapping a 2olored panel, originally intended for signalling aircraft,

around his body. Whenever these leading men took cover because of enemy

fire, all supporting weapons knew exactly where the friendly troops were,

and the approximate area of enemy resistance.
16

In November 1951, the United Nations and its communist opponents

tentatively agreed to a demarcation line for the armistice they were

negotiating. Thereafter, the U.S. and its U.N. allies had little

opportunity for maneuver attacks even as small as that of Operation Punch,

because there was no object in clearing ground that would be lost at the

armistice. Except for patrols, raids, and counterattacks in response to

communist advances, the war became largely a matter of holding defensive

positions. 17  Many observers compared this phase of the Korean War to the

artillery and trench struggles of World War I, but in fact there were

notable differences. Instead of a defense in depth along relatively narrow

*unit frontages, U.N. units in Korea formed a very thin line of strongpoints

on high ground. Centralized fire control and artillery proximity fuzes gave

the U.N. defenders unprec'dented firepower in the defense, while the

4 attacking communists often had only limited fire support. In 1951, the U.S.

Army further improved its fire direction capability by introducing rotating

plotting boards, allowing an F.D.C. to adjust fire on a target without

knowing the observer's location. Upon report of a communist attack, a
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horseshoe-shaped concentration of artillery and mortar fire, called a "flash

fire," would descend around a U.N. outpost. This firepower isolated the

area from further enemy reinforcement for hours and provided illumination to

assist the defenders. Within the horseshoe of artillery shells, the

defending infantry had to deal with the attackers who had closed on the

strongpoint. A defending infantry company often had up to a dozen machine

guns above its normal authorization and, in some cases, could call on

self-propelled antiaircraft machine guns for ground fire support. On

occasion, the artillery of an entire corps would fire in support of one such

outpost. During a 2L-hour period in April 1953, nine artillery battalions

18
fired a total of 39,694 rounds to protect one infantry 

company.

Artillery fire, even on such a lavish scale, could stop a determined

enemy only while the shells were actually falling. By contrast, air support

maintained to have a tremendous psychological effect on both sides in a

ground action. Recognizing this, the U.S. Marine Corps in the Korean War

maintained the tradition of intimate air-ground cooperation. This was

especially important for the Marines, who had less nondivisional artillery

and other fire support than the army. The U.S. Air Force preferred to

concentrate on interdiction missions, and established a cumbersome procedure

for requesting close air support. In December 1951, the commander of the

Eighth U.S. Army, Lieutenant General James Van Fleet, expressed the

dissatisfaction of his subordinate commanders on this issue. In a formal

proposal to the U.N. commander, General Mark Clark, Van Fleet requested that

each of his four army corps receive an Air Force fighter-bomber squadron as
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a permanent attachment. This would ensure that the pilots were familiar

with the units and terrain in a particular area, and would respond rapidly

when needed. General Clark studied the matter and finally rejected the

proposal because it would divert scarce aircraft from other missions such as

interdiction. He did, however, get both the Navy and Air Force to provide a

much larger proportion of available aircraft for close air support,

culminating in 4,500 sorties in October 1952. Gradually, the air and ground

leaders became more familiar with each other's operations and capabilities.

For example, the army learned that firing high explosive rounds with

proximity fuzes just before an air strike would help protect the aircraft by

suppressing enemy antiaircraft fire in the target area.
19

4 One new area of air-ground operations in Korea was the use of

helicopters. At the end of World War I1, both the U.S. Marine Corps and the

U.S. Army had purchased a few primitive helicopters and studied their

employment. The Marines organized an experimental helicopter squadron in

1947 and used those helicopters in small assault landings during amphibioL

exercises. Interservice agreements meant that the U.S. Air Force controlled

design and procurement of helicopters for the army, significantly impeding

development of this capability. Moreover, the U.S. Army stressed parachute

and glider mobility at the expense of newer concepts. Still, by 1953 both

I the army and the marines had used helicopters not only for medical

evacuation and liaison but also for limited movement of troops and

supplies .20
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IN SEARCH OF A MISSION: U.S. ARMY ORGANIZATION FROM TRIANGLE TO ROAD

The genuine success of the U.S. Army in the Korean War caused a

temporary increase in the size and budget of that army. Armored forces

especially profited from the example of North Korean tanks in 1950, and the

army increased its armored strength from one combat command to four armored

divisions between 1948 and 1956.21

At the same time, the Eisenhower administration chose to base its

national strategy on "massive retaliation" with nuclear weapons. In order

to justify its existence and mission, the U.S. Army had to develop a

doctrine and organization that would allow ground forces to function

effectively on a nuclear battlefield. Concentrated, fixed defenses of the

type used in both world wars appeared to be vulnerable to nuclear attack,

and so the army had to find a means of greater dispersion and flexibility,

yet still retain efficient command and control. Unlike the Soviet Army,

which had to fight only in the terrain of Europe and Asia which was

favorable to mechanization, the U.S. Army had to remain relatively light in

4equipment, so that it would deploy rapidly to any trouble spot in the world.

These strategic considerations greatly influenced the tactical structure

and concepts of the army. Tactical units had to be sufficiently small so

that they would not present a lucrative nuclear target, sufficiently

balanced between the arms so that they could defend themselves when

isolated, and sufficiently self-supporting that they could fight without

vulnerable logistical tails. Army commanders also wanted to streamline the
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command structure in order to speed the passage of information and

decisions. The need for dispersion and for fewer command echelons prompted

some theorists to consider increasing the span of control from three

subordinate units to five. Five units, spread over a greater area, could

report to one higher headquarters, thereby reducing the number of such

headquarters needed at any level.

The result of all these concerns was the "Pentomic Division," a public

relations term designed to combine the concept of five subordinate units

("penta") with the idea of a division that could function on an atomic or

non-atomic battlefield. Five "battle groups" were at the core of the

pentomic infantry division (figure 16). Each battle group was an infantry

formation that was smaller than a regiment but larger than the established

triangular battalion. The authors of this design believed that they were

eliminating the battalion level of the chain of command while retaining the

reconnaissance, heavy weapons, and command and control elements of the

triangular infantry regiment. In retrospect, however, a battle group

appeared to be an oversized battalion, consisting of a headquarters and

4service company, four infantry companies of four rifle platoons and a heavy

weapons platoon each, as well as a 4.2-inch mortar battery. Within the

headquarters and service company, a variety of specialized units were

available. The reconnaissance platoon, for example, integrated light tanks,

an 81-mm mortar, and an armored infantry squad. The assault gun platoon,

equipped with the unarmored, self-propelled M56 gun, provided both antitank

and limited offensive gun support for the infantry. The infantry companies,
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which included the 81-mm mortars and 106 -mm recoilless rifles previously

located at battalion level, proved to be too large for effective control.

In 1959 the battle group therefore acquired a fifth rifle company, but each

company was reduced to only three rifle and one weapons platoon. Even the

squad changed, increasing from nine to eleven men and officially acquiring aU
second automatic rifle. As a result, the pentomic infantry squad was able

to practice the fireteam, fire and movement tactics used by all Marine Corps

and some army squads during and after World War 1I. 22

The pentomic division structure allowed the division commander to attach

to each battle group, if necessary, one tank company, one engineer company,

and one 105-mm howitzer battery. When this fire support proved inadequate,

I the division's five direct support batteries gave -way in 1959 to five

composite direct support battalions, each consisting of a 105-mm battery and

a 155-mm battery. Such a composite battalion posed notable problems in

Ctraining, ammunition supply, maintenance, and fire control of two dissimilar

weapons. The 1959 modifications also reduced the number of 4.2-inch mortars

in a battle group, and returned control of those mortars to the infantry,

because mortars had again proven unsuitable as an artillery weapon.

Fire support was not the only difficulty with this organization. The

division commander had only one brigade headquarters, commanded by the

* Gassistant division commander, to help control the five battle groups, the

tank battalion, and the armored cavalry squadron. Even with a new division

trains headquarters to control logistical support, the division commander

and headquarters risked being overwhelmed by the number of subordinate units
II
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involved. The growth of the signals element of the infantry division from a

company to a battalion illustrated these command and control difficulties.

Similar problems existed at the battle group level, where a colonel and his

small staff had to control four or five rifle companies, a mortar battery, *1
reconnaissance and assault gun platoons, a tank company, and direct support j
artillery. By eliminating one level of headquarters, the pentomic infantry

structure left all other headquarters with an excessive span of control.

The loss of any one of those headquarters could be disastrous in battle.

Mobility was another problem. The pentomic structure included both a

helicopter company and for the first time a large number of armored

personnel carriers. These carriers, grouped in a transportation battalion,

were able to move one battle group at a time. Because the carrier drivers

belonged to one unit and the infantry to another, close cooperation between

the two was difficult. Any battle group without these armored carriers had

only limited protection and mobility. In addition, many senior commanders

anticipated that their divisions would be deployed for non-atomic struggles

in various areas of the world. Such a deployment could well mean leaving

the tank battalion and other heavy equipment behind.

The effects of the Pentomic concept on the rest of the U.S. Army were

much less drastic. The armored division retained its three combat commands,

four tank battalions, and four armored infantry battalions. It acquired an

aviation company to centralize existing aviation assets and received the

same general support artillery battalion (155-mm/8-inch/Honest John rocket)

as the infantry division, instead of the previous 155-mm battalion. As in

the infantry division, the armored signal company grew to a battalion.
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The pentomic changes also brought the non-divisional armored cavalry

regiment, the descendent of the World War II cavalry Ireconnaissance group,

to the structure it retained into the 1970s. Each of three reconnaissance

squadrons in this regiment received enough logistical support elements to

enable it to operate semi-independently. Such a squadron consisted of a

headquarters and headquarters troop, three armored reconnaissance troops, a

tank company, and a self-propelled howitzer battery. A reconnaissance troop

represented an ideal of combined arms organization, because each of its

three platoons integrated tanks, infantry, scouts, and a mortar. 2 3  This

organization of cavalry reconnaissance organizations served two purposes.

First, the variety of main battle vehicles in such units made it difficult

for an opposing force to distinguish between U.S. cavalry and other combined

arms forces, and therefore to determine whether the U.S. force in question

was simply a cavalry screen or a major force. Second, this combination of

* weapons and vehicles allowed U.S. reconnaissance forces to fight, if

necessary, to develop intelligence about the enemy. As the Soviets had

discovered in 1944, a reconnaissance force which is not able to fight in

* this way will be much less effective even in its primary role of

intelligence collection and screening.

By 1959, the U.S. Army had a radically new structure and operational

*I concept to meet the changing demands of nuclear warfare. This structure and

concept differed markedly from the armor-heavy solution of the post-Stalin

Soviet Army, but the American commanders were no happier with the results

than were their Soviet counterparts.

"
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During the same time period, the possibility of non-nuclear conflict

increased. The Kennedy administration came into office in 1961 committed to

the concept of flexible response. Despite the army's original purpose, the

pentomic division was heavily oriented for nuclear warfare. Thus the army

needed new structures to fight across the entire spectrum of possible

conflicts from "low intensity" terrorism and guerrilla wars up to fully

mechanized and even nuclear warfare. The new administration quickly

approved ongoing army studies for a different division organization, the

Reorganization Objectives Army Division (ROAD). The different types of ROAD

division shared a common division base, including a cavalry reconnaissance

squadron of some type, three brigade headquarters, division artillery,

division support command, engineer battalion, and eventually an air defense

battalion. The brigade headquarters, like the combat commands of the World

War II armored division, could control a varying number of combat and combat

support elements. The combat arms battalion replaced the battle group as

the largest fixed maneuver organization, but retained many of the battle

group's elements, including reconnaissance, mortar, and service support

units.

The unique aspect of the ROAD division was the ability to "task

organize" and tailor structures at any level. Strategically, the army could

chose to form and deploy armored, mechanized, conventional infantry,

airborne, and later airmcbile divisions, depending upon the expected

threat. Although there were recommended configurations of each division

type, in practice planners could further tailor these different division
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types by assigning various numbers and mixes of armored, mechanized

infantry, infantry, airborne infantry, and airmobile infantry battalions,

for a total of anywhere from seven to fifteen maneuver battalions. The

division commander and staff had considerable flexibility in attaching these

battalions to the three brigade headquarters. Finally, within the brigades

and battalions, commanders could task organize combined arms forces by

temporarily cross-attaching infantry, mechanized, and armored companies and

platoons, as well as attaching engineers, air defense artillery, and other

elements. Thus a battalion task force or company team might receive a

variety of subordinate units of different arms, allowing integration of the

arms as the mission required. In practice, of course, such tailoring and

task organizing were prey to the same problems that the World War II system

of pooling and attachment had suffered. Constantly shifting units resulted

in inefficiency and poor coordination between subordinate elements that were

unfamiliar with each other. As a result, battalion and brigade commanders

tried to keep the same elements "habitually associated" with each other

unless a radical change of mission or terrain occurred. Nevertheless, the

ROAD structure gave the U.S. Army the span of control and flexibility of

organization it had lacked under the pentomic structure.
2 4

AIR ASSAULT

The Kennedy administration's dedication to flexible response also

brought the long-standing question of helicopter mobility to a head. The
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result was a noteworthy new capability in air-ground interaction and in

tactical operations in general.

During the later 1950s, the U.S.M.C. continued to lead the other

services in the application of helicopters for battalion and larger unit

assaults. While the army struggled with the pentomic structure, the marines

reconfigured their divisions and regiments to eliminate much heavy

equipment, relying on mortars, naval gunfire, and aircraft rather than on

howitzers for direct support artillery. The assault elements of a marine

division became completely air transportable as a result. 25  The more

limited army experiments focused on helicopters in a cavalry role, with

small aviation units for screening, raids, and reconnaissance. Brigadier

General Carl I. Hutton, commandant of the U.S. Army Aviation School during

the period 1954-57, conducted extensive experiments to improvise gun and

rocket armament for helicopters and then to use armed helicopters

tactically. The U.S. Army Infantry School made similar efforts, and the

Director of Army Aviation, Major General Hamilton H. Howze, attempted to

popularize the concept of completely heliborne units. The U.S. Air Force

adamantly opposed any expanded role for army aviation as a challenge to air

force missions, and thus only limited progress was possible during the

1950s.26

Then in 1962, following the suggestions of several army aviation

advocates, Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara asked the U.S. Army to study

the bold use of aviation to improve tactical mobility for ground forces.

The result was the Howze Board of 1962. General Howze and his staff
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conducted tests on everything from dispersed fuel stockpiles for helicopters

to close air support bombing by army fixed-wing aircraft. Howze recommended

the formation of a number of air assault divisions depending almost entirely

on army aircraft, as well as separate air cavalry brigades for screening and

delay roles and air transport brigades to improve the mobility ofI
conventional divisions. He noted that an air assault division could

maneuver freely to attack a conventional foe from multiple directions, and

could use both artificial and natural obstacles to delay or immobilize an

enemy while itself remaining free to fly over those obstacles.
2 7

After a considerable internal struggle, the Defense Department

authorized the creation of a division for further testing. From 1963 to

1965, the 11th Air Assault Division (Test) at Fort Eenning acted as the

vehicle for extensive tactical training and experimentation. The 11th

itself was so small that it often had to borrow elements of another division

to conduct exercises. When the division first formed, army regulations

still forbad army aircraft to fly in formation, and thus many techniques had

to be developed with little or no background experience. In order to make

the diiision's supply system as mobile as its maneuver elements, the

division commander, Major General Harry Kinnard, developed refueling and

rearming points camouflaged and dispersed near the battle area. Artillery,

aviation, and infantry had to cooperate closely to suppress enemy resistance

during an assault landing. Artillery and available air force aircraft fired

on the proposed landing zone until assault aircraft began their final

approach, one or two minutes prior to landing. The last artillery rounds
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were smoke, to signal helicopter gunships to take up direct fire suppression

around the LZ while troop helicopters landed and discharged their infantry.

Early helicopter weapons were rather inaccurate, but their fire had a

considerable psychological effect on both friend and foe. Artillery and

infantry changed location frequently by helicopter, and often conducted

false, temporary landings in multiple locations to confuse the enemy as to

their actual dispositions and intentions.

The division's air cavalry squadron combined elements for aerial

observation, insertion and recovery of ground reconnaissance teams, and

armed helicopter "gunships" within each air cavalry troop. The air cavalry

conducted the traditional cavalry missions of reconnaissance, screening, and

raids almost entirely from the air. After a number of tests, the air

assault division had clearly demonstrated its potential. The two most

obvious vulnerabilities of such a unit were the loss of mobility and

resupply capability in darkness or extremely poor weather, and the debatable

effects of enemy air defense on helicopter tactics.
2 8

During the same time period, U.S. Army helicopter units, both armed and

unarmed, supported the Army of the Republic of Vietnam (ARVN). This

provided a combat test for the concepts developed by Howze, Kinnard, and

others, and personnel and ideas passed frequently between Vietnam and the

11th Air Assault Division at Fort Benning. Initially, the American

helicopters in Vietnam did little more than transport troops from one place

to another. By 1964 American helicopter gunships and transports formed

small air assault units with Vietnamese infantry on a semi-permanent

basis.
2 9
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Inevitably, the U.S. Air Force protested the U.S. Army's use of armed

helicopters and even armed fixed-wing aircraft in a close air support role

in Vietnam. The government of South Vietnam was so concerned about possible

disloyalty in its own forces that it further complicated the already

cumbersome process of requesting air support from Vietnamese Air Force
I

elements. Thus, despite U.S.A.F. protests, American and Vietnamese ground

commanders felt compelled to use any air support that was available,

including army aviation when Air Force channels proved unresponsive. By

41967, the U.S. involvement had reversed the situation, providing large

amounts of Air Force close support for ground forces in most circumstances.

Because there was no enemy air threat over South Vietnam, the U.S.A.F.

I supported the ground forces to such an extent that the U.S. Congress held

hearings about the neglect of the air superiority mission. This

artificially high level of air-ground cooperation temporarily buried much of

the rivalry between the U.S. Army and U.S. Air Forne. 30  However, no air

force would have been able to provide such sustained support to ground

forces while simultaneously struggling for air superiority against a

*comparably-equipped enemy air force.

In the interim, the U.S. Army full integrated the helicopter and its

tactics. In the summer of 1965, the 11th Air Assault Division became the

1st Cavalry Division (Airmobile) and deployed to Vietnam (see figure 17).

General Howze's plan to use fixed-wing army aircraft in a ground attack role

had failed, but many of his other recommendations were reflected in the new

airmobile division. An aerial artillery battalion armed with rocket-firing
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Y
helicopters replaced the general support artillery battalion found in ot:ier

ROAD division structures. A division aviation group, including two light

and t',ree medium helicopter battalions and a general support aviation

company, could redeploy several infantry battalions simultaneously.

Entering combat in the fall of 1965, the 1st Cavalry much more often

3 found itself fighting North Vietnamese conventional light infantry regiments

than small guerrilla bands. On I4 November 1965, for example, a battalion

landed by helicopter in the base camp of the North Vietnamese 66th Regiment,

f forcing the enemy to turn and fight in his own rear area. Superior mobility

and firepower of this type temporarily halted a North Vietnamese invasion of

the south.
3 1

[ One key to the airmobile or air assault concept was the close

integration, within the same unit, of helicopter and ground forces. By

contrast, using helicopter gunships and transports from one major unit to

airlift infantry or artillery elements of another unit was much less

efficient, requiring more time and effort to ensure coordination and mutual

understanding between the parties involved. In practice, the U.S. Army

*lacked sufficient helicopter assets to make all the American, Korean, and

Vietnamese units fully airmobile with their own organic aviation. Instead,

the 1st Aviation Brigade controlled up to 100 company-sized aviation units

4 of :arious types. Battalions from this brigade were habitually associated

with different divisions. Even the two airmobile divisions, the 1st Cavalry

and 101st Airborne, frequently had to lend their assets to support

neighboring units.
3 2
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Airmobility did more than put the enemy off balance and neutralize

conventional obstacles. It also forced the U.S. Army to change many

procedures to accomodate operations over a large territory without a defined

"front line." For example, both field artillery and signal units ordinarily

oriented their support towards a particular front line or axis of advance.

By contrast, in Vietnam these branches had to operate on an area concept,

providing fires and communications in any direction from a pattern of small

bases. Even this system did not always give sufficient artillery support

for a large area operation, and thus the 1st Cavalry Division habitually

controlled a non-divisional 155-mm artillery battalion that could be lifted

by heavy transport helicopters.
33

LAM SON 719

When the Ist Cavalry Division deployed to Viet Nam in 7965, it used the

tactic of terrain flying, hugging the ground with helicopters so as to

present a fleeting target for ground air defense. This procedure worked

well in jungle and rough terrain, but in more open areas the enemy on the

ground had more time to react to and fire on helicopters. Because the

principal air defense threat was small arms and automatic weapons fire at

low altitudes, at least some aviation units began to fly above the effective

range of such weapons. Many observers argued that such high altitude, level

flight would be suicidal against an enemy with larger and more sophisticated

air defense weapons. One battle in 1971, cown as Lam Son 719, became the

center of the debate on the vulnerability of helicopters in combat. 3 4
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The purpose of Lam Son 719 (Map 9) was to destroy the North Vietnamese

base area in Laos, and especially the large logistical installations around

Tchepone. This would forestall a major North Vietnamese offensive to take

control of the northern provinces of the Republic of Vietnam. I ARVN Corps

planned to make the main effort with the 1st ARVN Airborne Division

conducting airmobile operations north of the Ye Pon River, while the 1st

Armored Brigade, which was attached to the airborne division, advanced

westward along route 9 into Laos. The 1st ARVN Infantry Division would

conduct a secondary attack south of the Ye Pon River, providing fire support

and flank protection for the main attack. Finally, a three-battalion force

of Vietnamese rangers was responsible for the northern (right) flank of the

1st Airborne Division.

This plan had problems even before the offensive began. First, the U.S.

government would not permit U.S. forces to operate on the ground inside

Laos, and thus the ARVN units had to fight for the first time without their

American advisors. Although most ARVN units were capable of such

operations, the absence of advisors made coordination of air support and

airmobile transport much more difficult. On the other hand, the ARVN units

depended upon American helicopters and air support for their mobility and

firepower. U.S. Army aviation and ARVN ground unit commanders had to plan

each operation as equals, which inevitably slowed down the planning process

even though both sides tried to cooperate.

Terrain was another major handicap. The Ye Pon River valley, including

Route 9 that paralleled the river, was the natural avenue of approach
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between Viet Nam and Tchepone. This valley was so narrow that the 1st ARVN

Armored Brigade lacked maneuver space for its three armored cavalry

squadrons. The valley was also the natural air corridor, especially when

clouds reduced visibility over the high ground on either side of the

valley. The Ye Pon River was the most prominent terrain feature for

helicopter navigation. As a result, much air traffic was channelized down

the valley, and once the ARVN forces began their advance, their future axis

of attack was immediately obvious to the defending North Vietnamese. Hugh

ARVN convoys near the border gave the North Vietnamese ample warning of the

projected attack.

For several years prior to Lam Son 719, the communists had established
I
0 an integrated air defense, oriented on the valley and on the few natural

helicopter landing zones (LZs). Nineteen antiaircraft artillery battalions

were in the area, including 23-mm, 37-mm, 57-mm, and 100-mm antiaircraft

guns, and 12.7-mm machine guns. The antiaircraft coverage was thickest

around the Tchepone supply dumps. In addition, the North Vietnamese had

pre-planned artillery fires on all likely LZs. The North Vietnamese

0 reinforced their defenses during the battle, reaching a total of twelve

infantry regiments, two tank battalions, and considerable artillery

support.
3 5

r The result was a "mid-intensity war" rather than a counterinsurgency

operation. The ARVN began their attack on 8 February 1971, but had to delay

operations the next day because of poor weather. Throughout the offensive,

0 air force air support was often unavailable because of low cloud cover.
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Even single helicopters on medical evacuation or supply flights needed armed

4helicopter support to suppress enemy air defense. This in turn sn-ained the

available resources of AH-1 attack helicopters and forced the U.S. Army to

use the slower, more vulnerable, and generally obsolete UH-IC gunships.

The helicopters had to engage North Vietnamese light tanks, destroying

six and immobilizing eight. At the same time, T-34 medium tanks overran the

ARVN firebase at LZ 31 after repeated attacks. Before this battle the U.S.

and ARVN forces had rarely needed large caliber antitank weapons, and thusI
had few effective defenses available. The U.S. Army aviation commander for

Lam Son 719 urged the army to renew its study of antitank helicopters. 3 6

After several weeks of limited success, the ARVN commander abandoned

plans for a ground advance west of Aloui. instead, during the first week of

March 1971, the 1st ARVN Infantry Division established a series of temporary

firebases on the escarpment along the southern side of the river. On 6

March, two battalions of the Ist ARVN Airborne Division air assaulted into

LZ Hope. This LZ was in the center of the enemy air defense umbrella, but

the two battalions lost only one helicopter out of 120 in the attack. These

4 later air assaults were carefully planned and supported operations.

Strategic and tactical bombers suppressed local enemy defenses and often

created clearings to be used as new, unexpected LZs. Gunships and

air-delivered smoke screens protected the infantry during their landings.

The ARVN accomplished its mission, destroying the support facilities

around Tchepone for ten days before withdrawing with considerable losses.

This operation delayed a major North Vietnamese offensive for a year, but
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the cost seemed excessive. In addition to several infantry battalions

virtually destroyed, the U.S.-ARVN attackers lost a total of 107 helicopters

shot down in six weeks. Many observers cited Lam Son 719 as proof that

airmobile operations were too vulnerable to enemy air defense and could not

be conducted in complex, mechanized wars.

Yet these helicopters losses must be evaluated carefully. One hundred

and seven helicopters represented perhaps ten percent of the number of U.S.

Army aircraft involved at any one time, but only a small loss in an

offensive during which the U.S. Army flew more than 100,000 sorties. This

was true even though many of these sorties were only short "hops." The

terrain neutralized most of the advantages of an air assault force, allowing

the defender to focus his attention on a few critical areas through which

the advance and withdrawal had to pass. This concentration of antiaircraft

fires, in combination with poor weather, forced the helicopters to avoid

terrain flying by increasing their altitude to about 4,000 feet above ground

level. Finally, since 1971, helicopters have acquired improved navigation

devices and more survivable mechanical designs. Similar circumstances of

weather and terrain might still hamper air assault operations, but Lam Son

719 by itself did not definitely prove such operations to be

impossible.3 7  Certainly both the other NATO powers and the Soviet Union

used the airmobile experience of Vietnam to help in the development of their

own army aviation doctrine.
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THE NATO POWERS

For fifteen years after 19145, the military policies and posture of

Western European powers resembled those during the same period after 1918.

The war had exhausted the Europeans, who were reluctant to finance major new
weapons systems for their armed forces. The allies allowed West Germany to

rearm only after a decade of occupation, and even then only because of the

conflict between east and west. The new Bundeswehr could not afford to

mechanize all its formations in accordance with the experience of World War

II, and so the first-line units had different equipment and tactics from the

other German ground forces. France and Britain had even greater problems,

developing three elements within their armies: a fully mechanized force

committed to defense of central Europe, a less equipped conscript and

reserve force at home, and a lightly equipped but well trained and

strategically mobile element for conflicts outside of Europe. Such

conflicts, and the demands of strategic mobility, encouraged British and

French interest in light tanks and armored cars that might be used both at

home and abroad.

In the 1960s, the end of conscription in Britain and the gradual

termination of counterinsurgency wars abroad caused both the British and

French armies to reorient on defense in Europe. Even then, democracies were

naturally suspicious of "offensive" weapons such as tanks, preferring to

develop "defensive" weapons such as the antitank guided missile (ATGM). The

French SS-11 was the first effective ATGM in NATO, and many nations

including the United States adopted it during the early 1960s.
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Britain, France, and West Germany all accepted the concept of combined

arms or "all-arms cooperation" as a principle of tactics. This similarity

of concept was reflected by some similarity in large unit organization. All

three armies converged on fixed combined arms forces that in U.S. terms are

of brigade rather than divisional size. By contrast, within the U.S. ROAD

division, brigades might change their configuration to adjust to different

situations and missions. The evolution of the fixed European brigade may be

a result of orientation on the single mission of mechanized operations in

Europe. In any event, this evolution deserves a brief review.

At the end of World War II, the British Army retained its two-brigade

armored division and three-brigade infantry division with only minor

changes. The mixture of three tank and one motor battalion in an armored

brigade, and three infantry and one tank battalion in an infantry brigade

allowed for cross-attachment at battalion and company level. The resulting

combinations would be in the proportion of three companies or platoons of

one arm with one of another. During the 1950s, the British Army of the

Rhine (BAOR) developed a "square brigade" structure that was more suitable

for a variety of tactical situations. Each brigade then consisted of two

tank and two mechanized infantry battalions. These brigades came to have a

fixed organization of other arms, generally including a 105-mm artillery

Obattalion, two engineer companies, and more service support than any other

11ATO brigade. Although these units might nominally belong to the division

as a whole, they were habitually assigned to specific brigades. Thus the

two levels of command, division and brigade, became redundant. Many brigade
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headquarters disappeared or became "field forces" in 1977-78. This plus the

needs of economy prompted the BAOR to reduce the division to only six

maneuver battalions, three tank and three mechanized infantry, in 1982.

Pairs of tank and meL -'nized infantry battalions still carried the

designation of "brigade," and might control a semi-permanent combination of

artillery, engineers, and other arms. This structure bore a considerable

resemblance to the 1943 U.S. armored division. Outside of the BAOR, the

brigade level of command was more important. Although designated divisions

existed in the United Kingdom, the deployable unit was usually the infantry

brigade, consisting of approximately five infantry battalions plus other

arms.
3 8

As late as 1954, the French Army retained the equipment and organization

of the U.S. armored division, because the U.S. had equipped the Free French

divisions during the war. After the Algerian war ended in 1961, the French

Army renewed its study of mechanized operations and organizations,

culminating in the Type-67 (1967) mechanized division consisting of three

mechanized brigades. Each of these brigades, like their German and British

counterparts, had a permanent structure. The brigade included one main

battle tank battalion, two mixed mechanized battalions, a self-propelled

artillery battalion, and an engineer company. As in the case of Britain,

this structure for European operations was so fixed that the brigade and

division levels of command were somewhat redundant. As a result, in the

mid-1970s, the French Army began to convert all of its units to a new

structure, labeled a division, that was in fact an oversized brigade. The
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armored division, for example, consisted of only 8,200 men, organized into

two tank, two mechanized, one artillery, one engineer, and one headquarters

and service battalion. The infantry division within France became even

smaller, totaling 6,500 men in three motorized infantry and one armored car

battalion, plus other arms as in the armored division. The French hoped

that this smaller division structure would be more responsive and

fast-moving on the nuclear battlefield. For the French Army, the function

of armored divisions in such a battle was to cause the enemy forces to mass

and present a vulnerable target for French tactical nuclear weapons.
3 9

One of the unique aspects of French Army structure during the 1960s and

1970s was the organic combination of different arms within one battalion.

The French began experiments with combined arms battalions in the early

1960s, culminating in the mixed or "tank-infantry" battalion of 1967.

Within this battalion, two light tank companies each consisted of four tank

platoons plus an antitank guided missile platoon, while two mechanized

infantry companies had three mechanized platoons each. The two types of

companies cross-attached platoons for tactical operations. The battalion

headquarters controlled other arms, including communications,

reconnaissance, and mortar platoons. Use of the same basic vehicle chassis

simplified the maintenance problems of each battalion and ensured that all

elements had uniform mobility. First the AMX-13 and later the AMX-10 family

of armored vehicles included compatible vehicles for light armor, ATGM

launchers, and infantry. The French had to extend greatly the amount of

training given to junior leaders to enable them to control three types of
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platoons. This problem helped force the French Army to reduce the size of

both tank and mechanized infantry platoons to three vehicles each, a unit

easier to supervise and control. Finally, because these tank-infantry

battalions could no longer provide infantry support for pure tank units, the

medium or main battle tank battalion in each mechanized brigade acquired an

organic mechanized infantry company. In practice, this tank battalion often

had to support the tank-infantry battalions because of their limited armor

protection against massed enemy attack. 
40

While France led the western powers in the integration of different arms

within the infantry battalion, West Germany led in the development of

mounted infantry integrated with armor. Based on the experience of World

'ar II panzer-grenadiers, the postwar German commanders were determined to

provide effective armored fighting vehicles for their infantry. The

resulting Marder was the first mechanized infantry combat vehicle (MICV) in

NATO. The Marder had a turret-mounted automatic cannon, NBC protective

system, and gunports for the infantry weapons. German commanders intended

the mechanized infantry to fight from their MICVs, dismounting only when

necessary for special operations such as patrols or urban combat. The

German panzer-grenadiers had the smallest dismounted squad size--seven

men--of any western army. The Marder itself became the base of fire around

which the dismounted squad maneuvered as the assault team.

The German concept and design for a MICV drew consie-'rable attention and

immitation both in the Soviet Union and in the other members of NATO. Yet

if tanks and mounted infantry operated as a team under all circumstances,
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the MICV required the same mobility and protection as a tank, becoming in

essence another tank. The British Army had recognized this at the end of

World War II, when it had used a limited number of Sherman tank chassis

without turrets as "Kangaroo" heavy personnel carriers. The Marder itself

went a long way in the same direction, but its weight of 27.5 tons made

crossing obstacles difficult, and its production cost prevented the

Bundeswehr from equipping all German infantry with this vehicle. 41

The Germans were also the only power to field new armored tank

destroyers during the 1960s, although a decade later the Bundeswehr replaced

those tank destroyers with tanks. The Jagdpanzer was organic to German

brigades and sometimes carried ATGMs as well as a 90-mm high velocity gun.

A gun-equipped antitank vehicle of this type seemed too specialized to

maintain in peacetime, especially when ATGMs were so much more effective and

flexible. In the later 1970s, however, new forms of ceramic and other

specialized armor protection greatly reduced the effectiveness of the

shaped-charge chemical energy warheads used on most ATGMs and low velocity

guns. The shaped charge round was not totally useless, because no nation

could afford to use ceramic armor on all its combat vehicles, or even on all

surfaces of main battle tanks. Still, the tank or a high velocity gun on a

tank surrogate was again the most effective weapon against enemy tanks, and

* infantry units were potentially more vulnerable to armored attack than they

had been since 1943. Further weapons development must occur before the

low-velocity, man-portable antitank weapons that were so popular in the

* 1970s can again compete on an equal basis with tank or tank destroyer

high-velocity guns.
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FROM HOME DEFENSE TO BLITZKRIEG: THE ISRAELI ARMY TO 1967

in four wars and numerous undeclared conflicts since 1948, Israel has

become famous as an expert practitioner of highly mechanized combined arms

warfare. Yet to understand the strengths and weaknesses of the Israeli

Defense Forces, we must remember the origins of those forces.

In 1948, the Israeli portions of Palestine declared independence from

Great Britain while under attack by their Arab neighbors. At the time, the

Israeli armed forces were a loose confederation of self-defense militia,

anti-British terrorists, and recent immigrants. A number of Israelis had

training as small unit leaders, both in the local defense forces and in the

British Army of World War !I. What Israel lacked were commanders and staff

officers with experience or formal training in battalion or larger unit

operations. Even after independence, Great Britain would allow only a few

Israelis to attend British military schools. Moreover, until the 1960s

Israel could find neither the funds nor the foreign suppliers to purchase

large quantities of modern weapons.

As a result, the Israeli Army of 1948-56 was an amateur army, poorly

trained and equipped. It relied on its strengths in small unit leadership

and individual initiative, strengths that were sufficient for self-defense

until the Soviet Union began to supply Egypt with large quantities of modern

heavy weapons. The honored elite of this light infantry army were the

paratroopers of 202d Brigade, who conducted raids into Arab territory.

4 Indeed, throughout its history Israel has always assigned the cream of its

army recruits to the airborne brigades.
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Moshe Dayan became Chief of Staff of this unusual army in 1953. In

1939, Dayan had been one of a number of Jewish self-defense soldiers who

received unauthorized small unit training from Captain Orde Wingate, the

erratic British genius who later founded long range British attacks in the

jungles of Burma. During the 1948 War of Independence, Dayan commanded the

89th Mechanized Commando Battalion, a ragged collection of half-tracks and

light vehicles that conducted daring raids into Arab rear areas. While

visiting the United States, Dayan by chance met Abraham Baum, the famous

World War II tank company commander who led a small raiding party behind

German lines to release American prisoners of war at Hammelberg, Germany.

Baum's account of American armored tactics in World War II reinforced Dayan

0 in his belief in speed, mobility, and commanders going forward to make

decisions on the spot. Thus Dayan discovered that his own ideas were in

part a re-invention of the principles used by both Americans and Germans in

ca World War 11.
4 2

Dayan's genius in the 1956 war lay in his recognition of Arab

vulnerability to rapid attacks:

The Egyptians are what I would call schematic in their operations, and

their headquarters are in the rear, far from the front. Any change in
the disposition of their units, such as forming a new defense line,
switching targets of attack, moving forces not in accordance with the
original plan, takes them time--time to think, time to receive reports
through all the channels of command, time to secure a decision after due

• consideration from supreme headquarters, time for the orders then to
filter down from the rear to the fighting fronts.

We on the other hand are used to acting with greater flexibility and
less military routine .43
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The Egyptian defenders of the Sinai desert in 1956 occupied a string of

positions at key terrain points, lacking both depth and flank security.

These defenses were vulnerable to outflanking israeli movements, and lacked

a large counterattack force to support them. Dayan planned to disorganize

and ultimately collapse the Egyptians by rapid thrusts at their lines of

communication.

Still, the instrument that Dayan planned to use for the 1956 campaign

was not a mechanized force. On the contrary, he depended on the Israeli

strengths in small unit leadership and light infantry operations. An

airborne drop at the critical Mitla Pass would assist the ground infantry

columns, which moved across the desert in commandeered commercial vehicles

plus a few light tanks and artillery pieces. Initially, Israel's only

armored brigade, the 7th, remained in reserve, with no mission except to use

its tank guns as additional indirect fire weapons.

The 7th was a fairly typical armored brigade of the immediate post-World

War II period. 44  It consisted of a battalion of Sherman medium tanks, a

battalion of AMX-13 light tanks, a battalion of half-tracked mounted

infantry, a reconnaissance company, and an artillery battery. The brigade

commander, Colonel Uri Ben-Ari, was dissatisfied with his symbolic role, and

almost derailed the entire Israeli plan by crossing the border too early.

His reconnaissance company penetrated the poorly guarded Dyka Pass on the

southern flank of the key Egyptian position of Abu Agheila-Um Katef (Map

10). Although this reconnaissance indicated that the road through the pass

would support only a few vehicles, Ben-Ari took a calculated risk, and
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committed his three cross-attached task forces on three different axes to

fracture the Egyptian defense. Task Force A was committed vainly against

the southern side of the Um Katef defenses, where two other Israeli brigades

were already making expensive frontal assaults. Task Force C exploited to

the southwest, towards the Suez Canal. Ben Ari sent Task Force B,

consisting of one company of Sherman tanks and one company of mechanized

infantry, through the Dyka Pass and into the middle of the Egyptian

position. The task force commander, Lieutenant Colonel Avraham Adan, held

this position against limited Egyptian attacks from two directions and

strafing by his own aircraft. Only the 7th Brigade's artillery battery gave

Adan effective support. This small task force greatly discouraged and

confused the Egyptian defenders in the area, who felt that their line of

communications had been cut. The frontal infantry attacks were therefore

able to overrun the Egyptians.

CThe 7th Armored Brigade did not win the 1956 war by itself, yet its

actions at Abu Agheila and elsewhere convinced Dayan that armored forces

were a superior instrument for future wars of maneuver. During the decade

* after 1956, the Israeli Defense Forces gave the armored corps almost as high

a priority for men and material as the air force and paratroopers received.

As deputy commander of the Armor Corps from 1956 to 1961, and commander

after 1964, Israel Tal shaped Israeli armor into an effective force. Tal

soon discovered that complicated armored tactics and equipment required the

same discipline and methodical maintenance that had long been common in

western armies, but which were rare in Israeli forces.
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The main problem was that l6rael lacked the resources to maintain a

superior air force and elite paratroop element while still developing a

- balanced mechanized army. Tal got the government to purchase modern

American and British tanks and to improve the older Shermans, but the rest

of the armored force suffered. Most of the Israeli infantry still rode in

the 194 1-vintage M3 American half-track, a vehicle with no overhead

protection, limited side armor, and increasing maintenance and mobility

problems as it aged. Tal insisted that the tank-mechanized infantry team

was a European tactic that was less important in the Middle East. In the

open spaces of Sinai, Israeli tanks needed less infantry security against

short-range enemy antitank weapons. To Tal, infantry was useful for

4 reducing bypassed centers of resistance and mopping up after the battle.

Otherwise, he agreed with the British in North Africa, who had considered

ordinary infantry more a burden than a help. 4 5

The Six Day War of 1967 seemed to confirm these arguments. The

set-piece attacks conducted by teams of Israeli infantry, paratroops,

artfllery, and tanks to break open the Egyptian border defenses were

forgotten in the euphoria of another armored exploitation to the Suezi
Canal. 1941 technology half-tracks could not keep pace with 1961 technology

tanks either under fire or across difficult terrain. The close and constant

assistance of the Israeli Air Force made army air defense and field

artillery seem unimportant, especially in fluid operations when the Air

Force could arrive more quickly than the artillery could deploy.

Consciously or otherwise, Israel came to rely largely on the

tank-fighter-bomber team for its victories.
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THE FAILURE OF COMBINED ARMS, 1967 to 1973

Many of these trends continued and intensified after the 1967 success.

The Israeli armored force grew from nine armored and two mechanized brigades

in 1967 to an estimated sixteen armored and four to eight mechanized

brigades by 1973, while the rest of the army remained relatively stable in

size. Because Israeli doctrine regarded the tank as the best means of

defeating other tanks, the Israeli Defense Forces refused an American offer

to supply new TOW ATGMs.
4 7

Armor became the main road for promotion in the Israeli Army. Aside

from the small number of paratroop units, no mechanized infantry officer

could expect to command above company level without first qualifying as an

a-mor officer. Israel distinguished 6etween paratroop, conventional, and

mechanized infantry, with the latter being part of armor branch, but having

the lowest priority for quality recruits. Most conventional and mechanized

infantry units were in the reserve, where they received less training and

priori.ty than tan!ks. For example, the three armored brigades located in the

Sinai when the 1973 war began had all their tanks and crews at a high level

of availability, but their mechanized infantry components were still in the

unmobilized reserve. These brigades went into battle as almost pure tank

forces.47

As commander of the armor corps from 1969 to 1973, Major General "Bren"

Adan, the tas' " force commander at Abu Agheila in 1956, tried to reverse

these developments. He assigned higher quality recruits to the mechanized
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infantry forces of the Israeli Army, only to have those recruits seek

reassignment away from such an unprestigious branch. Adan also tried to

obtain large numbers of M113 armored personnel carriers to replace the

dilapidated M3s. Upon becoming chief of staff in 1972, General Israel Tal

opposed this purchase. Tal argued that the true role of mechanized

infantry, if it had a role, was to fight mounted, as in the West German

doctrine. Although the M113 was a considerable improvement over the M3,

neither vehicle had enough armor protection and firepower to act as the MICV

Tal sought. The Chief of Staff therefore opposed spending scarce funds on a

good but not perfect vehicle. 4 8  Israel continued to emphasize the tank

and the fighter-bomber to the neglect of other arms.

This neglect was also apparent in Israeli unit structures. Despite the

great increase in the Israeli Army, all echelons above brigade remained ad

hoc task forces, rather than deliberate designs to integrate an appropriate

£balance of arms.

By contrast, the Egyptian Army carefully analyzed its weaknesses and

strengths between 1967 and 1973. Indeed, one reason for their initial

success in the 1973 war was that for the first time the Arabs initiated a

war with Israel according to a detailed plan, rather than having Israel

conduct a preemptive attack. Moreover, President Anwar Sadat recognized

that a holy war to destroy Israel completely was impossible. In 1972 he

appointed a new staff and commanders to plan a rational, limited war.4
9

This staff recognized the same problems that Dayan had exploited since

1948. Egyptian leadership and oontrol procedures could not react quickly to
I
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sudden changes in mission, and the Egyptian troops became demoralized

rapidly in a maneuver battle where Israeli troops could bypass them and

attack from unexpected directions.

The classic World War II solution to this problem would be to prepare

the troops psychologically to continue fighting when cut off and surrounded,

and then develop a defense in depth to absorb Israeli armored attacks before

they could penetrate. Yet the Egyptians recognized the lack of cohesion and

mutual trust in their units, and therefore sought a different answer toE
their problem. They planned to force the Israelis to attack Egyptian

positions at a time and place the Egyptian choice. This would allow the

Egyptian soldier to fight at his best, stubbornly defending his own position

rom frontal attack without worrying about his flanks or his fellow

soldiers. To do this, the Egyptians planned a surprise attack across the

Suez Canal, the line of contact between Egypt and Israel since the 1967

C war. This attack would isolate the small Israeli outposts knaown as the "Bar

Lev Line" along the eastern bank of the canal. Egyptian units that were not

involved in this attack surrendered their ATGMs and surface-to-air (SAM)

* missiles to the assault echelons, who therefore had three times the normal

complement of such weapons. The first waves of these well-armed troops

rushed about four kilometers east of the canal, and then set up defensive

* positions. When the local Israeli armored reserves counterattacked to

relieve the Bar Lev outposts, the missile-armed Egyptian infantry faced

perfect targets or pure tank units without infantry or fire support.

2
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The decision to defend only a few kilometers east of the canal also

enabled the Egyptians to shelter under the integrated air defense system

that they had constructed on the western bank with Soviet materials.

Israeli aircraft suffered heavily when they tried to support their armor

inside the range of the Egyptian SAMs.

The Egyptians also profited from the famous Israeli method of command,

*. which depended on leaders operating well forward and communicating with each

other in a mixture of slang and codewords on the radio. The Egyptian Army

jammed many of the Israeli command nets, and captured codebooks that enabled

them to interpret messages they could not jam. Moreover, the Israeli

commanders committed the classic mistake of becoming personally involved in

local battles instead of directing their troops. On the night of 8 October

1973, the third day of the war, an Israeli brigade commander, battalion

commander, and artillery commander all risked themselves to rescue

Ua personally the garrison of one of the outposts that had escaped to the

east. Their involvement showed an admirable concern for the safety of their

troops, but left them unable to coordinate and control the battle.
5 0

-O The Arab armies also made mistakes in 1973. In contrast to the

carefully-prepared Egyptian plan, Syria attacked on the Golan Heights in a

rigid carricature of Soviet doctrine, with all units moving on a fixed

* schedule and no one assigned to mop up bypassed centers of resistance.

Soviet advisors may have taught these tactics because they considered Arabs

incapable of more sophisticated operations. Israeli armor fought these

dense masses from prepared tank positions that minimized the target
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presented to the Syrians. The defenders moved between engagements, rather

than leaving their positions to maneuver during a battle. Although hard

pressed, Israel was able to halt and counterattack the Syrians, despite the

tremendous initial advantage the Syrians had in numbers and surprise. Syria

then appealed to Sadat for help, and thus on 14 October 1973 the Egyptians

gave up most of their advantages by attacking eastward into Sinai, away from

their prepared infantry positions and air defense umbrella. By this time,

nine days into the war, all surprise was lost, and the Israeli forces in

Sinai were fully mobilized and ready to fight.
5 1

In the ensuing days, the Israelis arrived at improvised solutions to

their immediate problems. Airborne units functioned as conventional and

even armored infantry, because of the low regard armored commanders had for

their own mechanized infantry. After counterattacking and crossing to the

west side of the canal, the Israeli forces concentrated on eliminating

Egyptian SAM sites, destroying the integrated air defense system and thereby

allowing the Israeli Air Force to provide more support.

Still, the 1973 war completed the cycle in which the Israeli Defense

Forces almost exactly repeated the experience of the German Wehrmacht in the

use and misuse of mechanized forces. Like the Germans in World War I, the

Israelis before 1956 had regarded tanks as specialized weapons that they

could not afford to maintain. In 1956 a few armored experts like Colonel

Ben Ari showed the Israeli commanders the value of mechanized units for

penetrating and disorganizing thin enemy defenses, just as Guderian had

taught his seniors in 1939-40. 1967 was the heyday of the Israeli
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blitzkrieg, but then, like the Germans before them, they came to rely on the

main battle tank and the fighter-bomber to the neglect of the other arms.

Once their Arab opponents developed more effective mears of antitank and

antiaircraft defense and adjusted their defensive systems to the threat of

armor penetration, the Israeli commanders found mechanized operations almost

as difficult as the Germans had discovered in 1942-45. Blitzkrieg was still

possible, but it required much greater combat power and much less reliance

on psychological confusion than had been the case in earlier campaigns.

THE AFTERMATH OF 1973

As the most 3ignificant mechanized war since 1945, the 4th Arab-Israeli

War of 1973 attracted immense concern and study by all professional

soldiers. The Israelis themselves were understandably reluctant to talk

C about the detailed problems they had encountered. The renewed Israeli

interest in organic mortars for maneuver battalions and increased

procurement of armored personnel carriers certainly indicated that they

placed greater stress on the need for fire support and mechanized infantry

to support their armor.

At the time of the 1973 war, the U.S Army was just reorienting its

doctrine and force structure to deal with the Soviet threat in Europe. It

was therefore natural that the U.S. would seize upon the Israeli example as

an indicator of future tactical problems. For much of the 1970s, the

influence on the U.S. of Israeli experiences was evident in such aspects as
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the great emphasis placed on ATGMs and on fighting from hull-down positions

to attrit a numerically-superior mechanized opponent.

Yet the lessons of 1973 and indeed of the entire Israeli experience are

sometimes obscure. First, the Israeli Army is organized and trained to

fight only one type of war in a relatively narrow variety of terrain;

conclusions about the way that army fights may not apply in some of the many

other possible situations for which the U.S. Army must prepare. Second, as

noted above, the Egyptian defensive system along the Suez Canal in 1973 was

an artificial one, carefully crafted to use concentrations of antitank and

air defense weapons that were far above what any army in the world issues to

its field units. Moreover, the development of ceramic armor has made the

shaped-charge warhead ATGM significantly less effective since 1973. Third,

the Israelis played into Egyptian hands by neglecting combined arms

organization and practice, producing artificially high tank losses that gave

a mistaken impression about the future role of armor.

What is clear from the 1973 war is that all weapons and arms, and

especially high performance aircraft, are quite vulnerable on modern

battlefields. This simply reinforces the need for mutual support by

different weapons to negate the threats posed to other arms. To cite one

obvious example, since 1973 suppression of enemy air defense has become a

much higher priority for ground units, in order to allow friendly rotary and

fixed wing aircraft to support the ground battle.

Thus in some ways, the experience of the Israeli wars revalidates the

experience -f World War II. Successful operations in mechanized warfare
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require not only combined arms organization, but also compatible equipment,

so that all arms and services can move over the same terrain with the same

degree of protection. Combined arms training must ensure that the different

arms and the aviation assets can actually cooperate witn each other on a

complicated battlefield. ATGMK and air assault

or army aviation units must be integrated into existing organizations and

practices, instead of treated as special cases.
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CONCLUSION

SUtMARY

Prior to World War I, the various combat arms existed independently of

each other, with very little doctrine or training in cooperation.

Thoughtful professional soldiers frequently discussed the concept of

combining the different arms for mutual support, but in practice such

combination was the exception rather than the rule, at least below the level

of a division or corps. In particular, there was profound disagreement as

to the organization and role of field artillery on the battlefield, and the

degree of cooperation needed between artillery and maneuver forces. Some

armies, notably those of Germany and Japan, became aware of the importance

of indirect fire to aid the infantry while protecting their own artillery

from enemy fire. Other armies, especially that of France, maintained the

tradition of massed artillery in a direct fire role to suppress enemy

defenses at close range.

More generally, professional soldiers were acutely conscious of the

effects of the new firepower developed during the previous century.

However, even where official doctrine allowed for dispersion and maneuver to

minimize the attacker's exposure to such firepower, these soldiers felt

compelled to accept the risks of a relatively dense attack. They believed

that the need for a quick victory and the inadequate training of their

conscript and reservist troops left few alternatives to such attacks.
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After an initial period of maneuver warfare in which prewar doctrine

seemed to be at least partially successful, Europe gradually developed the

elaborate trench systems of 1915-18. Restoring mobility on such a

battlefield required a number of developments. First, all armies had to

apply and refine the procedures for indirect fire support. Between 1915 and

1917, the British, French, and German field artillery learned how to place

massed fire on any preplanned target, although targets of opportunity were

still difficult to engage. Mapping and survey techniques, aerial and ground

forward observer procedures, and concern for such variables as weather,

ammunition production quality, and the wear of the gun tubes all became

common. However, this preplanned fire was possible only because of a series

of rigid phase lines and schedules of targets, with no means to change the

firing once it began, and little opportunity for the infantry to communicate

with its supporting artillery.

During the same period of time, infantry regained some of its firepower

and mobility by developing the weapons and organization that have dominated

that branch ever since. Led by the French, European armies produced and

issued mortars and rifle grenade launchers for indi'ect fire, automatic

rifles and light machine guns for mobile direct fire, and small caliber

accompanying guns to reduce enemy strongpoints. With these weapons came the

* familiar infantry structures of today: a section or squad integrating

rifles, grenade launchers, and an automatic weapon, with companies and

battalions c-mbining such maneuver elements with heavier support weapons.

The German Army then mastered these new weapons and organization, giving
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infantry the tactics to advance or defend in a decentralized, flexible

manner. The linear deployment of infantry that had maximized its firepower

for three centuries was no longer necessary, reducing the target that

infantry presented to enemy fire.

Yet developments in the artillery and infantry could not accomplish much

without changes in command, control, and communications. Even if the

artillery succeeded in suppressing the power of enemy defensive fires, the

infantry had to struggle forward across No Man's Land with no means of

communicating with the guns or with higher headquarters. Long delays ensued

while the advancing infantry sent runners and telephone messages up the

chain of command and waited for decisions to come back down that same

chain. General officers had to command from the rear, because the

inflexible nature of telephone communications and the poor visibility inside

the trenches made control from the front almost impossible. Even when the

commander was able to receive information and communicate in a timely

manner, supplies, artillery, and reinforcements all had to cross the shell

holes and destruction produced by the attacker's own artillery

preparations. By contrast, the German defenders accepted the risk of

allowing junior commanders on the spot to make independent decisions and

even commit the re3e.-ves of their parent units, thereby increasing the

difference in decision-cycle times between French and British attackers and

German defenders. Hence the trenches largely immobilized opposing armies

even when German infiltration tactics or the Allied

artillery-infantry-tank-aircraft team achieved tactical successes.
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Moreover, by 1918 most armies had come to imitate the German doctrine of

defense in depth, leaving only lightly held outposts in the forward area and

thereby absorbing enemy artillery preparations and infantry attacks forward

of the intended main line of resistance.

Nevertheless, the seeds of future combined arms attacks were present in

1918, when the German infiltration tactics in the west and the British

cavalry exploitation in Palestine both acted as forerunners for the

mechanized doctrine of their respective countries.

IE Between the world wars a number of factors common to all nations

hampered the development of such doctrine and practice. Anti-war sentiment,

tight defense budgets, and the huge stockpiles of 1918-technology equipment

* all discouraged innovation. Confusing terminology, the extreme and

contradictory claims of various abrasive but visionary theorists, and

constant changes in technology also made it difficult for professional

( soldiers to develop a rational basis for changes in equipment, organization,

and doctrine. Despite such problems, few armies stood still, although they

varied in the exact compromise they reached along the long continuum between

military conservatism and total mechanization.

Great Britain could not afford to become so mechanized that its

battalions were unable to function in the low intensity operations required

to police the British Empire. This need for one army to fight in multiple

types of war forshadowed the even greater problems of the U.S. Army since

1945. For Britain between the wars, this restriction, plus the problems

described above and a number of unfortunate experiments with mechanization,
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caused the nation that developed the tank to lose its lead in armored

warfare during the 1930s. instead, British armor developed in two divergent

directions, a pattern repeated to some extent in the French and American

armies of the same period. British armor and cavalry officers sought tanks

that were lightly armed and armored, providing the mobility to function as

armored cavalry both in Europe and the empire. On the other hand, slow,

heavily armored tanks were still necessary to support the deliberate attack

of the infantry. As a consequence, no British vehicles or armored

organizations emphasized firepower. Even the British infantry, which

improved its mobility somewhat by d-eeloping lighter and more effective

weapons, lacked effective antitank capability in 1939. Only the Royal

Artillery had such a capability, and it had neglected the indirect fire

experience of World War I.

in Germany, the determination of Heinz Guderian and other visionaries,

plus the limited support of Adolf Hitler, produced the panzer division.

luderian built a fully mechanized force in which all arms were integrated,

although the service and maintenance elements were never as mobile as the

units they supported. As in other armies, the traditional combat arms

vontrolled some of Germany's mechanized equipment, but two thirds of the

available armored vehicles remained concentrated in the panzer divisions by

1939. Germany's first tanks were in some ways inferior to those of France

and Britain, but the Germans produced such equipment several years before

the hasty rearmament of their opponents. Thus the panzer units had enough

equipment in their hands before the war to train and experiment ...

giving them a tremendoun lead over their counterparts in ohe- armni.
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Prior to 1937, this lead in mechanized warfare belonged to the Red Army

of the Soviet Union. From the Russian Civil War of 1918-21 to the present,

the Soviets have been remarkably consistent in their doctrine. This

doctrine envisioned a "deep battle" fought by combined-arms mechanized

formations that could rupture conventional enemy defenses and then

simultaneously attack all echelons of that defense with artillery,

paratroops, air strikes, and the maneuver of mechanized "mobile groups."

Only the Red Army purge of 1937-41 caused the Soviets to fall behind

Germany, producing the incredible unpreparedness which contributed to the

initial German victories of 1941-42.

If the Soviet Union was the most advanced in military doctrine between

the world wars, France was the most conservative. The French reserve system

was inferior in quantity and quality to that of 1914, reinforcing French

commanders in their belief that only methodical, set-piece operations of the

World War I variety were possible. The same reserve system prompted the

French government to construct the Maginot Line. The purpose of this line

was not to hold the Germans indefinitely, but to act as a shield for French

* mobilization and an anchor for French maneuvers in the low countries. The

cost of the Maginot Line, the limitations of French industry, and the French

distrust of elite standing armies all delayed the formation of armored

* divisions until the war began, denying French soldiers the experience and

training that their German counterparts had gained in the last years of

peace. When Germany invaded France in 1940, French armor was largely

dispersed in an infantry support role, or functioning as mechanized cavalry
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in Belgium, too far from the main German thrust to redeploy under the rigid

French command structure. In any event, France lacked sufficient troops to

establish an effective defense in depth and maintain counterattack forces to

repel German penetrations.

The United States was heavily under French influence during the 1920s,

but did develop new structures and doctrine in the following decade. The

triangular infantry division gave the United States Army, at least on paper,

a more mobile, responsive, and strategically deployable force than it had

had in World War I. Unfortunately, the organizational concepts of that

division required significant modification under the test of combat. Also

during the interwar years, the U.S. Field Artillery School far outstripped

its European competitors by inventing the fire direction center procedures

that allowed massed artillery to concentrate rapidly on targets of

opportunity. Such centralized and flexible fire direction has been a major

advantage of all subsequent ,-xerican field units.

Germany's initial victories in 1939-41 defined blitzkrieg as the

standard for mechanized combined arms. Although all armies eventually

developed the psychological and technical capability to react to the

blitzkrieg, the principles involved had considerable merit. The German

panzer division was a combined arms mechanized formation in which the

I balance between the arms improved as the war progressed, and in which all

elements had trained to regroup and reorganize to meet different

conditions. The principal role of this force was exploitation,

* Iencirclement, and pursuit after a more conventional attack penetrated the
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enemy defenses on a narrow, concentrated frontage. This exploitation was

not a random scattering of forces; German commanders strove to focus the

actions of their subordinate mechanized units throughout the battle, seeking

to disorganize and encircle the enemy forces. After the success of 1940,

the limited German capability for close air support expanded to assist the

ground units in such operations.

In German hands, these tactics had difficulties that were not

immediately apparent to observers. In their heyday, the German tankers

concentrated on exploitation, leaving antitank guns and not tanks to defeat

enemy armor. From 1942 onward, by contrast, the Germans redesigned their

equipment to put increasing responsibility on the tank-aircraft team for

both penetration and antitank defense. When Germany's opponents developed

effective antitank defenses and challenged German air superiority, this

system fell apart. Germany denied the infantry, artillery, and other

elements of the panzer force the production priorities that they needed to

remain equal partners with the increasingly sophisticated German tanks.

Moreover, from the start limited transportation and maintenance assets had

restricted the German force, making sustained operations such as those in

the Soviet Union a tremendous strain.

Poor deployments, training, and command and control were largely

responsible for the British and French defeat in 1940. The British response

was to readjust both organization and training. Gradually infantry, armor,

artillery, and antitank forces became equal partners in the British armored

division at home, although the forces in North Africa were too pressed by
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combat to adjust until 1942. At the same time, General Bernard Montgomery

led a group of officers who used large-scale exercises to develop a common

set of concepts and procedures for mobile warfare. Realizing that the

British Army still had slow command procedures and considerable branch

prejudices, Montgomery "stage-managed" large unit operations to ensure

integration of all elements of the combined arms teams. The result was much

less responsive and fluid than the German battlegroups, but at least enabled

the British to use their forces to best advantage.

The Soviet Union also had to change its organization and training in

response to the German menace. German accounts of the war in the east

usually describe the Red Army during 1941-42, the period when Soviet

leadership and staff procedures were poorest, and when the necessities of

the moment forced the Soviets to abandon temporarily their prewar

organization and doctrine. Beginning in 1942, however, the Red Army rebuilt

its tank and mechanized forces, and retrained its leaders to solve the

problems of penetration and exploitation against the Germans. Popular

German accounts rarely speak of these techniques, which became standard by

1944-45. In the deliberate attack, the Soviets used deception operations

and selective massing on narrow frontages to achieve an overwhelming

superiority at a few points even when they could not claim such superiority

across the entire front. A wave of task-organized company and battalion

sized units then initiated the offensive by fighting to develop information

about the enemy and to occupy German outposts. Combined arms assault groups

reduced specific strongpoints, while heavy tanks, medium tanks, assault
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guns, engineers, infantry, and artillery cooperated to rapidly push through

the main German defenses. Once this penetration developed, combined arms

for-ard detachments led the larger mechanized formations in rapid

exploitation, seeking to preempt German efforts to organize a new defensive

line.

As remarked before, the U.S. Army entered the war with a triangular

infantry division that would supposedly adjust its combat power by frequent

attachment and detachment of specialized units. Unfortunately, most

commanders concluded that the infantry division was incapable of sustained

attack or defense without such attachments under all circumstances.

Moreover, frequent changes in these attachments caused much inefficiency and

misunderstanding between those attachments and the gaining divisions. Thus

the U.S. infantry and even armored divisions, although nominally small and

strategically mobile, actually fought as larger formations because of the

habitual attachment and association of nondivisional armor, antitank,

antiaircraft, field artillery, and transportation assets. At least some of

these attachments became organic to the division structures when the U.S.

Army recognized the reality of its practice after the war.

The other developments of World War II were obvious to everyone. The

shaped-charge antitank warhead allowed all arms to acquire limited capacity

* to kill tanks with low-velocity guns and rockets. The demands of infantry

units for long range antitank defense and for armor support in the attack

produced a number of tank surrogates, primarily armored assault guns. Most

nations, including Germany, had considerable difficulties in achieving
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effective air-ground cooperation, because air commanders saw only the

inefficiency and limited destructive capacity of close air support, while

ground commanders appreciated the rapid response and psychological effect of

such support. Although this issue did not prevent temporary cooperation

between air and ground forces on the battlefield, it was really a symptom of

the larger difficulties of coordination and combination when all operations

became joint service, and most combined the forces of more than one nation.

Since 1945, the atomic bomb has challenged the entire role of land

combat, and certainly made massing on the World War II model quite

dangerous. The Soviet response to this new deployment was to organize and

equip their ground forces for an armor-heavy exploitation, with penetration

left to nuclear fires. Since the late 1960s, however, the Soviets have

recognized the possibility of renewed conventional warfare and have

restudied the lessons of World War II while restoring the balance of arms

within their divisions and regiments.

The U.S. Army, by contrast, faced challenges not only from nuclear

warfare, but also from insurgencies and a variety of other conflicts around

the world. The necessity to fight any war any place at any time with only a

handful of divisions places a tremendous burden on American doctrine and

organization, a burden rarely understood by America's allies or even the

general public. The skeleton configuration of garrison forces in the later

1940s was inadequate to fight a limited conventional war, while the pentomic

division structure of the 1950s lacked the flexibility of command and

control required to fight in non-nuclear environments. The requirements of
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flexible response to multiple possible threats go far to explain not only

the ROAD division structure, with its variety of strategic and tactical task

organizations, but also the American emphasis on firepower, to make up for

inadequate forces and mobility in different environments. Airmobility is

another major new development that promises to give the U.S. Army both

firepower and mobility on the battlefield, but only if the U.S. has the

strategic transportation assets to move bulky helicopters and large amounts

of supplies to an overseas battlefield.

Today Israel and those of America's NATO allies who may have to conduct

contingency operations outside of their own regions need only limited forces

for such contingencies. Thus the British, French, and German armies have

* tended to standardize on integration of mechanized assets at smaller unit

levels, producing fixed organizations equivalent in size to an American

brigade or armored cavalry regiment. Israel was also able to focus on a

limited number of possible conflicts. The tremendous armored successes of

1967 and the lack of resources in a small nation led the Israelis to repeat

the error of Germany in World War II, relying on the tank and fighter-bomber

to the neglect of the other combined arms. This error, plus the limited

variety of terrain and threat that Israel faces, make generalizing lessons

from the Arab-Israeli wars to other future conflicts rather hazardous.
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TRENDS AND PRINCIPLES

Certain trends or principles recur in all these developments. Some of

these trends are so self-evident that soldiers rarely discuss them, and yet

the fact that they have survived the test of different technologies and

armies merits some attention.

First, major armies have tended to integrate more and more arms and

services at progressively lower levels of organization, in order to combine

different capabilities of mobility, protection, and firepower while posing

more complicated threats to enemy units. Integration does not necessarily

mean combining individual weapons or even companies of different arms

together in a permanent organization in garrison; indeed, such a fixed

structure would be almost as dangerous tactically as the current

organization, because battalions and companies could not adjust the balance

of weapons in response to varying terrain, enemy, or mission. To be

effective the different arms and services must train together at all times,

changing task organization frequently. When making such changes in task

organization, however, it is more effective to begin with a large

combined-arms unit, such as a division or fixed brigade, and select elements

of that unit to form a specific task force, rather than to start with a

smaller brigade or division and attach non-divisional elements to that

formation. In the former case, all elements of the resulting task force are

used to working together, and have a sense of unit identity that can

overcome many misunderstandings. In the latter case, confusion and delay

may occur until the non-divisional attachments adjust to their new command
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* relationships, and the gaining headquarters learns the capabilities and

limitations of these attachments. Frequent changes in the partnership of

units, especially changes which are not practiced in peacetime, will produce

inefficiency, misunderstanding and confusion. Only the need to adjust the

proportion of arms to different tactical situations limits the degree to

which those arms can be grouped together permanently.

One corollary is that all arms and services need the same mobility and

almost the same degree of armor protection as the units they support. Not

only infantry, engineers, field artillery, and air defense, but also

logistics units need to be able to go where the tank units go in order to

conduct sustained operations.

0 Another corollary to this tendency to integrate arms and services in

that the arms must be balanced within an organization, grouped together to

perform according to a particular doctrine. Units above battalion level in

which one arm dominates the others numerically may be useful in certain

circumstances, but lack flexibility. Similarly, specialized arms and elites

of all kinds, like the tanks and tank destroyers of World War II, have

special capabilities that must be balanced against their vulnerability when

not supported by other arms.

A fourth trend is the continuing problem of air-ground cooperation.

Artillery and infantry learned to function together in World War I, and with

much difficulty the tanks, antitank weapons, engineers, and antiaircraft

artillery joined that team during and after World War II. Yet the aircraft

is still not integrated into the combined arms team. In three wars since
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1941, the U.S. Army and Air Force have had to develop ad hoc compromises and

procedures for air-ground cooperation because their peacetime training and

doctrine were always inadequate. To some extent, the development of the

helicopter has been an army effort to acquire a capability that receives low

priority in the air force. As General Howze argued at the time that the air

assault team developed,

We drew a parallel to the indirect fire support available to the

infantry company commander. That gentleman had call on battalion
4.2-inch mortars, brigade 105-mm howitzers, division 155-mm and
eight-inch howitzers, and 240-mm howitzers. Even so, he would not
give up that crummy little platoon of three 81-mm mortars that was
part of his own company. For he had to ask no one's permission to
use them--they were totally responsive, always available, a
precious asset even though a small part of the total firepower
backing up the infantry company.

The United States is not unique in suffering this problem, and even the

German Luftwaffe and army had similar disagreements during World War 1I.

Until the legitimate concerns of both services are adjusted, air support of

ground forces will remain a broken reed at the start of each new conflict.

A final problem of combining the different arms and services is the

difficulty of defense against enemy penetration. The Germans in 1915-17,

the allies in 1939-42, and the Egyptians in 1956 and 1967 have all suffered

in this regard. Few armies have the time and troops in peacetime to train

in the establishment of a true defense in depth, to prepare their troops

psychologically as well as technically to continue to fight when penetrated

and bypassed by enemy forces. In the mid-1970s, the U.S. Army conducted

such preparation as part of the "Active Defense" doctrine in Europe, only to

be maligned by critics who considered that doctrine too oriented on defense
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and on firepower. If anything, however, the true test of an army's skill in

combined arms is its ability to reorient and orchestrate the different arms

under the pressure of a fast-moving enemy attack.
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